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JialnbUahet! June S3,1868*

I_PORTLAND,

W.^

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS is published
•Very day, (Sunday excepted,)at 82 Exchange Street,
Portland, N. A. Foster, Proprietor.
Terms
Eight Dollars a year in advance.
THE

New

Advertisements.

BY

Seizure of Goods.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS, is published at the
place every Thursday morning at $2.00 a year,
n
variably in advance.

gency, and arrangements

TELEGRAPH,

Hates

length ol

of

Apvertisino.—One inch of

column, constitute

a

“square.”

space, In

£ 1.50 per square daily first week : 7ft cents per
Week alter; throe insertions, or less, $1.00; continu-

ing every other day after first week,
or

50 cents.

less, 75 cents; one
Halt square, three insertions
50 cents i**r week after.
*
Under head of “Amusements, $2.00 per square
per week; three Insertions or less, $1.50.
“Special Notices,” $1.26 per square first insertion, and 25 ct». p«r square for each subsequent insertion; halt • square, $1.00 first insertion, 15 cts.
encli subsequent insertion.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every parof tlio State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion*
and 50 conts per square for each subsequent inserMeek, $1.00;

The recent Fenian troubles have not caused
slighest interruption of the Great Western
Kaiiroad. Freight and passenger trains are

the

-1-r-1-“

Deering Hall,.

Portland.

GEO. K. GOODWIN..MANAGER.
W. li. CHESTER... .Stage Director.

THE

Washington, June

Q-EN.

Nights Only

Wednesday, Thursday

and

!

Friday,

Jama Oth, Till and 8th.
TIio youthful,charming and able American Artist,
Miss

Lucille Western !
SUPPORTED BY

MR.

MRS. D.R. ALLEN,
GEO. METKIFF,
WM. Q. LEMOYNE,
—AKD THE—

CONTINENTAL THEATRE COMPANY,
OF BOSTON,
Will appear in the English Popular Moral Emotional Play, entitled

EAST LYNNE, Or the Elopement!
EAST LYNNE, Or the Elopement!
madam^vFne’ | Miss

Lucille Western.

Mil. FRANCIS U5VISON.GEO. METKIFF.
MU. ARCHIALD CARLYLE........D. B. ALLEN.
PRICER OP ADMISSION.

Parquette.60 Cents.
He served Seats in Parquette.. .*. .75 Cents.
Gallery.35 Cents.

British Demand for the Captured

Mr. Doolittle opposed the substitute for the
second second section, but no action was
taken on it.
The Senate then went into executive ses-

or

persons

claiming

the same

are re-

-—

■

--——

The Fenians

Or the Fat* *f

a

GEN. MEADE AND STAFF AT

OGDENSBURG.

Most positively tbo Last Night of the Season,

Benefit of

ciety.
The Annual
the

Stranger and the Honey Moon,
which occasion MR. E. L» DAVENPORT,
the Eminent American Tragedian, has in the“iind
ness manner volunteered his very valuable aerrioet
f If.Sale of Tickets will commence on Wednesday
morning at U o’clock, at the Box Office of the Thoa>
On

tre.

JuneSdtd
FOREST

same

CITY PARK.

Portland,

June B.

H. BAILEY, Manager.
2t

LINO’S

TRACK,

SCARBOROUGH,

WEDNESDAY,
NEWTON,

the

M.

day

follow-

D.,

M.

NX.

5—(ltd

A.

Thursday Evening, June 7th,

STEPHEN MARSH, Secretary.

PURSE OF 950.00.
G. H. Bailey ns. b. g. Tcsumseh Sherman to harness.
P. II. Bradley ns. b. m.Kate Shepard
J. F. Haines ns. bk. m.Druecllla to Wagon.

i AA LABORERS to go
LW -Md MWeauu

to California.
Fare
will
iUmiabed after
signing th. necessary paper.. For farther p»ru™lars enquire at 4} Free Street.
Per Order.
P. S.—Prelerenco given to old aoldiera.
V. .4
JunoBdlw

Notice.
F. TRACT will visit the town, in Cumberland County for the purpose of reeefyiiig subscriptions, and collocting arrearages for the Daily Prea.
and Maine State Press.
june5daw3w

Best 3 in 5, Conti day and good Track.
Trotting will oommence at 3 o'clock.
|y Tickets BO cents. Ladles free.
P. n. BRADLEY, Proprietor.
junoldtd

Wanted.
WESCOTT,

June 5—dlw*

To Whom it May Concern.
that stole an Ollander from the garden
on Congress Street, last
return it, or call iu

person
THE
of M. L. WOODBURY,
Is
to

Saturday niglit, requested
the toy Urns and get the mate.

GEO. F. FRENCH, M. D..
Formerly of the Regular Army, and late

r

class

journeyman Hairdresser; good
and steady employment. Apply to
Awages
H. H.
Cor. Fore and India Sts.
FIRST

juneSdlw

3,000
4,000 British troops at Fort Erie yesterday,
not a Catholic Irishman was to be
found, and

officer of the force was Irish:
Gen. Meade, and U. S. District
Attorney
Dart will arrive at Potsdam at noon
to-day,
and look after Sweeney and his base of
suppot

.FEW gentlemen can be aocomodated with board
at No. 25 Myrtle Street.
JuneSdlw

Boston, June 4
Recruiting for the Fenian ranks continues
m Boston with much
activity, though there is
little
cacI teme t.
Ttt
ii
public
recruits left for St, Albans

u

on

haijctroil

-ynw

the trains to-

night.
Worcester, Mass., June 4.
AtaFeujan meeting here to-night, nearly
11400" were subscribed, and a compahy of forty-five men raised.
St. Albans, Vt., June 4
Another company of U. S. artillery from
Fort Independence, arrived this morning. The
United States authorities are using every exertion to preserve neutrality. The Fenians
are preparing for a movement.
-Waterbury, Ct., June 4.
A large Fenian mass meeting was held this
to
raise
funds to forward volunteers
evening
to Gen. Sweeney. Over $600 wire subscribed

A second company is ready to start

to-night]

Norwich, .Time

3
At Fenian meetings held here on Saturday
to-day, $1000 were raised. A company of
sixty Fenians <rill leave for Canada at 2 A. M.

Philadelphia, June 4.

The excitement among the Fenians of this
is intense. Large amounts of money have
Fenian Matters in Buffalo.
been subscribed by the O’Mahoney men as
Announces to the dtixens of Portland that be has
IFrom the Buffalo Express. May 31.1
well as .the friends of Sweeney, to aid the
Last week Gen Sweeney, with other Fenian
]m rmanently located himself in this city, and respoctcause, and rumors are current of reinforcei uliy tenders his services to tho public.
military leaders, was in this city, and we un-. ments being sent rapidly forward.
9
derstaiid that his plan of operations was finalNew YORK, June 4.
Oilier at the King.bwry Hniisc,
ly discussed here, adopted, and arrangements
A Buffalo special dispatch says Col. Lourey,
for carrying it into execution immeperfected
of the 47tli regulars, visited t- e U. 8. steamer
303 Congress St.
diately.
Michigan yesterday, ami asked lor the capturOn Monday or Tuesday evening of last
ed colors, bat Cel. O’Neill positively refused to
KEFEIIS BY KEKMISStOH TO
of
war was held, and its sitweek, a council
have them delivered as lie had surrendered
DRS. DAVEIS ol Portland, and BOWDITCH of ting continued until three o’clock in the mornBoston.
unconditionally to Gen Barry, and they were
ing. The debate upon the question, to do or
May 30—dlw_ not to do, was long, earnest, impassioned.— in his custody.
Gen. Barry has removed ■‘all restrictions on
Gen. Sweeney declared that something must travel from
STODDARD’S
Buffalo to Fort Erie, and the ferry
be done, or attempted to be lone, in Canada, boats arc
running again.
whatever its result, in order to rescue the orThe Lake Erie &■ Huron Railway, is repairder and all belonging to it from disgrace. His
A sure Preventive and Cure for
ing, and trains will run to-morrow.
desperate argunjpnts prevailed against a feeble
Tlie English troops are encamped in tents
CH OLERA,
opposition, and when the council broke up the at Fort Erie.
die had been cast, the programme for CanadiA
Cholera Morbas, Diarrhoea, Dysentery,
special dispatch to the Henfld, dated St.
an invasion laid out, the orders for striking
Sainnier Complaints* Pain in. the
Johns, C. E., 4.10 A. M., say3 Buford’s Royal
pronounced.
and
fcc.
Stomach
Barrels,
artillery is stationed to protect the railroad
DEPOTS OF ARMS—MILITARY AUCTIONEERbridge over Richelieu river. It consists of six
Its action is Immediate and efficacious. Its viytuos
ING.
pieces of Armstrong 12 pounder ammunion,
have been tested bv thousands since the Cholera Season of 1M3.
Physicians use and recommend it. AU
The first business seems to have been the and a detachment of the Royal rides as a
admit it to be the best Compound known lor the
establishment of depots of arms at convenient support The town is patrolled by mounted
Complaints for which it is dos'gned.
STODDARD & BURTON, Proprietors, Troy, N. Y.
points. At Erie this was ill managed. The men of the British regulars. The inhabitants
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.
agent there had been instructed to advertise a are entirely quiet, and apparently indifferent
N.
y. WEBSTER * CQ., Nashua,
H„
whether the Fenians come or not A large
sale of military weapons, and equipments, in
Traveling Agents.
may 12—il*wSm
number ot families have left for the States
and Btorage of
order to cover the
such property as a legitimate transaction of apprehensive of Fenian raider.
Tho Latest thing out—Except the commerce.
A special dispatch to the Herald, dated St
He misunderstood his instrucPolice!
tions, failed to advertise, and the mnskets iu Armaud, on the Canada line, June 4, noon,
his hands were seized by the government offi- says: This village is filled with British volunEUREKA
JAQUE’S
uuteers. Reports are current of an expected
cials.
I
Fenian attack. There is a rumor that an atButton
In Buffalo there was more cuteness, as we
Serg Congress Boots!
infer, without any positive knowledge, from tempt was to be fliodetb capture the bank at
TieC c&uciAt, prettiest, and most durable Boot ever
Bedford and Stanbridge station, which caused
an advertisement which has appeared for sevput into the market. For sale at
eral days past in the columns of The Express, the removal of the deposits therefrom last
CL T. MERRILL & CO’S.
8V Middle Street.
announcing a “peremptory sale of muskets, ri- night. The camp of the 7tli Highlands is loMay 23- dtl
fles and commissariat stores, by P. O’Day, at cated at Alexander, a short distance lienee.
It Is said that a number of men will leave
SUMMER
his auctiou and commission rooms, Nos. 20
and 22 Pearl street, Friday morning, June 1st, before morning for Canada and travel as private individuals.
Under-Shirts and Drawers!
on account of whom it may concern.” Our
It Is declared at the Fenian headquarters
reporters visited Mr. O’Day’s establishment
BEST GOODS, and at a Fair Price, at Moryesterday in pursuit of information, but were that the arrest of Col. O’Neill will not check
assured that the boxes of muskets, pistols, the movement against Canada, aDd the main
ton Block, CONGRESS STREET.
had not been opened—would not be open- attack will yet be made by Gen. Sweeuey.
etc.,
CHARLES CUSTIS * CO.
A delegation of colored men have offered
ed until Friday, and that the consignee knew
May 31—dlw
nothing whatever yet as to the quality, manu- their services to fight for the cause.
The Fenians believe that the troops under
facture, pattern or value of his weapons, not
O’Neill were betrayed.
MADAME CARY,
even sufficient to recommend them to a purThe Irish population are still sanguine of
chaser. One side of Mr. O’Day’s establishThe Great Fortune Teller, ment seemed to be Ailed with formidable box- great success In the Provinces.
An Ogdensburg dispatch to-night, to the
be
and
may
VII be in thia city for a short time,
es, sufficient to contain, If packed with musfound at
kets, sufficient for the arming of a brigade. Times, says: Gen. Meade and staff are here
The cellar of his establishment has long been
perfecting arrangements to preserve the neuNO. 19 PEARL STREET,
understood to be the arsenal and drill room
trality laws. He came as far as Dc Kalb on
and
Street*,
Corner of Pearl
Congress
the same train with Gen. Sweeney and some
of the F. B., buf darkened windows have kept
200 Fenians. Gen. Meade thinks the Fenian
fcom 9 A. M. till 8 P. M. She lia* astonished tho»- its secret well from pryiug eyes.
winds by her wondoriul Art. Will tell the PaM,
gathering in northern New York, means fight.
f O
THE GATHERING OF FORGES.
Present and Future correctly.
Gen. Sweeney and his men left at De Kalb
SSTNo (ientlernen admitted. Ladies 50 cent*,
On
all the information

Surgeon in Chief 1st Dir. 15th Army Corps,

CHOLERA

city

SPECIFIC.

reception

THE

1

mayltf

BETHLEHEM !
WTANTED—Agents to sell my new engraving,
VV Bcthlehtm, a match lor “Christ-Messing I.lttlc
hiklren." This picture is now meeting with universal lavor, and agents report large commissions.
An

early application will

Apply

to or addross

tuavfitdlw

choice of territory.
W. J. HOLLAND,
Springfield, Maes.

secure

Union Caucus in Falmouth.
The Union Republicans of Falmouth are requested to meet at the Town House, In said Town, on
MONDAY, 11th Inst., at « o'clock P. M., to dhooso
Delegate* to attend the Gubernatorial Convention to
be lioldcn at BangorSlst Inst.
Per Order.
June 4—dAwtd
_

Notice.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of tlie
Farnsworth Manufacturing Co. will be bold at
the Counting Room of Deering, Mllhkeu & Co., on
Tuesday, J une 5,1866, at 4 o'clock P. M.

THE

S.B. HASKELL. Clerk.

Portland, May 19, 1816.

muySodtd

Lincoln. Referred.

Mr, Rice introduced a bill to make the
term of civil officers, except mere clerks appointed by the President or heads of Department, for four years,.and that they are not to
be subject to removal during the term, except
tor malfeasance. Referred.
The resolution offered by Jtr, Williams last
Monday, of inquiry, whether any military or
civil employees of the GoveriimenL countenanced or assisted in rendering honors to the
dead or living rebels, came up.
A Her some discussion the resolution was

Tuesday last, from
we can gather, the concentration of Sweeney’s
From Nashville, Louisville,
forces began.
Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Columbus and other
western points, a quiet movement of men
commenced, tending to this point. Our dispatches yesterday morning announced the
passage of one body through Cleveland.

The Bankrupt Bill.—The bankrupt
bill lias passed the House, and will undoubtedly pass the Senate. The creditor no less
than the debtor interest favors the measure.
It is intended as a permanent system, taking

the place of State, bankrupt and insolvent
laws. It is to
regulate, by a uniform code, the
relations between debtor and creditor in the
United States. The act does away entirely
witti all that remains in any ot the States of

imprisonment for debt. The criminal code of
each State covers all cases of fraud, and this
bill is so well guarded as to discourage instead
of inviting fraud, as the insolvent laws often
do.

—The Dayton (Ohio) Journal publishes the
following as haring occurred in that city:

adopted.

station tor Malorc.

1JUFFAX.0, June 4.
Several hundred Fenians arrived here tins
evening, and still hint at a movement on the
frontier, and especially as so small a force of
British troops is now at Fort Erie, most of the
torce there having been ordered elsewhere.
It is understood that a writ of habeas coppus has been served in the case of the Fenian

prisoners now in custody of the authorities
here, and it is hinted that the officers aud men
will be got off some how, but how, remains
to be seen.

Mit/wattkie, June 4.
regiment of Fenians will start for
Chicago to-morrow to join the Fenians there,
and proceed to the scene of action.
Cincinnati, June 4.
Some 500 Fenians left here for the East this
evening via Crestline and Cleveland. A regiment is reported to have left by the late train
The first

to-day.

Tobonto, C. W., June 4.
The excitement of the Fenian invasion is
rapidly subsiding every where. AH the ex-

posed points are fully prepared

for any

einer-

<

The resolution offered

by
Kelley last
Monday, asking the Secretary of War tor information as to railroad property held by the
Government on May 1st, 1865, and what disposition has been mado of it, etc., was adopted.
A resolution askina Information ot the Secretary of the Treasury as to sales of gold, etc.,
Mr.

taken up anil adopted.
1
The resolution declaring that our Government cannot guarantee Mexican. bonds, was
taken up and referred to the Committee on
Foreign Affairs.
A resolution was offered t'>at the Committee on Foreign Affairs consider the propriety
ot granting belligerent rights to the Fenian
organization. It went over under the rules, a
wrs

debate arising.

A resolution was

adopted instructing the
Committee on Appropriations to inquire into
the propriety of erecting a new Executive
mansion, and using the present mansion for
the State Department.
A resolution was adopted that the Appropriation Committee report a bill equalizing
the mileage pay of members of Congress.
The'bill providing tor restoring political
rights to the late rebellious States, was taken

up.

Mr. Wilson supported the bill, which was
then postponed until next
Wednesday.
The credentials of Mr. Parsons
claiming a
seat from Mississippi, were referred to the

Reconstruction Committee.
The bill reducing the pay of soldiers In the

army was taken up.
Mr. Woodbridge opposed the hill and Mr.

Dumont supported.it.
Without taking 'action'the House adjourn-

ed.

TWO DAYS

an

and

Boarders Wanted.

A

and while liberal detachments have been
reaching here from abroad during the past
week, amounting to more than another thousand, the whole augmented army in tlie field
only amounted to about 1,000 men. Where

LATEST.

MR.

THURSDAY, JUNE 7th, 1866.

the Canadians call Limestone
also on board the
Michigan.
The Express says: While we had
assuredly
in this city some two or three
regiments of
Fenians, well armed and equipped and drilled,
are

plies.

WANTED.

ME.

Buffalo, June 4.
1 he arms of the captured Fenians are on
board the Michigan. The British colors
captured by the Fenians at the battle of
liidgewhich

the balance are it is difficult to understand. It
is a significant fact, that among the
or

Maine ChaTitjL'"A Stated Meeting of the'
Association, will be held In the
j|rV able Mechanic
Room on
June

this morning.

Ridge,

severe

C.

of arms and accoutrements on
Saturday evening’s train. All quiet uorth of Ogdensburg

way,

President.

storm, the sale of Rieh
(toads, was adjourned until
WEDNESDAY, June 6th, at 16 A. M., and 3 P. M.;
goods now on exhibition.
E. M. PATTEN & CO.
June 4.1866.
jun;5td
account of the
ONShawls
and Shell

June Bth
notice.

GEO.

Fenians were on the same train.
The U. S. Marshal here seized nine boxes

Special Auction Notice l

Purus advertised to be trotted on
rpUE
A
and
are
over till turthor
put

■

of the Society will be held at
Meeting
on

place,

at 10 o’tlock A. M.
H. G.

Library
at 7$ o'clock.

POSTPONEMENT.
12th,

troops
England.
Watertown, N. Y., June 4.
Gen. Meade and staff passed here this mom
mg, en route north. Gen. Sweeney and 250

Yarmouth.

June5dlw&w3w

Miss Lucille !

Whon will he presented the beautiful Plays ot the

_

bring

small expense.
Can he seen ot.t’non Wharf, Yarmouth, Me.
For full particulars apply to
J. W. LAWRENCE,

ing,

FltlDAY,

_

600,000

DAY, June 26,1866, at 10 o’clock A. M., for the examination of candidates for membership in said So-

Coquette.

and to amend the act to establish the Judicial Courts of tho United States. Referred.
Mr. Wright introduced a joint resolution
relative to a fresh water basin tor iron-clads,
at Tappan Bayou on the Hudson river.
Referred.
Mr. Lawrence introduced a bill to provide
a tcmporaiy Goverbment tor the
Territory of

Seasoned Pine.

on

CAMILLE,

Mr. .Tcncks introduced a bill to alter the
places of holding the Circuit Court of the
United States, for the Rhode Island District,

Advance !

an

Adjourned.
HOUSE.

Preparing for

-—

Counsellors of tills Society will be in session
at the International House, Portland,
THE
TUES-

CAMILLE.

Flags.

Nkw Youk, June 4.
The Herald’s Toronto dispatch of the
8d,
says reports believed reliable state that 2,000
Fenians are at St. Armand, opposite St. Johns,
threatening Montreal; also that a force of
about 2,000 or 3,000 are at St. Regis, six miles
from Cornwall.
The Fenian camps in the
vicinity of St. Al^—bans and Ogdensburg are quiet.
r——i-—Heavy reinforcements are arriving. The Collector of Ogdensburg has receiAed instructions to prevent
any crossing to Canada in his neighborhood.
The revenue cutter Chase,
carrying two DablPliuiers, Shippers anet Outs’ gren 24 pounders and
a 30 pound Parrott was
for aale by
placed at his disposal, with orders to sink any
vessel carrying Fenians across the river. EvBENSON & HOUGHTON,
effort is being made by the authorities to
ery
jun»5eod2w
Berlin MU1» Wharf.
preserve our neutrality.
A Montreal dispatch
says, heavy reinforceScarboro.
ments are concentrating at St. Johns and
The Union Voters of Scarboro are requested to
Heminford; these being the two pricipal points
meet at tbe-Town House, in said town, on SATURthat cover Montreal, besides
KUmstead, wliieb
DAY, the 8th inst., to choose three Delegates to tlio * is already well defended.
The Royal mail steamship
Union Stale Couvcntion, to bo held at Bangor the
Himalaya has
arrived at (Quebec with the Cadadiaii 100th
21st inst.
regiment, together with the 43d regulars direct
Per Order Town Committee.
from Malta. Two gunboats have
d&wtd
Scarboro, Juno 4th.
been.improvised from tugboats,
equipped and manned by
marines.
will
be
They
Steamboat for Sale.
equipped with Annstrong guns and 12 pounder howitzers. ReinThe light-draft, stern-wheel Steamer
m _wlE""*n.
Mm gm .CLIPPER, is offered lor eaie. She forcements are now known to be on the way
has two good high pressure Engines; also ono sumfrom Halifax, and the steamer
Belgian will
mary Engine, and can he putin running order at a
additional
from

Maine Eclectic Medical Society.

Alex. Duma Groat Drama of

adopted.

was

sion.

June 6—42w

THCKSDAY,

A number of important bills were called up
and discussed.
At one P. M. the reconstruction resolutions
were taken up.
An amendment making all obligations incurred iu suppressing the rebellion, or for the

payment of pensions and bounties, inviolate,

The Union voters of Westbrook aro requested to
meet at the new Town House, on
Saturday, June
9tb, at four o'clock P. Mm to choose Delegates to attend the Union State Convention to be held at Bangor on the 21st inst., and the Congressional District
Convention at Saco on the 26th inst.
Per Order of Town Committee.
J une 5—d& wtd
—

Lucille Western !

from

SWEENEY EN ROUTE

Fenian
quested to appear and make such claim within niiuv
ty (lays ^from the date hereof; otherwise tlui said
goods will be disposed ot In accordance with tho act
ot Congress approved
April ? 1844.
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr.,
Collector.
J une 1,18C6.
j uue6-dlaw8w

4.

SENATE.

FOR THE FRONT.

Westbrook.
For Three

XXXIX CONGRESS—1st Session.

FENIANS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
M. C. M. A.—State ! Meeting.
Seizure of Goods—Israel Washburn. Jr.

Philadelphia.

Charles Lahb.—la a book just published
in London, called “Charles Lamb, His Friends,
His Haunts, and His Books,” Lamb’s personal appearance is thus described: “There was
a large but fine head on the small spare body,
and $ie two ‘immaterial’ legs, as Thomas
Hood called them, catching ‘Elia’s own tone.
About his face, apart from its expression, was

ancieut quaintness—being lull of wiry
lines, with a deep earnestness about the brows,

an

rather hooked nose and decided mouth. We
all know these old-fashioned faces, ftill of character. but we do not meet so often that touching, half melancholy smile under which his
more observant friends saw lingering a tense
of old troubles—nor those wonderful eyes—
the lamps of the whole faee—glittering, turning—ycux pclellents, looking, us Mr. Proctor
if ‘they would pick up pins and neesaid, as
dles.’ ”
a

_

Arrival af the Steamships Citj mf Lsadn
asil Nora Scstiaa.

New Yonk, June 4
j The steamship City of London, from Liver2ALaml4iueenstojm 24th ult, has arriv-

VARIETIES.

—Among

the most

interesting literary

an-

nouncements of the season is that of a complete and uniform edition of the works of Lord
Macaulay, in sixteen volumes, crown octavo
to be published in the course of the summer
and fall by Messrs. Hurd & Houghton. The
edition will follow the text and the arrangement adopted by Lady Trevelyan.

—We l<*arn from the Boston Advertiser, with

surprise, that divers prophets are debating in the Maine papers whether ths end of the
some

world is to come in 1869 or 1873.
A Paris correspondent of the London
Times says that the words used by the French
Emperor at Auxerre, were deliberately written
down by him on his return and sent to the
ifoniteur with orders for their immediate insertion.
—

—Among recent foreign literary announcements we observe those ,f a newly discovered
volume of Voltaire’s MSS. likely to soon get
print;

of valuable MSS. of

Joseph

Bona-

parte, and the much talked of Memoirs of Tal-

leyrand—all on

their way to press.
—Charles A. Cook of Milton, Mass., eutared
the army before he was twelve years old, passing muster an account of his size, served ono
year and was wounded four times, and is now
fourteen years old and draws an annual pension
of ninety-six dollars.

Little “Mame" was discussing the great hereafter with ta>» mamma, when the following enTlie Cork papers of
contain the
^
i TOfWi^Wamo—“Msmfo». Bill yon go toHeuen
following items:
when you ^Re7* Mamma—“ Yes, I hops so,
“The London Express announces the suspension of Kobinson, Crayton A Co., bankers, ehild." Mame—“Well, mamma, I hope I’ll go
Manchester, liabilities not large. Two of the too, or you’ll be so lonesome Mamma—“Oh, I
large warehouses of the Loudon A Great
will go too." Mame—“Oh, no>
Western Kail way at Manchester were burned hope ysUT papa
papa can’t gs; he can’t leave the store." Mamon the morning of the 23d.
Loss £100,000.
ma thought she had a good one on papa, as ho
A Brussells telegram says letters from Paris
state that the French Government is raising
can’t often “leave the store” to go to prayerto their full complement all the regiments bemeeting, &c.
longing to the army of Paris and the army of
—The Council Bluffs Nonpareil say* : “We
Lyons. France will have its army on a war
received a dispatch from our local, wherein
looting in a fortnight, and ready to place In just
observation on the German and Italian front- he sends his compliments and vaguely intimates that he has found his other half. From
ier.
'The Italian and Austrian Governments have the fact that his dispatch Was prepaid, we infer
announced their intentions to respect Swiss ,that the girl had money."
i
in the event of a war.
—Mrs.R. H. Btoddard, who is at her counA Paris telegram of the 23d,says the Monitry residence on the southern coast of Massator du Solar states that France, England and
Knssia don’t wish to take up the position of chusetts, is said to be busy with a new novel.
—The Round Table begs to suggest to its cor
arbitrators, but solely to propose a basis of
certain deliberations and to direct the discus- respondents that verses on thu seasons, the
sion of tbo conference to the points constitutaffections, and on death ore not in demand
■
ing the cause of collision. The powers are with that journal.
^
now arranging the terms of a note intended
—A singular discovery has been made at Rye,
to be, sent to Vienna, Berlin, Frankfort and
1 Eng.
While workmen were excavating tor a
Florence.
drain they came upon what has proved to bo
La France *ays the reply of Russia is still
expected. When it arrives a few days must the deck of a vessel made of English oak, and
elapse before the dispatch of the collective let- of larger construction than are built at that
ters of the powers.
in the present day. This appears to conThe conference may probably meet three port
weeks hence, but ft will be difficult to accom- firm the tradition that the town was at one
period nearly surrounded by the sea.
plish this.
Prince Charles, of HohensoOem, was en—According to the telegram, the attack on
thusiastically received by the National Assem- Canada has had one Hibornianism already
bly of the Danubian Principalities.
The ammunition wagons preceded the invaA telegram from Jaray announces that the
ding column 1 From whioh the Boston Trancontinued Turkish and Russian corps d’armies
entered Moldavia on tlie 22d. Omar Pasha teript infers that the Fenians intend to carry
commands the Turks, and Kotzebue the Rus- everything before them.
—Rev. E. B. Fairchild, President of Hillssians.

Thursday

eutrality

Farthbb Point, June 4.
Steamship Nova Scotian from Liverpool
May 24tb, via Londonderry, 25th, has passed
this point for Quebec.
The political situation remains unchanged.
More failures are reported and financial af1
fairs are gloomy.
'fhe steamship Etna from New York arrived at

Queenstown, 24th.

The Scotia from Neiv York, was reported
off Crook hayen,at,8 P. M, May 26th.
Washington Items.

Washington, June 4.
The President has opproved the bill concerning the produce of forests of the State of

Maine upon tha St. Croix river and its tributaries, owned by American citizens, the same
befog unmanufactured in whole or In part,

having paid

and

the same tax as other American lumber on that liver, shall be admitted
into the ports of the United States, tree of

duty.

The President has also approved the bill di-

recting

the

Secrctrry

of the

Nrvy

to

appoint

Board to examine a site at or near Portland,
for a fresh water basin for iron-clad vessels of
the United States navy.
The British Minister has addressed a note
to Mr. Seward, from which the following is an
extract: “I have the honor to inform you that
the Government of Canada have authorized
a

Porter, Esq., Magistrate commanding

K.

the
Government vessel La Cariodeanie, employed
in protecting the fisheries off Canada, to issue
fishing licences on payment of fifty cents per
ton of measurement of the' vessels proposed
to be used tn'fhd fishing. The license will remain in force during the season and will confer upon toe holders as tar as the Canadian

fisheries are concerned, all t!he rights enjoyed
the
fisherman of the United States, under
the (reciprocity treaty. This measure is of a
provisional nature.”

by

WASHINGTON CORBESPONDENOE.
SURRENDER OF THE FENIAN

PRISONERS DEMANDED.
New Yobk, June 4.
Special dispatches say White, late of Moshas
been
elected Mayor of
by’si guerrillas,

Leesburg.

It is said that the British Minister has demanded the surrender from our Government
of the captured Fenians. It is not
probable
that the request will be complied with.
Charles O’Connor had an interview with the
President concerning the trial of Jell Davis.
He says they are ready to proceed with the
trial, and if the Government is not ready,
they ask the release of .Jeff. Davis on parole,
with such security as the Government’nay
ask. They offer bail from $100,000 to $1,000,-

000.

Report of the Directors, for the year ending
May 31,1MJ0. which included that of tho 'ITeasurer of
tho Company, Eliphalct Nott, Esq., w as pie&ntcd in
a printed
form, and distributed among tho stockhoklors.
From this wo oxtract tho following particulars:
Annual

W ante i—Hairdresser.

Boarders Wanted.
Fotice.
Union Voters ot Scarboro.
Seasoned Pi ue—Benson & Houghton.
Wanted—loo Laborers.

assets.

Capital stock,
$1,500,000
invested in Railroad,
$1,360,183 57
Real Estate,
3,417 80
Portsmouth Bridge,
32.00000
P.&K.R. R.f
loo,o,)uOO
Wharf at Portland,
4,308 23

OITY AFFAIRS.
The regular monthly meeting of the
City Council
was held
Monday evening, June 4th.
BOARD

IN

OP

MAYOR

AND

RECEIPTS.

From Passengers, (312,378)
*

ALDERMEN.

“

Expenditures,

dale College, in a lecture on Rome, says that
Wm. W. Story, son of Judge Story, is destined
to be the first sculptor in Rome.
An English
lord has offered him $15,000 for one of his
marbles.
In Australia the rats climb tho orange
trees and cut a hole in the best fruit and suck
—

out the juice, leaving the empty rinds.
—A telegraphic dispatch announces the com-

plete destruction by fire of the palace
Pacha, at Constantinople.
—Powers’ friends are endeavoring

of Fuad

to have
his statue of “America” (which has been
boxed up in Hew York for the last fifteen,

years) brought to Washington, and

set

up in

the centre of the rotunda of the
—A whimsical old bachelor

Capitol.
sneeringly remarks that love, like the measles, is rather a
juvenile complaint. “Who,” he asks, ever
heard of a widow’s dying from mixing a
broken heart with a sixpence worth of arsenic?”
—It 19

now

commonly reported that Mr.

Charles A. Dana has left the Chicago Republiaud is succeeded by Mr. J. P. Luce.
Mr.
Dana’s name has certainly been withdrawn
can

from the head of the paper.
—Mr. Algernon Charles Swinburne has in
press a collection of his “Miscellaneous Poems.”
—The Itev. C. H. Spurgeon is about to have
his choice sayings served up under the head of

“Aneodotes and Stories.”
—Mr. Sidney Howard Gap) for several years
the managing editor of the Tribune, has re-

signed,

and is to leave the paper. His sueoossor
is Mr. John Ruaeell Young, formerly of the

Philadelphia Press.
t —It is stated that Mme. Goldschmidt sings
for the last time, at the great Rhine Festival,
and refuses apy kind of remuneration. Leopold
Au*r, the young Hungarian violinist,and Mme.
Olata Schumann, are engaged for this festival,

with HerrGoIdschmidt

as the conductor. Mme.
Mr. Henry Blagrovc are amongst
the hrtists who wiH appear, so that England, at
least, will be honorably represented. Boxes
and tickets are eagerly bought at a premium.

Parepa and

—The Hon. Emily Eden, the author of “The
Semi-detached House,” etc., will soon
publish
“Up the Country : a Journal of aToiir in the
Upper Provinces of India."
—1Tablets have been put up i„ the Charter

the

City

seriously

NEW

Council".

for

1822-27,

effect of the motion If it should be
adopted; ho sakl that the Treasurer was the trustee of
the lessees,and under tho lessees,the virtual Treasurer of both tbe B. & M. and Eastern roads in the State
of Maine, and he could not pay oat the money of the**
corporations in tbe way proposed.
W. H. Haekett, Esq., of Portsmouth, answered the
remarks ol Mr. Homer, saying that the Treasurer
would far trauscend his authority if he did as the vote
directed him to do, tboidd it pass.
Francis Cogswell, Esq., of Andover, the President
of tbe Boston & Maine It. R., explained the vote of
kis directors In adopting the vole cf Dec. 17,1864,
above ieferred to, tho object of which was to initiate
a compromise of the “gold” matter; lie said it was
au oversight that the Eastern road was not connected
with the B. & M. in the Tote of Dec. 17; and If it was
right that the dividend should be pakl in coin be was
in iavor of doing so.
Mr. Homer njoinod that the gross earnings of the
P. S. <& P. road had been about 13 per cent, for the
last four years, and that the lessees could well affbrd
to pay the 8 per cent, to us os a compromise, In cur-

IN CON

VENTION,
A convention ol the two Boards was
held, and the
officers
were
following
elected:
William Carney, Weighcr and
Ganger.
Charles J. Morris. Overseer of the Poor and Workhouse, iu place of Daniel Gould, deceased.
Jacob P. Allen,/Surveyor of lumber.
The convention was then dissolved.
Licenses were granted S.J. Davis as Inn
&

holdor;

Trussell os victualed; John Wall, Jr.,

victualor.
Tho petition ot Henry
Idbby for lietwip. as victualor
was laid on the table.
<
Tho licenses of E. M. Patten, H.
BafloyandJ.S.
Bailey as auctioneers wers renewed.
The ordinance for the government of the Fire
Department of the City was passed to he engrossed.
The Board of Common Council
having disagreed
with this Board upon the
laying out of Quincy gtrooti
a uommiitoo ol
conference was appointed.
^
The committee ol conference held
a meeting but
as

were

unable to agroe upon the

matter,

aud

they

cose

rency,

or

and the

6 por cent, in

gold, according

to contract.

George M. Browne, Esq., President of the Eastern
road, explained on the part o( his road that they did
not go into the arrangement proposed by the Boston
& Maine, as in the first place they were not invited
to. and secondly his directors did not consider such a
vote as binding, the sfr ckholdors of the B. & M. Co.
not having orderod'it to be done, and the Board of

so

reported and were discharged, flfom any fnrther consideration of tho subject.
An ordinance relative to
clly weighing and ganging

right to vote away the comHe opposed the motion.
President Goodwin said that ho hoped that some
arrangement would be made to settle this togal question; perhaps it was a breach of the contract, and 11
so, a much better contract—one more favorable to the
interests ol tho P. S. <& P. Company—might now be
made. He alluded.to the building of tho Portland <£
Rochester road, and thought that that read could
nev6f succeed in running a line'to Great Falls or any
whore else, as against this air line rtatd.
lA stock vote was then lakes, which resulted in the
d)foat of the motion by 860 shares for, to 1260 against
Directors

providing that if my person, not duly authorized as
City Weigher and Gauger shall weigh or gauge any
cargo or parts of cargo of any foreign merchandise
where a City Weigher aud Gauger i,s
required, or

had not tho

pany's money in that way.

every such violation of the ordinance ho shall pay a
$30, was read twice and passed to" he engrossed—yeas 4, nays 3.
An order was passed in concurrence
appointing a
committee to receive and entertain the Commission
under
the act of Congress to examine in
appointed
this vicinity In relation to a basin for lron-elads. The
Committee consists of the Mayor, Aldermen
Holder,
Giddings and Jack, and Councllmcn Klee, Marr, Fuller and Fessenden.
Adjourned to Monday, June 18th, at 7} o’clock.
flue of

it.
Mr. Homer then made

a

motion that the Treasurer

retain In Ills possession money enough from the rec ipts to i»ay the next December dividend in coin.
After a little discussion, in which it was statod that
this was but a renewal of the last motion in substance

Soldiers and Sailors.—Tho attendance at tho

adjourned meeting of the soldiers and sailors ol Portland, at Reception Hall lost evening was very good,
taking Into consideration the inclemency of the weather. Idle meeting was called to order
by Gen. James

but another

form, tl*i? rosulyo

was

Gordon, Joseph A. Perry, Iidwin D. Dow, Albns R.
Jordan, of tho Army, and William li. Thornes, of the
Navy. The committee were also empowered to call a
mass meeting ot the soldiers and sailers of Portland
at City llall, at such time a»> they should bo
ireparod

ton.

adjourned.
mooting
now Board of Directors subsequently organized by the choice of the old officers: Hon. I. Goodwin,
President; Charles E. Barrett., F.sq., of Portland,
Clerk, ana Eliphalet Nott, Esq., of Saco, Treasurer.
Tlio usual collation was tarnished at the wt4* known
refreshment rooms at the station, and the celebrated
44
North Berwick sponge cake” was free to all tlio
stockholders, by Invitation of the directors.
The

to

report. Adjourned.
The indications, as tar as we can see are, that this
organ zation is destined to ho oneol the largest and
most useful in our city, end we doubt not will do honor te itself, and be the pride of all its friends.
Foreign Opinion.—Extracts irom English Testimonials, giving evidence of the efficacy of “Brown’s
Bronchial Troches:
“I have derived greater benefit from the ‘Troches’
than from anything 1 ever tried.
Brookdodie Boytleb,
Prirno Tenoreof the British Operatic Association,
London."
“1 never knew such a wonderful cure for Hoarseness.
W. Randall, Oxlord Music Hall.”
“I have tried your ‘Troches,’ and can testily to their
Charles Slow an,
efficacy.
The English Improvisator.’*
“The ‘Troches* give great satisfaction.
T. W. R. Lee. Editor Loughborough Monitor.”

East

Bank,

tw» “•'<» ^ the
purpose of obtalns'?"* ye"otEJue*0on1,8 *"
pursuing hi*
studies
Hamilton. N. Y.
He lve a,"11"0"
laboi. uf the •nl**loiiaries
in his
»■»

?fthe
mntry
many ototu rwo,n8rT Vl»ited them,
w boo m.,
nearly
I,8l‘;0ll‘l’e,r »“•
*»
this work, left .Salem fo,tSe hioneur
for oil land,
amid the
jeers and derision ol a u',...,.
Christian. oumuni‘t?V?Iitiou ol tlietheu
professedly
idcaof the conversion „i u,0 .‘fl,18y reganllng tbe
and any effort in that
lm,,jr'?!.,i:ki,1?''r'c*1.
He stated that Ur. J udson
** l'10
six years boiore ihere was a
single
the membership oi the protestant
church,?ow
twenty-five thousand.
Oncol the
of this missionary labor has been the
“A
a«t- that had s,-long existed
the.e; there is now no
ea»te among the Burmese.
ilia account oi* lie manners and customs
ofth«
c

which

7«?*

fifty years ago,

direction^
preilXJiT1??1*
e7nv?r,!i.?
etvlli2n”US»KSI

breallSg

Burmese

was

exceedingly

in teres

lug.

In

J,f

religion

they arc Buddhists, and bcheve In the doctrine of
transmigration ;honcc their doctrine and laws tor bid
the taking of the life of
any animal, particularly anv
iianuscm ammal;
nevonheicss, they do not hesitate
to eat ot the flesh
of animals; their method ot evad:4VV
particular show them to lie uulto
‘f1
ing*
'e t ®
of more enlightened c iiiiitric*.
Pf®ple
They
*‘ve
fish: but they f-ocure them by
r®
kilting
|11
°* the river, flowing the
f w i!*
,tbe
4
lbo
ahuiu with.it, thru
tl> ,,
tlc
!rmJ ?,*
W:0,u without
,iu*y
a“

ave

to

dtf, then,

any notions
Their inv tatu iis to
tot
at the
learn
*****
»*J *• dosirod.—
n,ore i«* to conic;
P°lk» *hlch tact suggested to
ha.

^

com mine

C!\,,M5»®w*

b7

E»veh^^'ermms.W^>80

They
I'lO iirsi died
n■»

a,,tJ.one

that trichina

toin

g™;r^yVuPr^',|''r0

ortiflli;

^“■forl’hrt^w.rrmV'1
exhibitions „f several
images,
dee.,peculiar to that

language,

the

oruamlmE, chiJms

reortatipeepl*r«i>«tln^tahtawShS
.ns of the MboM
eUMran

1 ive > oars before Lc left
Mauluiain. he we.
Isir of one of the
missionary sheols, and there tint
leard the h.nglish
language
spoken, ami from that
ome determined to.inane iiimselr
familiar with it, in
older that ho might obtain
as a clerk in
employment
•the
( i.Hioiii House, or KhiImumv then* uiui
with this in view, be cam*- to this
country to further
perfect himself, and it was not until
after his arrival
hero that he became
converted to the C hristian rcto complete hi* studies,
n,>'r^l*ropo»oH
piepaie himself for the ministry, and as
such, return
"d l’rea‘h t’,liB I188!'-’8 tbc
*“>1*1 of
■

English

:SVn‘ !,

theSmSf
tiJd
After
a

prayer by Mottng Ky An, the services
thw

w

MiMlonry

Livery Stable Stock at Auction.—E.
M. Pat-

<6n * i:

win 84,11

at 10

o’clock,

at the stable

Federal street, recently
.occupied by Mr. G. II.
Babcock, the entire stock of horses, carriage*, &c.
H will afford an excellent
opportunity of purchasing
a handsome turnout.
<»n

Delegates at Laboe.—Hon. Jacob
McLclian,
Hon. Augustus E.
Stevens, ami Daniel W. Fessenden, Esq., were elected delegates at Large to tlie
Uiii.,n Slate
Convention, at the meeting of the Word
delegates held yesterday afernoon.
Fenians

to the

Fbont.—A large company of Fenians, under command of an experienced
officer leit
this city last evening for the front.
ITEMS OS*
"\\

STATE NEWS.

l>y

the Lewiston Journal that
Messrs. 8. U. Bearce & Co., of
Lewiston, propose erecting a large Steam Saw Mill, near
tlie
river bank, seven or
eight hundred feet above
the Railroad bridge? The mill
will contain a
full run of saws of various
e

see

kinds, including one

It will be about 60 feet
broad and one
hundred and twenty live feet
long. The machinery will be propelled by an engine of 125
horse power.
—A barn
belonging to Gideon Fletcher, Mr.
of Monticello, was struck
by lightning on Friday, aud destroyed. Two horses in the barn
were killed, and burned
up, together with ten
tons ol hay and 300 bushels of
oats, two wagons,
harnesses, etc. Mr. Fletcher's loss is estimated
gang.

st

$1000; no insurance.

—The Lewiston Journal
says that Professor
Levi Stanton of Bates
College has been invited
to become Principal of Bummer
Academy at

Newburyport, Mass.
-The cattle-killing scoundrel*

In Durham
still ply their vocation, and
many citizens believe it to be an
attempt on the part of some
persons to drive Union men from
the town
ihnradav an ox was fonnd ina oasture
The animal belonged ,
to ci coloriul
a
e
widow, of moifenaive character
^
table a woman as
sobriety, industry and bom-sty can make. What are we ooming to ?
—Quite a destructive fire occurred in Bath
on Sunday
morning last. A brick store on
Front street, occupied
Sc
—

_

__

by Harvey

Fogg,

clothing dealers, and by the restaurant of Wm.
H. Turner, was
entirely burnt out, and three
wooden

buildings adjacent, including a furnishing store, a gun-smith’s shop, and a bowling saloon, were entirely destroyed.
Vrry
little was saved from any of the
buildings. We

do not learn the amount of the loss.
—Col. Mattocks, latesof the I7th
Maine, calls
upon those who served in that organization and
are or will be entitled to
bounty money, to retain their discharges until further notice
as
ar-

rangements are being made to hast,: some officer* of the regiment to
go to Washington and
attend to these claims iu person.
—On Wednesday, May 22d, a

yonng lady 22
of Jnmcs Greer e,
Esq., a prominent citizeu of Peru, Oxfbrd Co.,
lift tlie-schoolTit Kent’s Hill, and went to Lewiston where site disappeared, and has not since
been heard from. It appears that some
years of age, the

daughter

painful
circumstances had occurred which had caused
Miss Green great distress of
mind, and it it believed, temporarily unsettled her reason. It is
known that on the day in question, she
appeared at the Elm House in Auburn, not
long after

the arrival of the train from the
oast, and reuse of a room for a few
hours
When site left her room, she went down
-stairs and sat a short time in the
parlor, where
she was observed
She
out

quested the

Weeping.

soon

passed

after, going in the direction of the bridge

and has not been seen since.

A letter

was

stfbsequontiy received by a sister at Kent's
Hill, la which she bade her classmates fiirewell, but said nothing of her iutentionsi Her
friends

arc

unable to learn whether in

a

lit of

derangement she has destroyed herself,wanderedpnto an adjoining towu,|or taken the cars for
same

other place.

POLITICAL.
—The last letter of the Portland
corrcspondent of the Bangor Timet has found its
way
into the culnmns of the Argue as
naturally as
if written expressly for Democratic
consumption —as probably it was.

t—Loudom County, Va., has recently been
much exercised about the choice of a
beriff.
The rebel guerrilla leader, White, was elected

Thursday last by 1692 votes, against OTC for
Leuckett. White is a warm
supporter of “my
policy and canvassed as the Johnson candi-

on

date, whilo I.euckett boro the odium of buying
been indorsed more than a
year ago by those
who joyfully welcomed the return of national

authority.
—A correspondent of

the Nation names the

Hon. Goo. P. Marsh, the distinguished diplomatist and author, for one of the Vermont
seats in tbe United States Senate.
Management

of tiie

Fhekdmek's Bu-

On account at the storm the parse advertised at the
Forest City Park will not be trotted for to-day.

“The Pirate's Own Book” is suggested as a
fitting title to the history of his adventures
which is soon to be published by Raphael
gemues.

on

this
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riiBLIo.—Wo have heard of

di nlists

is their bread and bn Iter. Eminent
cay of the teeth
members of the profession lu all parts of the country
endorse and recommend it.

1

Bt. Church
addressed Srn

wa*

day morning by Mouxo Ky
Ac, a native Bur®“'*e, born in Itangoon, ami who come to this Colin-

qho don't appr ove of SosudonL Wliat
it? Sunply this, it preserves
^.ir rcai objection to
sordid Interests whisper that the dethe teeth; and

“ “
Miss

eclMIssnavcnpor.wtowaspo^^*1'^^;
We adlie aaever appeared
the
A”°ricS“!tS!L
did hear her
Who
Those
cvMilnw1 te°H° „WlL° n'lgirt-'1 frum ««• "er
will noti^lany sugg"'*0'1
«!•*•*•*“» “t“‘

Coughs, Colds and Throat Dlseasos, the Troches
Invariably effiradoas.
eodlw&wlw

a^ance7.

beap —VVftli the exception of the Departments of Texas and Arkansas, the Comtnissiouershlps of the Freedmen's Bureau have
been placed in chaige of the several district
military commandants. This chance, has
been made at the reouest of Gen. Howard
and in the detailing of military commanders’
throughout the South, in accordance with this
new arrangement, Gen. Grant has so far expressed his approval of Gen. Howard’s officers
as to give entire military charge in their respective States to former Assistant Commissioners, Gens. H. K. Scott of South Carolina,
WagerSwayne of Alabama, Davis Tilson of
Georgia, and Gen. A. Baird of Louisiana.—
Gen. O. Brown of Virginia has been detailed
upon the staff of Gen. A. H. Terry. General
Whittlesey of North Carolina it awaiting trial
before the Military Commission to assemble at Ra'eigh on Tuesday, the 12th instant.
CoL T. W Osborn of Florida has been ordered upon tl » staff'of Gen. Foster of tlial Statt ;
and Gen. C**—Thomas of Mississippi is at

For

co

tilled last evening

Tba,

“The Troches” in the highest terms, and
them constantly to clear and strengthen the

received by that bank after
Thursday, June 2S. Country trailers should govern
themselves accordingly, and remit all their State
bank bills prior to that time, as all the National banks
will probably adopt the
course indicated by the Ca*.

was

were completely enchained and
quite
released wlien the drop scene olosed the play.
Western reminds os very much <d the

in

voice.
arc

Hall

piesenrod
changing

speaks of
uses

Lynnk.—Allyn

byan appreciative audience t« greet Mia* Western on
Shu .appeased in
her ttrsi appearance in J larttbrd.
the characters of Laity Iaabcl au'd Madame Vine in
the moral drama of "hast Lynne." W# wore prepared to expect from hey a delineation oi character of
no ordinary siamp, bntrVe weienot prepared to ilnd
so nutoli pertectiou.
if be play is intensely luttrest
Mias Wostorn
ing and earSr act has strong point*.
eomprebended tliem (M> and faithfully
them. We cannot at this lime give a synopsis of the
emoplay so a3 to Indicate the strong and
tions which she was required to express. B»r whethwi* “““
er as the chosen loved
one, the devoted
mother, or the heart-broken maniac, she1
protection to admit of any criticism.

clearing the throat when compelled to slag, though suffering from oold.
Ainsley Cooke,
OI tho ‘Royal Italian Opera,’ London.”
of
the
“Royal Italian Opera,”
Miss Louisa Pyne,

“Very beneficial

thon

The

annum, in

Service* at tbe Free
I“^r®"tln*
The congregation at thiaehnrch

defeated by a vote

of 608 in favor to 1341 against it.
A resolution was uanimonsly adopted, requesting
D. Fessenden. Tho question of what kind of an orthe dhectors to causo the next annual meeting lo bo
called in Portland.
ganizatioa it was best to form—whether simply a City
Union, or te embrace tho whole County, then came 1 ( The meeting then proceeded to ballot, by a stock
up. Col. Miller, Col. Bradbury and Dr. Ilunkii s
vote, tor Uiroclors with ihe following result. Tlie foladvocated the latter, and Col. Brown, and Dr. Gordon lowing named gentlemen had lift) votes each, and
adhered to the former. A vote Was then token which
wdre elected:
resulted in the former. A commltteo of six was then 1
lchabod Goodwin,Portsmouth; GehgoM. Browne.
Boston; Francis Cogswell, Andover; Nathaniel
I
raised to draft a constitution and by-laws, consisting
Boston; Charles K Barrett, Portland: Geo.
Hooper.
ot tho following gentlemen: i«ohn M. Brown, 9.0.
W. Burleigh, Great Palls; Stephen »f. Bullard, Bos-

State banks will not be

1863,”

the

salary. r

enamel, of

kind not before produced' in
England. That of the former is as follows: “Gulielmus M. Thackeray Oarthusianit
Oarthusiano,
H. M. P. C., Hatus
Obiit
1811, Alumnus

the Umtedidtak*®8*' mttTBpokc In fSvor of his motion,
contending that as ho had money enough in Lis hands
ho ought to pay the dividend in coin, purchasing tho
gold at current rates fer that purpose.
Go/-Goodwin (in tho ohair) explained the stale of

■

STATE Bank Bills.—Notice has been given by
the Casco National- Bank ot this city, that bills of

a

Mr.

Petitions presented and referred—Ol E. Tuttle*
als. that Salem street
may bo graded; of proprietors
of Park street blook, that the Rower on Park sirs**
may be eontijiued p
n.,ii,fn-sr s- Gray
sfk il. Spence, to
-..
keep a tlsh market at
No. 76 Green
street; ofenglueers of steam (ire engines, that their pay may be In or easel to $75 per
month; ol N. J. Mfller & als..to aid of the preceding
petition; of William Lindsey * als. for the Improvement ol Summer and Clark
streets; of Thomas Barker & als. that Walnut atreet
may he graded from
Salem to Donforlh streets; of John S.
Healdforln-

House in commemoration of Thackeray and

Waeh. They are in blue transparent turquoise

recorded.
Sidney Homer, or Boston, offered a resolution
that the Treasurer of this company pay to the stockholders the dividend due on June llth. •♦In am

el to be

sewer.

Burgess

uopol iu

ior the officers aud passengers. Ah soon as arrangements with the city tit Portland eon be made ior the
discontinuance of the Ciossing oi the avenue leading
troin
that city toT’apo Elizabeth, preparations will
|
I* made ior building a new passenger depot, with
freight buildings, etc. These quite necessary improvements which involve a large out lay,will give one
of the most convenient stations for railroad purposes
in the country.
LEGAL QUESTIONS.
The legal question In dispute between this road and
the Boston & Maine K. K. Uoinnauy remains unad
justed, and the dividends haw been received from
them in currency under protest, ihe B. & M. U. U.
Company, by their directors, on Dec. 17,1864, voted
that they would pay from ami alter May 31,1*68. to
t at date, eight per cent, per share (free of the Ui.ixd
States tax), to the P. 8. & P. R. R. Company, on half
of the capital stock of the latter, representing the interest ol the B. & M. Company in this contract made
April 1,1847, between tM'Portland, 8aco & Portsmouth it. K. Company on the one part, and the Boston & Maine, and the Eastern Railroad Companies
equally on the other part, provided that the B. St M.
( ompany is released by said P. 8. & P. R. R. ot ail
liability, it any sucb there may be, under said contract to this date, for payment of rental under the
lease to the stockholders of said P. S. & P. It. 1.'.
Company, in gold or silver coin of the currency of the
United States.
* his proposition of the Boston ft Maine road was
accepted by the P. 8. & P. company at their annual
meeting last June, by a stock vote, and the direct oi s
of the former road were notilied of its aoceptan- e on
the part ol the latter, and were requested to pay the
amount ot $31,678.04 to the Treasurer of the P. 8. &
P. road, wlxon a proper dischargo should be given
them. The B. & M. Company have failed.to keep
their own proposition, though their attention hash, on
called several times to the matter. President Cog«well, oi that R, R», states that his directors have taken no action on the matter, and it is for the stockholders ol tbeP.£. & P. R. R. to direct what action
shall be taken in the i remises.
The report ol the directors was accepted and order-

paving Congress street from Oak
junction of Free street; to change the
line of Mellon street;
appropriating the sum of $3000
for the celebration of the 4th of
July; for locating a
street lamp on Salem, near the loot of Walnut
street;
establishing the assessments for the Brackott atreet

crease of

yet but little ha* been done towards bull:ling

a

rials

street to the

—■

DEPOT.

Portland, as the c mL of labor and mate
being so exorbi ant, It was4 bought best to repair
temporarily the bead Raise tor the Dittoes and rooms

new

that petitioners have leave to withdraw
Orders Passed—Directing the Street Commissioner
to remove such portion of tho wooden
building at the
corner of Willow and Middle streets ns
encroaches on
Willow street; directing the Street Commissioner to
remove all obstructions on Maple
street, south of
Commercial street; authorizing the Committee on
Drains and Sewers to extend the Park street sewer
about 1(10 feet on Gray
street, If they deem tho same

expedient;

45,000
20,000

$3o3,l*:»39;

pay.
An order to pay the Eon Base Ball Club
$25, the
second prize offered last 4th of July, came up, passed
in the lower Board. Tills Board refused the order a
passage. Subsequently tho order came back, the
Councilmen insisting on their vote, and a committee
of confereuco was appointed,
The City Engineer reported that there was an encroaelinieut on Congress street, between Casco and
Oak streets, but permission had been
given the
buildor to build on that line. The
report was recommitted, with instructions to ascertain who gave sncli
permission.
Leave was grauto 1 to Messrs. Johnson A
Cloyes
Brothers to keep a tish market on
Congress street.
Aldermen Phiunoy presented ape Ition from Freedom Nash & als., lor sidewalk on Casco and
Prospect
streets. As the matter has been examined into
by

by

6".*WM

*
naiuI,
From this tablo of comparative receipts and expenditures of the Road since 1*45, append.nl to the report, wo lind that the amount, rec* ived from pass usengers, for the year ending May 31, 1816, was $106,131 31; for freight, «Stc., $2.1,266 87. The expenses of
operating tlie R.»ad was $51 >2*. 26. The number 01
passengers carried that year, 113.925. The amount
received for passengers for the Year ending May 31,
for freight, Ac, 183,302 86.
I860, was
xpenses of operating $240,755 i»7. Number of pusscagers carried312,318. it is somewbit singular us
allowing the comparative increase of receipt* and
expenditures; that in 1845 tlie amount of average ro
ccipts per passenger was 93 cents, while in 18C6 it was
97 cents, only four cents rnoie, being about an equal
rotative increase in «ich item.
No accidents have occurred the past year, nor have
any of the employees been
iiyjuitxl. JTbe
road Is in go.nl comiitiou, and is kepiso. About
17,000 new sleepers and 300 tons of re-rolled Iron rail*
with the improved joint, liave been laid. Nearly the
same quantity of both will belaid early the pi osem
season, ho that they may be tamjx-d and bedded bolore the foil rains come on.
Cuutracts have l*eeu made, and the work will soon
om.neuee, 10 put a 1 training wall of masonry at the
stone torches over Mousant river, Kennebnnk—a
ooeueu and exiieusivo job, but when completed, it
will cusui*e a permanent structure lor all time.

As

taper

$87,00;)

Uiwm on

committee on tlio Auditor’s estimate of the expenditures for the Mmiicipal year reported.
Tho committee reduce the amount for Bewors from
$25,000, to $15,000, and on city buildings from $2,500
to $2,000, anil increase the amount for Fire
Department from $0,000 to $10,000. Tho
report was accepted and an ar. order was passed
appropriating $647,002.10 lor the expenses of the
city fir the presont
and
that
year,
$G07,002.19 of that amount bo raised
taxation.
by
John Gridin was appointed special
policeman with-

upon

1*

Balances due Company,
Notes Receivable,
•

'J he

voted

$235,728

Improvement Account,
Materials' lor Rood,

amending Kule 2 of the Buies and Regulations, ol
Milk Street Marks’, cainc from tho other Board who
noil-concurred- and refused the order a
passage.—
This Board adhered and tnus the matter is ended.

Committee, and acted

25

Total apparent amount of surplus earnings Iron,
the opening of the road, $224,874 59. Invested as follows:

tho

was

$4'0,4*3

240,755 07

Balance,

Streets—that tlic wooden building
easterly corner of Willow street and Middle
street is an incumbrance on Willow
street; ot same
committee, on potition of Charles Aldeuet als., that
Cedar street be laid out and opened to Kennebec
streot, that petitioners have leave to withdraw; of
same committee on petition otC. H. Soule et als. that
Quincy lane may be laid out and accepted as a public
street, that said lane be laid out and accepted
and called Quincy street, and that
George, Waterhouse be awarded $100.damages,' said stree:
passing
over his property; of Committee ot Salaries
on petition ofF. D. Morse, for increase of
salary, that he
have leave to withdraw; of Committee^ Drains and
Sewers, on the sewer o»>Srackett street. Of Committee on Street Lamps—that it is
inexpedient to
placo a lamp at the corner of Preble and Oxford
streets.
Tlio order repealing the order passed April
Id,

It

’30s

Miscellaneous,

out and widening

the

4 775 7t
90
7,837 44
3,945 05

Mails,

committee on petition ot John Yeatonot als that aid
be granted to the Cape Elizabeth
ferry—that petitioners have leave to
withdraw; of Committee on laying
on

166,435 73

Expresses,
Extra Baggage,

"

Heportsqf Committees.—Of Committee on Judicial
Proceedings—that the city has a right to the laud on
Maple street, 4outh o! Commercial street; of same

$303,180 39

freight,

"

out

into

LATER FROM EUROPE.

Maine Eclectic Medic? 1 Society.
Steamboat for Sale.
To Whom it May Concern.
Special Auction Notico.
Union Voters of Westbrook.

liarlhtiuake.
San Francisco, May 30.
A sharp shock of an earthquake was felt in
San Francisco at 3.35 A. M. to-day. No damage was done.

in

Meeting of the F. S. A P. R. R. cc.
The annual meeting of the Portland. Saco & Portsmouth Railroad Company was held at North Berwick
yesterday. The corporation assembled in the Baptist
meeting house at Doughty's Falla village at 12 o’clock
M.f alter the arrival of both the trains irom this city
and Boston, lion. Ichabod Goodwin, cf Portsmouth,
(ex-Govornor of New Hampshire) presided. The
Annual

VICINITY.

New Advertisement.
To-Dar
entertainment column.
Theatre—Deering Hall.
Forest City Park—Post.iionemcnt.

The report from quarantine to-day shows
five new cases of cholera. Ten deaths have
occurred. There are elglity-eight cases now
on the hospital ship.

Maine Artists Abroad.
Maine has of late years been prolific of
sculptors. Mr. John A. Jackson, a native Of
Bath, is thus referred to in an article entitled
“Studios in Florence,” which appears in a re-»
cent number of Once a Wceli:
The next studio I visited is that of J. A.
Jackson, an American. He is a young man,
and possesses the enthusiasm of a true votary
for art. He has made good his entrance and
all lovers of art will greet wilh pleasure the
commencement of what promises to be a successful and brilliant career.
The writer then describes some of the products of Mr. Jackson’s skill. Among these is a
bust of the late Dr. Lyman Beecher, a lovely
ideal head called Girlhood, and a figure of Autumn. Mr. Jackson’s most ambitious work is
a group of the heroic size, Eve with the dead
body of Abel in her lap. The writer says the
ellbrt is a successful one. The work is now
completed and has been sold to a gentleman

*«•*.

PORTLAND AND

The Cholera in Jfew York Harbor—Additional Heaths.
New York, June 4.

--*-♦♦♦-----

Threatened
two Points I

Any person

Entertainments.

ru-iuing regularly.

June 5, 1966.

Montreal

tion
4
fy* JOB PRINTING, of every description, executed with dispatch; and all business pertaining to
the Office or Paper promptly transacted on application as above.

constantly being

Hamilton, C. W., June 4.

TO TIIE DAILY PRESS.

Revenue Laws •—
rZH
ono case conApril 17. 1866. At 198 Toro Street,
a<>*. Parasols, marked *• John D.
ta,n‘nff
Rushy,
Aren Street,
Boston;” April 19, on Commercial
Street near Grand Trunk Lenot. one baff cimtalnino

are

perfected.

■tine

Tuesday Morning,

TUESDAY MORNING, JUKE 5, 1860

present Chief Inspector

to

Gen. Howard.

to

DAILY PRESS.
1

•

June 5, 18CC.

as we

To Correspondents.
unless

aceom-

will be published
No communication
addressot the writer. We
nWcd by the name and
eommumcaundertake to return rejected
—

--

Union State Convention.
are requested to send
The Union voters ol Maine
lield at Bangor on
L_it«s to a Convention to be A.
11
at
o’clock,
M., for Uto purJune
21st,
rkm-edau
lor
a candidate
Governor, and
™0I nominating
business
that
other
may properly
transacting any
inn# before the Convention.
will be as follows: Each
representation
will be
one tiel-

The basis of
sttv town and

entitled to
plantation
and an additional delegate tbr every seventyvotes cast lor Samuel Cony at the Gubernatorial
will be enflection ot 1861. A fraction of forty votes
titled to an additional delegate.
•oate

JAMES G. BLAINE,
JAMES M. STONE,
N. A. FOSTER,
e. g. Harlow,
LEE STRICKLAND,
H. B. PBESCOTl,
T

R

SI

MONTON,

Union State
Commute

ConventionUnion Congressional
First DistrictJ
tat-;.,
The Union voters of the First Congressional Disand Cumberland
trict of Maine,—comprising York
Counties—are hereby invite and requested to send
Delegates to a Convention to be held at the Town
Hall, in Saco, at II o’clock, A. M., on Tuesday,
canJnne 26th, 1866, for the purpose of nominating a
didate tor Representative to Congress. and transactbeing any other business that may properly .come
fore tbs Convention.
The basis of representation will be ss follows: Each
and
City and Town will he entitled to one Delegate,votes
one Delegate additional for every seventy-five
Election
Gubernatorial
the
at
Samuel
for
cast
Cony
to tut
of 1864. A fraction or forty votes will be entitled
additional Delegate.
above
The Committee will be in session at the Hall
Indicated at 10 o’clock, A. M., to receive Credentials.
Chios
The apportionment of Delegates to the Several
and Towns in the District is as follows:

Bridgton

Brunswick
Cape Elisabeth

C^icu

Cumberland

*okk wmn.

yra,.

Uarpswell
Harrison

Naples
New Gloucester
North Yarmouth
Otislleld
Portland
Pownal

Raymond
Scarborough
Sebaso
Stanaiah
Westbrook
Windham
Yarmouth

if^n
lifted
J6 Blddeford
SfXTlr^a

in
10
b

2 Buxton
3 Cornish
*
® Elliot
® IIollis
3 Kennohunk
3 Kennebunkport
3 Kittery
3 Lebanon
4 Limerick
3 Limington
3 Lyman
38 hewfield
3 North Berwick
2 Parsonsfleld
3 Saco
2 She.nleigli
4 Sanafora
8 South Berwick
6 Waterboro’
4 Wells
-York
134
114

Whole No. Delegates 248
M. A. Blanchard, Portland,
S. A. Holbrook, Freeport,
Geo. Libby, Westbrook,
Geo. H. Knowlton, Alfred,
Edwin B. Smith, Saco.
John Wentworth, Kittery,
June 4,1866.
The Constitutional
NOW

3

Dayton

Falmouth
Freeport
Gorham

PENDING BEFORE
ARTICLE

it was for this reason that the caucuses were
called thus early. It was important that the
fact should be known, and not left to mere assertion and contradiction.

spoken. Without

an

in favor of Mr.

And Portland has

exception her delegates
Spring. In three of the

already setting in favor of Mr. Spring. Here
at home, where he is best known, the Bangor
suggestion was most warmly received. Portland responds now with her entire vote, not
in the least seeking to dictate to the convention, but respectfully asking that her endorsement of one of her own citizens, of a candi-

1
b
8
3
S
3
4
1"
J
4
3
6
B

114

Union
n,u

Committoa.

Amendment
THE U. 8. SENATE.
—.

Section 1. All persons born in the United
States and subject to the jurisdiction thereof,
are citizens of the United States and of the
States wherein they reside. No State shall
make or enforce any law which shall abridge
the privileges or immunities of citizens of tile
United States, nor shall any State deprive any
person of life, liberty or property without due
process of law, nor deny to any person within
its jurisdiction the equal protection of the
laws.
Sec. 2. Representatives shall be apportioned
among the several States which may be included within this Union, according to their respective numbers, counting the whole number
of persous in each State, excluding Indians
not taxed; but wheuever, in any State, the elective franchise shall be denscd to any persons of
its male inhabitants, being citizens of the United States not less than 21 years of age, or in
any way abridged, except tor participation in
rebellion or other crime, the basis of representation in such State shall he reduced in the
of such male citproportion which tlie number
shall bear to the whole nmol??"
irnnjT
citizens not less than 21 years of age in sucli
State.
«m>. a. No person shall be a senator or representative in Congress, or an elector of President and Vice-President, or hold any office,
civil or military, under the United States or
under any State, who, having previously taken
an oath as a member of Congress or officer of
the United States, or as a member of any State
Legislature, or as an executive or judicial officer of any State, to support the Constitution of
the United States, shall have engaged in insurrection or rebellion against the same, or given
aid and comfort to the euemies thereof: but
Congress may, by a vote of two-thirds of each
house, remove such disability.
Sec. 4. All obligations of the United States
incurred in suppressing insurrection or in dofence of the Union, or for payment of bounties
or pensions incident thereto, shall romaiu inviolate.
Sec. 5. Neither the l’cited States nor any
State shall assume or pay any debt or obligation incurred in aid of insurrection or rebellion
against the United States, orany claim for compensation for Emancipation of any slave, and
such debts and obligations and claims shall be
forever held illegal and void.
Sec. 6. Congress shall have power to enforce,
by appropriate legislation, the provisions of
this article.
The Fenian Invasion.

-®he Central Organizer of the Irish Rebelas Mr. James Stephens rather loftily
stjtfes himself, has not succeeded in controlingtbe course of Fenian affairs on this side of
the Atlantic. The prospects of the rebellion,
even with united counsels, have never been
encouraging. To maintain a war with such a
power as England and almost within cannon
shot of her own shores, is a gigantic undertaking. And yet, if the old sod, as the emigrants
love to call it, is to be rescued from the Saxon
grasp, it is in Ireland that the fight must be
made. Mr. Stephens insists that there are
200,000 men enrolled and drilled, the best soldiers in the World, waiting in Ireland tor
lion,

arms, fluids and the word I President Roberts, of the Fenian Senate in' this country,
looking into the dubious prospects of a revolution begun on Irisb soil, thought it better to
commence fighting here, with neutral territory in the rear in case of reverses. When Mr.
Stevens arrived in this country, he found the
organization rent into two factions, and his

THU

and if

fully accepted,

STRIKES A1

the part which he has taken
in the discussion of the great questions of fiand

taxation, will

not

be

surprised

to learn that he shows the marks of overwork and will doubtless be benefited by a few
days of rest Of ;Mr. Lynch’s position on the

greatest question of the hour, of his steadfast devotion to the principles of equality upon
which this government wa3 founded, which

people fought to maintain and
will not now surrender, it is enough to say that
his words and his votes are alike satisfactory
to the men who elected him, and who after
trial are now desirous of availing themselves
the Northern

still further of his

ripened experience.

E. and N. A. Railway.—The Boston
Commercial Bulletin, referring to the loss in

Representatives
the European and North

the Massachusetts House of

of the bill in aid of
American Railway, says the failure is mueh
to be regretted, and that it occurred ‘‘through
the lack of co-operation, on the part of mere
politicians, with the intelligent and public
spirited business men of the House.”

To

the Editor of the Preti:

A fcw

this city enables one
to obtain a fair knowledge of the
nation.
The Radicals in both Houses of Conaiwwm

in

gress preserve their phalanx unbroken; the
doubtful, compromising men have been sloughed off, and the Union party is stronger than
ever.
Doolittle, Cowan and Dixon are no
longer invited to the Senatorial Republican
caucuses, and in the House the members of
the Raymond and Delano clique, altogether

insignificant in

numbers and

influence, having

left their old associations, as yet have found
no house of refuge. Even the President is not
apparently as much of a Johnson man as he
was a month ago; he evidently begins to respect Congress for the determined front it has
shown, and the dignified position it has assumed.
lire President’s party commenced the war
openly, and pursued a bold and aggressive policy, as if it felt confident of popular support.
Now all is changed. The supporters of “my
poli jy” resort to cunning strategy rather than
open attaqk. Whenevena chance occurs for a
change in any important .office, instead of
nominating an avowed and active Johnson

man, the friends of the President select some
soldier whose military record isgood, and who
has no political record whatever. Such nominations the Senate cannot well reject, and it

follows,

that

gradually,
dependPresident, are’ being placed in positions in which they can wield a very powerful influence in behalf of their patron. The
first Assistant Postmaster General, Governor
Randall of Wisconsin, is at the head of the
Johnson organization in this city, and it was
lately ascertained that he promised a collectorsliip of Internal Revenue to a soldier of
his.State provided he would use his influence
men

who are

ent on the

in favor of the election of Randall to the
Senate of the United States in place of Senator Ilowe, the present incumbent, who is
true as steel. The offer was rejected and thus
was made public. Offers of a like character
which are accepted, arc probably kept in stric
confidence between the parties.
This week will be devoted to the discussion

of the reconstruction

question in the Senate.
It was at one time believed that the report of
the Committee of Fifteen, as it came from the

Lancaster, Geo. W.,

co

all

This excellent medicinal compound was first prepared by Dr. P. in 1847. and was then employed with
great success in expelling humors lrom the blood;
but in 1848, a medical friend, who was quite celebrated as a physician, especially in tbe treatment of hu-

suggested

mors,

composed wholly

vegetables,

oi

D$.
Will

ULCERS, CANCERS, SYPHILIS, SALT RHEUM,
and it has been used with astonishing success in
cases or Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Consumption, Female Complaints, H :art, Liver and Kidney Diseases,
&c.

will be sent fbee to any one sending
their address. Price $1 a bottle, or 6 for $5.
Prepared by Dr. H. ANDERS, Physicians and
Circulars

Chemists. For sale by
SETH W. FOWLE & SON, 18
Boston, and by all Druggists.
Feb 19, *66—SNeodr,T&8&woow

Colgate’s

Tremont Street,

Aromatio Vegetable

Soap.

superior Toilet Soap, prepared from refined
Vegetable Oils in combination with Glycerine,
and especially designed for the use of Ladies and
for the Nursery* Its perfume is exquisite, and its
washing properties unrivalled. For sale by all Dr tiggists.
felO’6Gasdly
A

Scratch,

ITCH!

ITCH!
Scratch, Scratch!

Wheaton’s
Will Cure
Also

cures

Ointment

RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,

SALT

Poland’s Magic Powders*
The Great Remedy for all -Bilious Affections.
They cure Headache, Constipation, Pimples,Blotches, Sallow Skin, Drowsiness, Dizziness, Heartburn.
Palpitation, and other disagreeable complaintsarising
from a disordered liver.
H. H. HAY, Ag.nt for Portland; F. W. A. Rankin,
Jr., Lewiston, Agent for Maine.

£3r”Fifty
m

Cents per

DR. LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB BITTERS area yureremedy for Liver Complaint* in
all It* form*, Humor* of the Blood and Skin, Scrofula, Dyspepsia, Costivene**, Indigestion, Jaundice,
Headache ami Bilious Disease*, General Debility,&c.
They cleanse the system, regulate the bowels, restore the appetite, purify the blood, strengthen the
body and thoroughly prepare it to resist diseases of
all kinds.
GEORGE C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston. Sold by
all Druggists.
juneldlmBN
A Miracle.—:Mrs. Pabkes oi No. 137 Fourth
street, Willi am sburgh, N. Y.. has been
cured ol a violent attack of Neuralgia, with which
she has suffered the most excruciating agony, by one
dose, forty drops, of Metcalfe's Great Rheumatic Remedy.
May 10—SNdtm.
*

completely

REMOVAL.

ATWELL,
A D V K KTI8ING A O E N T,
FOX BLOCK, NO, 1 Up Staim,
W.

Exchange Street,

Portland.

63?“ Advertisement* received tor all papers In
maytraiSMdit
Maine, and throughout the country
-l
ASSOrtwont
m>o Gentleot the host Boots and Shoes tor
men can be found at T. li. MOSELEY & CO’S, Suihaudit
mer Street, Boston.

A FhU

'.fft 'i*frr
in inr.
Lyons, Bertmer, co.
Madden, Abram A., co. B, 31st Inf.
Maddocks. llsnry, co. B, 16th inf.
Maxim, Wm. H., co. F, Ai ini.
Marshall, Joshua S., co. F, 30th inf.
Merrill, L. £., co. A, 31st ini.
Men ill, Wm. P.. co. F, 30th inf.
Mears, Josiah, co. B, 17th inf.
Me intire, Henry H., co, K, 9th inf.

YOUR OWN SOAK!

Using your Waste

and

GREASE,

Morrell, Edward. co. D, 1st car.
Miles, alias Gorkins, Charles, co. —,f 19th Inf.
Mink, Orrin G., co. E, 20tli inf.
Mower, Beni. F.f co. I, 7th inf.
Myrick, Richard E., co. G, 3d int.
Nickerscn, Fred. A., co. E, 18th Inf.
Nickarson, John E.f co. E, 19th inf.
Nichols, Storor W., co. C, 17th inf
Newcomb, Henry, co. D, 16th inf.
Noyes, Eli, co. B, 19th ini.
Overlook, Joseph A., oo. A, 19th Inf.
Packard, Willard F, eo. A, 8tli inf.
Patterson, Alfred P., co. L. lsth. art.
Perley, Charles K., co. 0,11th inf.
Park, Silas Henry, co. D, 16th Int.
Pinkham, John M., co. B, 20th int.
Powell, Nathaniel O., co. F, 19th ini.
Pollard, Andrew J„ co. D, 16th inf.
Poole, Albion, co. H, 14th inf.
Richardson. Martin V. B., co. G, 19th Ini.
Roberts, Edward A., co. B, 17th inf.
Robbins, Wm, N., co. 1,16th inf.
Russell,, Wm„ co. 1,16th inf.
Seldeu, Chaa. H.. sergt co. G.. 3d int.
Smith, Alexander, co. F, 32d inf.
Smith, Mandell, co. 1, 9th inf.
Stancuheld, Benj., co. K. 31st inf.

Bay

Penn’a Salt

d2w*

one

EYE 1

CONCENTRATED

make 10 POUNDS ol excellent Hard Soap,
•r 25 GALLONS otthe very bent Soft Soap, for only
about 35 Cents. Direction* on each box, For »a!u at
mli28dt>mflif
all Drug and Grocery Store*.

STEVENS, HASKELL & CHASE,
JOBBERS OP

BOOTS, SHOES, RUBBERS,
DESCRIPTIONS,
54 * 50 Middle St., over Woodman, True&Co’s,
OF

ALL

J. C. Steven*, )
M. E. Haskell,
A. E. Chase.
)

|

Stsnson, Frank li., co. A, 16th inf..
Strickland, Daniel, co. H, 3d inf.
Stevens, T. Jefferson, co. K, 3d ini.
Sturtevant, Warren J., 17th ini.
Tibbetts, Jotham D., co. G, 20th ini.
Thomas, George W., co. C, 4th inf.
Tucker, George M.,co.F. 16th inf.
Ware. Horace L., co. K. 4th in/.
Washburn, Daniel, co. E. 3d inf.
Watson, Solomon J. co. D, 9th inf.
Weaver. Bepja.,eo. H, 1st h. art,

PORTLAND.

apTTspJm

Welch, Henry, co. F, 7th Int.
Weever, C. S., co. H, 6th inf.
WHls, Isaac T., co. B,7th inf.
Whitney, Mark L., co. B, 19th in/.
White, Henry J., co. A, 16th inf.
Whitney, Moses H., co. B, 7th inf.
Willey, Jacob O., co. B, 5th.
Wormwood, Arthur, co. E. 8th inf.
Young, Levi, co. H, 3d inr.
Johnson, Chaa. K.. lieut. co. M, 1st cav.
Pierce, Wm. B., 2d lieut. co. A. 32d inf.
Snow, Albert J.,'2d lieut. co. F, 31st ini.
Stearns, S. S. lieut. co. F, 4th inf.

only

eases, and that it is used with success we need
refer our readers to the unlimited testimony of travelers in all ages. That it should so long have escap-

RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

practical science of the Western World, is an
astonishing fact; but now that it is prepared in such
a form as to make it pleasant, safe, and above all, effective, there can be no doubt that it is destined to
obtain the confidence of the public, and especially of
those for whose relief it is prepared,* Invalids can
be assured that it contains not a particle of opium,
or anything else that is in any way injurious to the
system, hut that it is an agreeable and permanent
ed the

Gypsy Bbeynton. By E. Stuart Phelps.—
tinevoi. 16 no. Illustrated. Boston: Graves
& Young.

with the adventures of Miss
wto is quite the brightest,

|

tonic.
Sent to any address on receipt of price and stamps.
Price—Large Box $1.00, postage 15 cents; Small
For sale by all DrugBox 50 cents, postage 6 cents.
gists and Apothecaries, or Patent Medicine Dealers.
Imported and manufactured solely by the SYLVAN ORIENT COMPANY, 151 Washington St.,
(opposite the Old South Church,) Boston, Mass.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents for Maine*.

House,

now

must be

well understood that

DRESS FABRICS,

MADE

THE BEST

TO

&c.

used, and

LINENS

a

PERFECT FIT WARRANTED.

assortment

Patterns

Shirt

Cut from

Measure,

By CHARLES CU8TIS & CO.
31—dlw

CONGRESS ST.

293

BECKETT,

C.

Merchant

Tailor,

137 Middle Street,
just received

JJAS

or

GOODS,

sell at the

LOWEST
April 18—dtt

CASH

PBICES.

POUDRETTE.
QAA BARRELS LODI POUDRETTE.
OV/U 500 BBLS. ESSEX MILLS POUDRETTE, just reoeived and tor sale at Portland Agricultural Warehouse and and Seed Store, by
KENDALL & WHITNEY.
April 17,1868.
apl8isdtm

FERTILIZERS.
Cumberland Bone Company’s Super Phosphate of
>
Lime.
Coe’s Super Phosphate ol Lime—Bradley’s Patent.
Lloyd’s Super Phosphate of Lime.
E. F. Coe’s Soper Phosphate of Lime.
Flour of Bone.
Cruahod Bone.

Also, Bone Meal for Cattle.
For sale at manulheturer's prices in large or smal
quantities at the Portland Ag icultural Warehouse
and Seed Store.
KENDALL h WHITVE7.

April 16—isUm____
ruruaSd Athenaeum.
Annual Meeting of the Proprietors ot the

Portland Atbemeum will be held at
THE
Plumb

Boom, on

at7io’elock,

library
Street, on WEDNESDAY, Juno
the

P. M.
Particular attention la called to the rule
all books to be returned to the library on

MAKER

...

----Q.

■

or

before

Steam Boilers!

on

/"\N some hollers 700 dees, of heat is thrown away.
V/ making a loss ol 1-3 the fuel. The question Is
oiten asked how. can this be saved.
Mr. Blanchard
has invented a boiler that takes perlect control ol all
the heat and makes It do duty iu the engine. This is
very simple in its construction; after the engine lain
motion the smokepll>e isclosed tight, and the waste
heat carried through heaters, heating the steam to
any temperature desired; tho remainder carried
through the water heater, using up all tho waste
heat hut DOOdcgs.; the heat being reduced so low
there can be no danger of setting tires by sparks
thrown from engines, which will add much value to
this invention, besides the saving 1-3 the tuel.

inquire

of

T'
WM. WILLARD,
Corner of Commercial Wharf and Commercial St.
Feb 34—dly

Extra Flour &

Shorts.

STREET,

qualities,

in

Wheat

,

IN

STORE

Barrels

Ladies arc Invited t<> examine this celebrated Family Machine.
Machine Findings at the manufacturers prices.

May 10—dti

GOODS!

JTTQT ItECKIVBl)

GOODS!

CAMBRICS,
LAWNS,
ORGANDIES.
POPLINS,
ALPACCAS,

MOHAIRS,
brilliants,

(Opposite tho International Home.)
Ladiesentrance 181. Gents, 152. Hours
from 7 A. M„ to 11 P. M.
The public
wUl Bad it to their advantage to call and
try the above Ovster Saloon. He will
also Airnish Parties and Plc-Nlos with

«

o

Sale,
*

keep

W A K RAN TED!

SWEAT,

and Counsellors at

Attorneys
OINce

|

Aug lit, *ti&—eodhkfcwly

DR. C. KIMBALL,

Arcade
F. DAVIS,

Free

18

DoiitisAt,

Woolens,
Street,

PORTLAND,

|

Haskell,1
chapman.

[|

GLOVES,

CO.,

Copartuersliip.

Chicago, III.

|

&

Wholesale

and for aale bv tbe
ol ORIENTAL,

New

CHAIRS!

STURTEVANT,

STEPHEN WIUTTEMOKB.

undersigned hare this day
rpHE
X
under the firm of

POUTLAHD, ME.

ICE,

Devon Arm, and 1 ^#Yon Extension Ohair.

Post

l. b.

;p*t Stools,
"toe, am.' vevy deelra5.

Steps, and

Library

L.

TING

AMMUNI nO»

^ ^

TO

7

Canceling Stamps,
Cuttinu, l\imialieti ai
^

4^ Exchange Street.
WIST

HAM

Street.

(JeL

BEI.li’8
,l selected stocks
BEKS that con ho
sld at the lowest
'cajOfuen St.
L LL VLLL*

«AM

Oct ?6—dtl
_

Advi
rpilE

Ances

unde’

4HiD'
good
secur

3 lade.
to

i®»5s35SSf

jWpment. Also on
ity.

yesseit

make

LIBER-

*-s

OSON.
JEOHILL, BROWSS & M.

Jan^ it—dtt

No. UForlland Pier.

30

Xo.

Hanover

LINEN

GENTS’ LINEN
Got up In the Best Possible manner,
Notice.
Guaranteed in nil l

At Htiort

JUSTUS GEEELY.

And Soil.Indian

Law,

Office over the Poet Office, 3d Story,

Bed and
N. B.—Special attention paid to clearing
Mattroft* Ticks.
Nov 4—<11 r
_______*

HOUSE LOTS.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

21—dawSm__

WILLIAM H.

A

CLIFFORD,

COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW,

VERY ell nIM. lot

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Attorneys

fa HHDS

__

Clayed Molassos,

Ot-r Nlchnlr,'

per barnue

“David

from Cardenas, for sale liy

H.

STROUT,

ROBINSON,

I.

No. 1 Portland Pier.

& Counsellors at Law,

May 15—Isdlm

SALT

office over canal bank,
Middle Street*

tHIiPLttYj__(mhlfdtn& Co.,
Deerintf, Milkkei}
Storer $ Co.,
SeccetsoretoO-

head ot State Itroct;

Clayed Molasses.

No. 10S Middle Street,

HHEPLEY &

n. «r the

api-df_2d National Bank.

Solicitor of Patents,

Ang 23—(HI

aw*.

c. PARKER.

GEORGE F. TALBOT,

and Counsellor at

St.

of all kinds WASHED and CLEANSED
without injury to thcliucnt fabrics.

Merchants,

(apl4d&wtf)

ROBINSON.,

I»

PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY

•

«. .Y

u the be.
( .AN 1k) touml ou<
'J 01 BOOTS, SHO) os and BASE
round in this city, w
aiehwlU be s
cash price, at 35.) 0.
^grcsa Street,

H.
June 1—isdlm

St.,

So. 02 Commercial Street,
PORTLAND, ME.

Guns, Rlflot, Reanil Spotting
Stencil Al-

’*

AA BOXES GROCERY SUGAR, now landIns from Brig M. A. BERRY, from Matu"cae, lor salo by
A

ltMJ

Groceries, Flour. Pork. Lard, Fisb, See.,

Mar

CO.,

_

And Wholesale Dealers In

Attorney

<fc

SUGAR.

DONNELL &OREELY,

gizca ot

353 Conor*

Clothing,

d&wtf

DOXNELI..

JACKSON

Wholesale and retail dealers in LUMBF.K, COAL
and WOOD, Sawyer’s Wharl foot of High Street.
Dec 21. I860—dtf

Patent Enamelled dollars,

Commission

LUTHER TV. DANA,
FRANK J, DANA.
fcSBtf

Copartnership Notice.

VEKKINS,

Nos. 141 & 143 Middle

Boot. Snoe& Ro bber Store,
A.T

SONS,

rilHE Copartnership beretoiore existing nndcr the
X name of M. H. <1 ACJ KSON di; h(lN,
will be continued alter this data under the style of

Order* from all part* of the State promptly filled
at MANUFACTURER’S price*.

'»ekle

volvers, Pla’itncT

TTIE5

&

Portland, Feb. H. IMS.

for tho

May 3J—dtf

*

DANA

copartnership

a

For the transaction oi a

STATE OF 3VEA.HSTE.

Butlers

GEO. T.BURROV OIS3 & co-

CJU’I

Apeata far

Gray’s

'JHtLDREN’g USE.

Button prices.

Notice.

have formed
name oi

undersigned
rpHE
X under the firm

BOND,

k

Made

Ready

J. B.

April 5—dtt

niayltl

Copartnership
DE3.VETT.

MABUFACTUBEBS AltB JOBBEB. OF

>Idimg Carpet

floods, Aa KwUat
phabets and ngK
SEAL PI iKSSI
oi steel L, gfre

STREET.

AprU30,18S6.

Office.

LEWIS, ROLLINS

Chat. "*»

iuiu an junci*

COMMERCIAL

As Merchandise Brokers and Commission Merchants,
A. M. BUI.TON,
«. V. TMOMES.

STREET.

p. MILLEB.

copart-

a

BURTON, THOM15S & UO„
NO. 151

COUNSELLORS AT LAW,
MIDDLE

formed

nervhip

MILLER Ac DENNETT,

Mar 12

ease and comfort, and
The former vnsurpossed
and In xurious Chair for
the latter the most desira.
Ge ntlemen in ise j its chea. 9®en is b .ot its only recomI
I uiendation.

Suitable for Pic-nic and other t
ble lor deck use on steamers, &<

STARBIRD.
(tlw

W.

Merchants, Copartnership Notice.

OCllGdif

L 'evon Sewing Chair,

STENCIL

J.

1'ortMnd, May 22, 1S8S.

PORTLAND, ME.

UBIES’ USE.

'Walnut and Oak
Voider and Stand.

and Provision Business,

Grocery

NO. 91 COMMERCIAL STREET.

GENERAL

O

transaction of the

fur the

WISCONSIN.

)

copart-

a

Wliittemore, Starbird & C'o.,

MILWAUKKE,

)

■»

CHASE, CRAM

undersigned have thU day formed
rpHE
X
under the ilrm name of
nership

94 MICHIGAN STREET,
DAYIS a COLBY,
M and S6 La Salle Street,

war-

juue2«i>(lti

ranted.

novfl’iisdtr

Commission Merchants,

HALL!

u

Canvas and Cai

street,

ME.

ty AU work done in the best manner, and

PORTLAND, MR

A. DAVIS &

94—d6m

1351-2 Middle

no.

Work executed In every part ol the State.
Juneldtf

York,
received fro.’n
JUSTndersigned,
a large invoice

FULL SIZE AND FOB

Stiver

importer $ and Jobber$ qf

and

MAINE.

“cth inserted on Gold,
and Vu!~
canite base, Teoth extracted without- jhuu by the
Nitrous Oxideilaii, Mther or rhlotoform. All opera:-,'
lioux warranted to give salieaction.

DAVIS, MESERVE, HA8K ELLA 00..
Goods

OSGOOD,

Artificial?

Me. Sweat will be in Washington alter the lit ol
January, and will attend to any buainees entrusted
to him, before tlio Supreme Court, Court ol Claims,
dcHOtl
or any of the Departments.

J.

CUSHMAN,

DENTIST,
No. 8 Clapp’s Blocs, market Square,

N O. 144 .MIDDLE STREET.

AND

and Ft

AKA

CHARLES H. STAPLES.

and Fishermen’s Outfitting Business,
Fresco and Banner Painter, Grocery
!
LUTHER DANA,

and other

Hinged

try.’'

Mar U—dam

CHAS J. SCHUMACHER,

l^ANCASTER

Also, Ladies

ua a

U.'

PORTLAND,
»

PORTLAND,9 UR.

)

SWEAT.

Law,

Middle Street,

111

YRADMJRY,

L. D. M.

“Give

O. H.

MbAlt BUM Y <e

BION

Chm of M1Y sire Kid width made to order, and
lorwarded with proiuptneaa.
It U our aim to furnish our customers and the trade
with Good Sound Warranted Goods. To thoae who
are already our enstomera thia hut remark perhapu
ia nut uecewary: to thoae who are not, we would say,

Orders from out ol town solicited.

attended to.
May tl—dtl

3)iay*tl'

HOOP SKIRTS AMD CORSETS,

■

__

Portland, March 12,1 m.
In eonnection with our Manufactory at Auburn,
have leased the new store
No. 40 Union Street, Portland,

OBNAMKNTAL

Opposite

FOLLETTE,

for

Retail Trade.

England

MANUFACTORY, Anbnrn, Mo.

PorllOBi* Maine.

EASY

OK

a good class of Goods adaptwhere we intend to
ed to the trade ot thia State, nearly all of which at e
own
monuiacture
and
ot our

PORTLAND, MS.
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing prompt-

J.

who: lksale and retail.
Mar It—dtf

Exchange Street,

JOBDERS

Expreesly for the

Street,

STU000 Aim MA8TI0 WORKERS,

331

Congress

AND

BOOTS & SHOES,
New

FARLEY'S.

Exchange

3S

64

HOSIERY

PORTLAND, Me.

MANUFACTURER*;

Wldpery’B Wharf,

MOURNING GOODS I
Als o a good line of single and donble width Cloths
for Ladies’ Sacques; Woolens fbr Men and Boy’s
wea' •; Broadolothsand Doeskins.
129 Middle Street.
EASTMAN BROTHERS.
raayStl

B.

GOODS,
Stationery, Ac.,

& C0„
Tailor, ARA CUSHMAN

Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Sts.,

A inll variety ot

HOUSE, Ladies’ & Children’s Underflannels,
SALOON,

II.

C.

Commission

Canada Peart,

FOB LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,

FANCY
Yankee Notions,

NO. 332 CiONQRESS STREET,

BERRY, JR.,

PLAIN AND

TAFF’iTAS.

Maine.

—AJJD—

1NE.

PLASTERERS,

Feb

MUSLINS,_
CHAM BRAS,

L.

SEW ALL,

EVROrRAK A MD AMERICAN

HO S3 <fc FEENY,

a.

comprising all the most desirable stylos of

Port la ad,

~

SOMERS

PORTLAND.

t

AT

Achoico selection of Spring and Sommer

ta*.™.

building,

ME.

May 19—dly

March IT—d3m*

EASTMAN BROTHERS
DRESS

Ware,

opposite City

we

J>ry

Screenings.

J. B. GREERHALGH’S

Nos. 152 and 154

WHITMAN,

Five Free St. Block,
y One Pri ce. and No Variatiou !

St,

May 29—dim

AT

y

Baker

Do.,

E. E. I7PHAM & SON,
Kicbardson's WhmC

O YS TPM

Jiloek.

MACHINES,

NEW

Street,

PORTLAND,

WATCH-MAKER,

Also,
AGENTS FOB. THE SALE OF THE

For sale by

EATIITC3h

co m

and No Variation!

ELDEN

Congress

I am now prepared to exhibit my entire Spring anti
Summer Importations of Fine Woolens; also several
lines of choice American Fancy Goods, made expressly for Merchant Tailors* use.
aplG—dCm
Cutting persoualiy attended to.

Hosiery, Hdkfs Wl-iite Goods and Fancy
Goods in Great Variety.

&

AND

Manufacturer of Silver

IN

104 MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND.

Is as usual (till and complete.
Cot[y X Large AsssrCaieat sf Prints.
tons and Delniues,nt the bottom prices.

SEWING

Gold and Silver Plater,

mayXMtl

Merchant

No.

Ac

a |

PEA It SOX,

AUG. F. YORK,

House-Keeping Department!

Grover

M.

Hay 10—d2m

OUR

Street

apl6_

STREET.

UNION

33

PORTLAND, M

OUR

I

Graham

AND

31

Department!

& Free

Street,

DEALER IN

Will bo found a careflil selection of LADIES
SPRING CLOAKINGS and seasonable goods for
Men’s and Boys’ wear at the Lowest Price.

One Price

Commercial

UPS T A I 11 s.

FINDINGS,

IRA

Woolen

Manufacturers,

Office 151

SOLE AND UPPER LEATHER,

Has received special attention and will be found
plete in all its branches.

IN

A. C. DENISON & CO.,

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,

Mourning Department

Our

States by prompt and

OFFICE, 122 MIDDLE STREET.
3m
ap*7

238

at tlie

and Southern States.

Debt* collected In the several
reliable corresjKmdent*.

MANUFACTURERS,
AND WHOLESALE DEALERS

THE—

England, Western

Lamb & Co.,

Tyler,

In both WOOL and SILK Manufactures.

making at their

are

ShortB & Chicken Feed, or Wheat
200

—FOR

New

&<*., arranged
manner,
up
orders in town or country iaithfully executed. A.l
Kinds of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS ol all descriptions.
aprttdtl

Thin Goods !

Sound Spring Wheat Extra Flour,
White

COMMISSIONER OF DEEDS
Closets,

description of Water Fixtures lor DwelPaper
EVERY
ling Houses. Hotels. Public Buildings, Shop?.
and set
in tbe best
and ail

OUR SILK STOCK
Elegant

lm

0*1»0NNEL.L,

JANES

Bawls, Brass At Silver Fluted C«ck«.

SHAWLS !

the RICHEST
BLACKS and COLORS.

l. r. hast.

kxcha.vgk struct.

mayll_

OF

and Water

NO. 124 EXCHANGE

And all the best varieties ol

__

BLANO HARD’S

For particulars

Pumps

Force

Plain lilack Thibet Shawls,

I» fall Irom

prices which will

—AND—

Long: and Square in all Grades.

requiring

TUESDAY, June 12th.
NATHAN WEBB, Secretary.
May 30, 1866.
inay31dt|ul3aju27
■

1*

PORTLAND. ME.

to the lower

at

a. h. sow a are.

NOTARY PUBLIC

CASHMERE SHAWLS,

SPLENDID STOCK

a

SPRING
der

Please give us a tall and buy
give youaatlsiaatto..

FANCY

opening

Federal Sts.,

good stock of

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

the most complete
qualities,thisis market.

Now

a

PLUMBE R!

In all the different
and desirable ever offered in

SPRING

hand

on

Groceries Conn try Produce,Fruits.

83T’ Orders from the Country respectftilly solicited. Job Work done to order.
aug9dti

ALSO.

W.

LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
kind* of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantities to suit.

GROCERS,

FxcLange and

have

Solo Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

LOWEST PRICES!

Southern Pine Lumber

__

all

GOODS!

DRESS

ORDER!

COTTONS AND
Are

May

Comer of

IRON.

HEAVY

PUMPS,

OUR STOCK OP

AND

OF

WORKERS

Poplins,

PLAIN

RETAIL

Cooking, Office and Parlor Stores,

Magee Furnaces and stoves.

From the NEW YORK Markets. Our Stock comprises many CHOICE STYLES not elsewhere to ho
found in the City.
our

EDWARDS & HART,

FURNACES, RANGES,

ELEGANT AND SEASONABLE

Silk

MAINE,

...

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Invite the attention of the
LADIES of the City and vicinity to our latest
selections ol

Street.

Gypsy BreyntoD,
adopted by the Senate. It is
freshest, dearest,
the Republican
Ice Cnuu, Fruit, Current, Pound and
naughtiest little maiden we have encountered
Senators have agreed upon an amendment to
for long. She cannot fail to proye a very atSpouse Cuke,
The Roberts party mean to fight.
The I the third section, which removes
many of the tractive personage to the young folks who are
At the very shortest notice,
tlf Remember tho
v
Mahon
demonstration was designed, one
objections which were raised against it in the to make her Acquaintance; and the future volPlace, No. 152 and 151 Exchange St.
may2Utf
thinks, merely to involve the United States if House; the amendment excludes all those umes relating to her wSl he
eagerly anticipated
Notice.
in
the
war
with England, and failed who
possible,
voluntarily participated in the rebellion by all into whose hands the present one may
undersigned hereby give notice that a portion
May 30—SNd&wtqjune 18
in that as in ail other respects. The Roberts
THE
ot the cobwurk at the southerly end orVaaghaii'b
from holding office, and provides for other fall.
win be remove 1, on Monday the loth instant
Bridge
Fenians meanwhile, without
For sale at Packard’s.
A Card.
tor the purpose of filling in and making soUd the
taking Mr. .Ste- pains and penalties in lieu of the wholesale
southerly end ot said bridge, and all persons in travphens into their confidence, have proceeded to disfranchisement until 1870. It is understood
I have returned from New York and shall remain
over the same wiU do so at their own risk until
elling
forthax notice.
organize their forces, and under the direction that Mr. Fessenden supports the
In Portland until September. This will be my last
SPECIAL NOTICES.
amendment,
J. M. ROBINSON,
of General Sweeny have crossed the border.
visit to the “Forest City” for several yearsas I return
and that he will make an elaborate speech on
OEO. F. HENLEY,
to New York In September to remain until next Slay.
For a wonder, the plan of the campaign has
H.
S, JACKSON,
A MODERN MIRACLE!
the subject very soon. Mr. Fessenden being
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CANDY 1
The attention of the public U invited to Hasheeth
is
recommended
to them as the best
which
Candy,
medicine known for the cure of all diseases of the
Throat, Lungs and Nervous System. The proprietors, In thus offering it, feel confident that a trial will
fully sustain the high reputation it has already acquired in various parts of the United States. To those
who let their prejudices always blind their judgment
t is useless to present facts or arguments, but to others we feel that it will be sufficient to say that we offer
no new discovery or experiment ;.our goods are standard.
In the East, Hasheesh Is the beginning and
the end of Medicine; it la Used for numberless disHASHEESH

GOODS

DRESS

jUHeltt

ME.

Waim, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

FINE

*

It will

A.

Particular attention paid to the sate of
Anthracite and Cumberland Coal, Lumber, C rani to,
Lime, Cement, Slate, Bricks, Hay, Potatoes, Corn,
OaU, Ac., Ac.
Mercantile Collections made in this ( ity, and
through our eonespomiei.ee in ail parts ot the
United States, Highest Rates of Freights obtained
for vessels with dispatch.
All Claims against tlic Government
promptly
collected.
S. P. buowN, Late Navy Agent.
A. P. Brown.
J uue 1—(13in

Commercial Street,
FORTLAND,

—AND—

STORE,

d; likewise:—
Mecea Cotton Ravens Duck.
20 Bales 2 and 3 thread Flax Sail Twine.
20 Bales Stout and Light Russia Ravens Duck.
500 Coils Roth’s Russia Bolt-Rope.
300 Pieces English Anchor Bunting, assorted colors.
100 Chain Caines, g in. to 1} in.
100 Tons Coil Chain, 3-16 in. to 1^ in.
Warranted American Anchors.
For sale at 23 & 25 Commercial St., Boston.
may4—(13m
FEARING, TH A CHER A CO.

Co.’s

(Patents of 1st and Slh Feb. 1859.)

Shawls,

or

...

Box of the

Manufacturing

CHEAP

Exchange

s^FoisriFiEiR i Improvement

This pretty book is the first of a “juvenile”
ies of four, to be prepared by the same author, and to be called “The Gypsy Series.”—
They will all concern themBelves more or less

$1*00

The subscribers, manufacturers and sole agents for
the sale of “LAWRENCE” and “OLD COLONY”
Cotton Duck and Twine, now have a full assortment

27th,

By Saving

33

Silks,

Merchants,

465 Ninth Street, Washington. 1>- 0,

—

tlie most perloct modes, LAVENDER and
STEEL SHADES, so desirable this season tor Suits.

CHAINS, ANCHORS,

.»

MAKE

of

In all

Embracing a large assortment ot Cloths for Spring
Overcoats, which ne will be happy to make up to or-

--

C.

are

COTTON DUCK,

mayl8dfi»gN

package.

PRESERVE YOUR HEALTH.

82

23—sn

Itch in Forty-Eight Honrs*

the

and all Erujtlions qf the Shin. Price 50 cents. For
sale by all druggists.
By sending CO cents to WEEKS & POTTER, Sole
Agents, 170 Washington St., Boston, it will be lorwarded by mail, free ol postage, to any part ot the
United States.
Oct 25.18C5.—s N d&wlyr

1>, 30th inf.

99

SCROFULA in all its manifold forms.

cure

hich

w

ENVELOPES,

DRESSER’S

May

ANDERS’S IODINE WATER

U.

among

Sarsaparilla, Yellow Dock, Burdock, Noble Pine,
Mandrake, Senna andBloodroot. ■Suffice it to say,
tbe “Doctor” is used in hundreds of families as a
general medicine. Unlike many other popular remedies. it is very grateful to the taste. Large size bottles 75 oents. Prepared at the New England Botanic Depot, Boston.
ap22— 3m

SCROFULA.

ITCH!

set

important improvements,

some

which were adopted, and which have made it (so the
people say) the very l-eat remedy for all kinds of humors known to “the faculty.”
This preparation is

Commission

STOCK Line, Cement and Plaster,

JEilCH

WE

S. P. BROWN & SON,

Wholesale Dealer in

And

Dr. J. W. Poland's Humor Doctor.

Business Cards.

G.m LOVEJOY,

J.

AN INVALUABLE SPRING MEDICINE.

AT

receive an answer,

|

This wonderful Vegetable Extract baa been the
of restoring thousands to their hearing, who,
after trying everything and everybody, had given up
oping ever to hear ajain.
It opperates like a charm upon offensive discharges trora the EAR, no matter what
may have caused
it, or how long standing.
Noises in the head disappear under its influence
as if by magic.
Price, $2.00 a Bottle. For sale by all Druggists; at
wholesale by G. C. GOODWIN Sc CO.,
No. 38 Hanover St., Boston.
Feb 21—sxd&wly

For

H*nes, Augustus, co. K, 16th inf.
Hilton, E., co. F,32dmf.
Hinkley. James W., co. I, 4th inf.
Holden, Francis, co. G, 3d inf.
Hollis, Enoch, co. D, 19th inf.
Hume, Daniel W., corp. co. B, 16th inf.
Hurd, George T., co. <J, 4th inf.
Jackson, Charles A., co. F, 13th inf.
Jackson, Henry D., co. F, 13th inf.
Jefferds, Edmund, co. F, 1st h. art.
Jestings, James, co. H, 31st inf.
Jones, Mellen M., co. D, 32d inf.
Johnson, Klbridce G. co. T, 1st cav.
Kelly, John, co. B, 16th inf.

Washington Letter.
Washington, D. C,. May 31,1800.

This excellent Remedy is an infallible cure lor DenfDischarge from the Ear, and Noises in the

mss,
Hecul.

500 BUFF

Cashain, Cornelius, co. A, lstiuf.
Chase, itufUs G., co. A, 16tU inf.
Childs, Elisha, co. IS, 3lst inf.
Childs, Enoch, co. K, 1st inf.
Christopher, George W., co. E, 16th Inf.
Church, Joseph 8. co. E, 1st h. art.
Clements, Frank W., co.F, 9th inf.
Clough, George W., co. F, 32d ini.
Cole, Wm., co. F, 19th in. 40th
inf.
Collins, Charles C., co. K,
Connor, Charles A, co. 1, 15th inf.
Cressy. Wm. T.. co. G, llth inf.
Cushman, Charles T., co. H,14th inf.
Dillingham, Andrew J., co. <5,16th inf.
Duuham, Albert G.. co. —, 32d inf.
Duran, Samuel D. S., co. K, 5th inf
Emery. George E., co. A, 1st cav.
Ellis, Mark, co. G, 15th inf.
Esseg, Gottlieb, co. D, 30th inf.
Farrar, D. W., co. F, Sthinft.
Folsom, Albert F., co. C, 4th inf.
Frost, Charles If, co. K, 5th inf.
Gordon, Wm. C.t co. C# lsth. art.
Gould, Edward U., co. E, 3d mf.
Gerry, John M., co. E, 31st inf.
Grant, Addison H., co. B, 7th inf.
Hall, Howard O., co. H, 3d inf.
Hall, Warren, co. H, 8th inf.
Hail, Harrison, co. F, 4th inf.
Haire, Z. B., co. —, 1st cav.
Hautoon, Wm. H., co. O, 5th inf.
Hartwell, John, co. E, 16th inf.
Hatch, John B., co. B, 9th inf.
Hardy, Sidney 1)., corp. co C. 2d cav.
Herrick, Algernon P., co. G, 3d inf.

ly interested, and

by

Druggists and by
SETH W. FOWLE & SON, 18 Tremont St, Boston,
J. P. Dlxsmoke, 30 Dey St, New York.

Caldewood, Henry D.,co. 1,4th inf.
Campbell, Franklin, co. L, 1st h. art.
Carter, Wm., co. H, 9th inf.
Carter, Preston J., sergt. co. C. 19th inf.
Carver, Edward, co. B, 20th inf.

ters in which his constituents are immediate-

Blood,

accompanied by Debility

For sale

Austin, Chas. H., co. D, 1st heavy art.
Bancroft, Columbus, co. D, 16th inf.
Barker. Stephen, jr. co. M, 1st h. art.
Bean, Charles T., co. C, 40th inf.
Bean, Janies 0.,c>. D, 19th inf.
Berry, David, co. C, 3d inf.
Betts, Wm. U., co. G, 1st h. art.
Blackman, Amos W., co. A, 31st inf.
Bourne, Justin T., co. K, 19lh inf.
Bostou, Jason L., co. G, 16th inf.
Bowker, Chas. E., co. B, 20th inf.
Bracy, Frank, co. F, 8th inf.
Bulger, Joseph, co. II, 6.h int.
Burns, Patrick, co. G, 8th int.

Congress, and the smaller number who duly appreciating the labor of legislation, have
noted his agency in the many important mat-

OF DISEASE,

in a

of the

No Variation!

One Price, and

means

or a low state cf the
system.
AN EMINENT DIVINE OF BOSTON, SAYS:
“I have been using the PERUVIAN SYRUP for
some time past; it gives me new vigor,
buoyancy (\f
spirits, elasticity of muscle.”
Thousands have been changed by the use of this rentedyjrom weak, sickly, suffering creatures, to strong,
healthy and happy men and women; and invalids
cannot reasonably hesitate to give it atrial.
A pamphlet of 32 pages, containing certificates ot
cures and recommendations from some of the most
eminent physicians, clergymen and others, besides
much other valuable and interesting
matter, will be
sent free to any one sendiug us their name and residence.
•
fcir' See that each bottle has “Peruvian Syrup”
blown in the glass.

Or

MAINE SOLDIERS.

Washington,

ROOT

originating

Allen, Lucien A., musician, 3d ini.
Annin, Dudley, 17 th ini.

may have its weight where Mr.
intimately known.

THE

State

Bad

Address Miss Clara Barton, Washington, D. C.

in

nance

to

pH IP !

By supplying the blood with its vital principal; or
lilo element—IRON.
This is the secret ot the wonderful success of this
remedy in curing
Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Chronic DiNervous
arrhoea, Boils,
selections, Chills and Fevers, Humors, Loss of (’onstitutional Vigor,
Diseases of the Kidneys and BladcU r, Female Complaints, and all diseases

(JLABA DABTON.

to pay a short visit to
his friends in Portland. Those who have noticed how constantly Mr. Lynch is in his scat
at

letter fails

S

PROTOXIDE OF IRON,
A New Discovery in Medicine, which

please write again, as no letter will ever be intentionally neglected, and in no case will any
compensation be accepted.

Personal.—Hon. John Lynch is at home
for a few days, having taken advantage of the
recess

a

PERUVIAN

IS A PROTECTED SOLUTION OF THE

To Returned Soldiers and Others.
Washington, D. C., May 30, 1806.
Soldiers and the Friends of Soldiers:
This roll is composed entirely of names of
soldiers who have been killed in battle, died
in Southern prisons, or otherwise lost in the
service, and whose fate is otherwise unknown
to their friends.
Each name here enrolled is taken from the
letter of some relative or friend, who has
written to me asking my aid in their painful
search; and in their behalf I appeal to you
to give such facts relative to the. fate of these
men as you may recollect or can ascertain.
They have been your comrades on march
picket, or raid, or in battle, hospital or prison
and falling there, the fact and manner ol their
death may be known only to you.
The thousands of letters making these inquiries are in my possession, filed and recorded, and die bereaved families and friends are

date whom she did not select but most cheerSpring is less

4
B

no

Business Cards.

Dry and Fancy Goods.

Advertisements.
OTITINE.

dearth of rain this season.
The foliage Is rich and heavy, the grass thick
and promising. The city is not crowded, and
excellent accommodations can be obtained.—
At the National Hotel, my present place of
sojourn, the price of board has been reduced
from $4,50 to $3,50 per day, and it is expected
that other tirst-ciass hotels will soon follow
this worthy example.
C. G.

there has been

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

wards, resolutions to this effect were
adopted—unanimously in two wards, with only two dissentient voices in the other. In the
remaining wards, the universal desire was
perfectly understood without the formality of
passing a resolution. Portland will throw anxiously waiting the information which they
thirty-eight votes in the convention for Mr. hope to obtain from you.
Please examine this roll, and if you have
Spuing.
to any one herein named, comTins singular unanimity ought not to be facts relating
municate them to me by letter, with your full
ol
the
without its influence upon the people
address, that the information may be immediState. Mr. Spring’s name was not suggested ately forwarded to the inquiring f riends.
As some may have returned since the inby Portland, it must be remembered. It was
or a comrade whose name appears
first produced for this nomination by the Ban- quiry,
here may be known to you to be living, please
received
gor Whig, and was very favorably
inform me, that the name may be withheld
by the press throughout the State. Other from future rolls.
Letters of inquiry for missing soldiers need
candidates have since been named; gentlemen
only to contain the names, with the regiment,
of unimpeachable character and admirably
company, and State, or other organization to
qualified for any position to which they may which they belonged, with the address of the
writer plainly written.
be called; men whom the State has delighted
No apology is necessary for writing me;
to honor. But the tide of popular feeling was

seven

_.

Cumberland County.
3
Baldwin
6

not be more

The result of the ward caucuses as published yesterday, proves that we were not mistaka' desire among
en with regard to tire very genei
nominathe KepubUcans of this city, for the
at the BanE.
Spuing
Samubi,
Hon.
of
tion
It had been denied that
gor Convention.
Portland was unanimous in this matter, and

are

ELIAS MILLIKEN,
JAMES WKle.Ul,
K J. HALK,
HTVAM RUOGLES,
EUGENE HALE,
CHARI KS It. .elNE,
EBEN WOODBURY,

May 7, 1866.

be, could

The Portland Candidate.

cumot

JOfllAH MERKOW,
S S MARBLE,

believe it would

spring up aiv! he cultivated to a good purpose
by Northern ftumigrants.
It has been raining heavily all day, and

barreu and disastrous than the raid upon the
Canadas is likely to prove.

___.^#0---

Ilona.___

crossing the

and the Canadians to beat after crossing and
concentrating, there can be little doubt of the
issue of this unfortunate business. A stroke
i'or Ireland on her own soil, tatal and fruitless

»>-'--

Tuesday Morning,

from

With the American forces to elude

the line.

PORTLAND■

prevent reinforcements

sill Hi

__,

!_SALT!

HDDS LIVERPOOL SALT,

now

charging from rhim“CharleH Chalnm

1OOO Hkds. Tark* Island.Instore.

L.

JOBBERS UV

May

Dana Ac Co.
22—dSwte___

Ury Goods, Woolens, Southern Pine Timber
And Gent*’ Furnishing Goods!
M

FOR

anu&cturcrs ol and Dealers In

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,
Agenta for EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES
State

of Maine.

II add SO Middle St.,
Sept T—dtf

for

POMTLAND,

IN DOCK—AT
TAIL.

NOW

w
May 15—dim

SALE.
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RE.

ffiSSTO,..,.

Miscellany.
Experiment* with the Trichinae
A

Medical.

M iscellaneous.

OFYODfillFE

TAKE CASE

in Bussia.

Coe’s

DISPATCH FROM A UNITED STATES CONSUL.

Elsinore.
Consulate of the U. S. A.,

at

May »th, 1866.

Sir : Prom our American papci-3 I notice
that the question' of trichina) iu hogs also

One Bottle is guaranteed to euro the worst case of
Dyspepsia in existence, and one done will instantly

creating

some

States. The report of the terrible mortality
In Germany, caused by the eating of pork infected with trichinae created great excitement
hete, and many examinations of pork and

SEELY’S

liams, as well in the raw state, as salted, smoked, and cooked, have been made. Prom the

careful manner in which these examinations
have been made, and from the published results, I am fhlly persuaded that pork thoroughly salted and smoked, and well cooked, is as
harmless as pork ever has been. It is the eating of the unboiled or but very imperfectly
smoked and salted
as
etc.

meat,
so
sausages,
largely consumed In Germany, where the pres-

ence and

danger of live trichina) may be exacted.
1 shall take the
liberty here to allude to a
lew of the examinations which have been
made here and their results, not so much be-

they may add anything new, but that
they may be useful in sustaining tacts already

cause

reported upon.
One ol tlie first experiments was made with
a smoked ham, which was tound to contain
trichina; in the capsules, notwithstanding the
ham had been smoked and salted. The finding of these trichinas created a great panic at
the time, and the police
finally succeeded In
lindiug the counterpart of the ham. Experiments were at once made with them both. I
shall not here detail the minute
examinations,
but merely give the general result,
One poirnd of this ham was fed to a
pig,
which a previous examination hail satisfied

the examiner to be
perfectly tree irom trichina;. The meat was eaten
by the pig with
great avidity. Alter the expiration of some
time the pig was killed and
examined, and
•bund to be perfectly free from trichina;. A
ot
raw
piece
pork was next examined and
tound to contain a live trichina;. The
experiment with this pork was mode on rabbits.—
Tlie two rabbits which were fed with this
meat were afterwards tound to contain trichinae but to no very great extent.
a imra experiment was made with a
smoked ham, and the animal
eating thereof was
found to contain an
astonishing number of
trichime, the examiner calculating the number to have reached a couple ot hundred thousand. The weight of the muscles of the rabbit was nearly a pound, and it is
certainly remarkable how so small an aniiral,
containing
so enormous a number of
parasitical animals,
nevertheless, ielt as well as the other rabbits
aud had as good an appetite as
any of them.—
It became a query how so large a
quantity of
trichime could have developed themselves
from the small amount of meat which had
been led to the rabbit, and the examim r therefore concluded that the rabbit must have eaten some other meat infected with
trichime,
aside from that fed to it, thus causing a
greater infection. This opinion was further
streugtheued by the fondness of the rabbit for meat.—
Some of the rats found on the premises were
therefore killed and examined and found to
contain cricliinee, and some of them to an as-

tonishing degree.

<

A number of other examinations of rats
have taken place with the same results, and
there can be no question that the rats are a
great cause of infecting the lliogs with trichinse.
A very elaborate examination lias also been
made to find whether the methods of
smoking
and salting, as used here are sufficient to kill
the trichina; in the hoes, and the result has

been, though smoking and salting would kill
trichime, the usual mode of boiling and
frying was also found sufficient to kill the parthe

asites.
If a small rabbit can feel comfortable with
a couple of hundred thousand trichime in its
muscles, and that the rats which were found
to contain certain trichina) were as
lively as
rats well can he, the poisoning by trichime
sinks down to a very small affair, if a little
precaution is used.
I trust our pork raisers and pork consumers
will not be over silann^B, but cook,
smoke,
salt, boil and fry out excellent American pork
as usual, and feel perfectly safe hi
eating the
same.
We have the trichime here, but people
have got over the first scare and eat as much

pork

as

ever.

We have

country

as

no

yet.

rinderpest

or

cholera in this

I have the honor to be, sir,
Your very obedient servant,
Geo. H. Hansen,
U. S. Consul at Elsinore.

Patent Metallic Sole.
A NEW INVENTION.
Wetting tub Feet is the most prolific cause oi
disease and death knowu to humanity, it is almost
sure to bring on a cold; aud colds, neglected, and often

when not neglected, lead to fevers or to coughs and fetal consumptions. It is in recognition of this truth
that the inventive talent oi the country has for
years
been devising some method, or attempting to devise
it, ior keeping the leet dry, and yet that should not
give inconvenience to the* wearer. Rubber shoes, in
<me form or another, have hitherto been our reliance;
but it is well known, as among tbeir many evils, that
trom external moisture,
while they keep the leet
they sweat them over much, and by thus inducing
an undue tenderness increase a susceptii ilit y to colds
rather than otherwise. They are also cumbersome to
the feet, aud withal are very expensive. The demand
is for something that shall make the ordinary Boot
and Shoe impervious to water, without affecting their
elegance or durability, and, if possible, without adding sensibly to the cost of their manufacture. These,
it will be conceded, are most important features,
and we conscientiously aillnu that they arc absoluteattained in the invention herewith presented to

dry

ly
the

of

a

Metalic Flats, exceedingly ductile, combining
ilexibility with toughness, very light, aud every way
adapted to ihe end desired, while the additional expense is merely nominal. It furnishes a perfect barrier against the admission of wet or dampness, though
the feet may be exposed ever so long upon wet pave-

ments or damp ground.
To ladies and children the Metalic Soles will be
of incalculable value, as from their habits of life and
delicacy of dress, they are
exposed to the
long train oi ills that attend upon an inadequate protection to the feet.
Those Soles have already been tried by the best of
tests, actual use, and the testimonials to their
merits, freely proffered, indicate that they must be
the public. The
adopted
spqftdily and
Patent Metallic Soled Boots and Shoes arc being introduced into ,the leading Boot and Shoe Stores
throughout the United States, aud will supplant all
forms of overshoes, except possibly for deep mud or
snow, as they become known. Be sure to get them
and take no other. If your shoemaker does not haj>pen to have them, be can procuie them without difficulty. If he will not, then send yourself to the inventor one dollar and thirty cents, and obtain six
pair, assorted sizes, with right to use, which will be
pronifftly forwarded by express pre-paid, and which
can be made up by anv shoemaker in the country.—
Agencies will l*e established in every city and village,
and supplied with Soles aud proprietary sunups, at
schedule prices and liberal commission allowed cm
sales. Also General Agencies for States appointed on
application, wi h proper testimonials to the inventor.
SAM UEL J. SEELY,
General Depot, corner City Hall Place and Read
street. New York.

sun on

universally

by

TEBTIMONIAIiS.
The undersigned have lor the past six months worn
Boots and Shoes possessing Mr. Seely’s Metallic
Sole, ami find them an effectual preventive against
dampness, and the colds so often taken from damp
feet. M ost gladly do we testily to the perfect efficiency of their service. The Metallic Sole is not only a
grand contribution to the cause oi general health,
but a PO»Tivfe luxury, obviating all necessity ot
India ltubher shoes, except in muddy weather. All

dampness, and even water upon pavements,
ordinary
is
foiled of its
of harm
this most
completely
simple and useful

power
by
invention. No one who has once
be without them again, as they
ncrease the cost of hoots and shoes by a sum which is
scarcely worth naming, and insure,positively, dry feet,
which is reckoned among the first conditions of health
and comfort.
We heartily oommeud the “Metallic
Sole** to all the sensible.
J. CLEMENT FRENCH,
used

them will

New

Ready

Hade

-

trial

one

Mr. Samuel J. Seely :
Dear Sir—I take great pleasure in offering my
testimony to the usefulness and comfort of your patent Metallic Sole. 1 have used a pair of boots for the
past seven months, tarnished with this Sole, and feel
no hesitation in saying that I have never worn shoes
that combined so perfectly the desirable qualities ol
dryness and durability.
EMMA
Brooklyn, New York.
S. J. Seely, Esq.:
Dear Sir—In answer to your request, I am pleased
to state that I have manufactured shoe* containing
your Metallic Sole by machinery. I think them a superior article for keeping the feet dry. In manufacturing them there is no trouble from cutting the
thread when sewing, nor any difficulty in putting
them in the shoe.
Respectfully yours,

OVEitTON,

SEELEMAN PEARLBROOK,
Practical Shoe Manufacturer, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mar. 19—d3m.

Street Eating House!

Temple

(FORMERLY BARNUM*S,)
NOW MESSRS

THIS
throughout the States
class house and

and Canadas, as a first
restaurant, alter being thoroughly
cleansed and refitted, and having secured the services
ol MR. DANIEL K. REED as Chief tte Cuisine, well
known to all former habitues of Bamuin’s as having
no superior, in skill or celerity, with a corps of assist-

OLEINE,
CHEMICAL

Having returned from metropolitan centers of trade, and having selected the very rest and the VERY
LATEST styles of goods; and also having made extensive arrangements with, largo Houses both in New
York and Boston to supply mo with tho latest styles of goods, I am now enabled to oiler to purchasers .first
cl ass goods at very low figures; in tael, at lower prices than before the war.
Parties about purchasing goods for SPRING AND SUMMER wear, will find that for style, finish, durability, and above all, m price, that 1 cannot be beat.
SuST'Call and see for yourselt.

Tu.

deuce that

OTIC

E.

of the Portland Steam Packet
THE
Company
hereby notitiod that their Annual
will bo hold
Stock-holders
are

Meeting

on

WEDNESDAY,

June 13th.

the office of the Company,on Atlantic Wharf,
1866,
at 3 o’clock P. M., for the following pur]>08o.s, viz:—
l*»t- To hoar the Report of the 'treasurer.
2nd—To choose the officers of the Co. iot the current
at

year.

3d—To see if the Company will accept the Act of
Legislature passed February 6,1866, whereby the
Company was authorized to increase its Capital

the

4th—To

If the Company will increase Its Capital

soc

Stock and to what extent.
5tli—To act on any other business that may legally
come before them.
WM. KIMBALL, Cttrk.

Portland, May 17, 1866.mayl9tjul3

10,000 BUSHELS

Pure

I--OTI

MKAIjTNG,

Mimed

High

Com!

Yellow
BY

Western

CAR

Ho.,

LOAD.

50 Tons Fine Feed and Shorts,
OX BALE

•

BY

EDW’D
n. BUMGIX & CO.,
Jfo. ISO C4utrcl*l Street,
nmyl4dti

ivEok:

ties,

Scarfs and
WE

Botvs!

OFFER A LARGE AND

ELEGAXT

ASSORTMEXT

-OK

THE-

nioliest

Goods.

nr Wo have ONLY ONE PRICE.

CHARLES

CUSTIS^PO.

MORTON BLOCK,

May

Congress Street,

31—dlw

Men’s

Hosiery.

A LARGE VARIETY of the BEST GOODS
f

k

FOR BALE BY

CHARLES CC8TIS & CO.,
MORTON BLOCK. lONGItEbS HI.
May 31—dlw

that locality.—Rural Neu> Yorker.

IIHDS.
I
000 TJERCKS.)
50

Brig “J.

w.

Drinks,”

A pill

destroyed, leaving the Iruit without
the sustenance that foliage always supplies;
and, of course it fails to mature.
Various remedies have been published in
the agricultural papers—sprinkling lime and
are

Periodical

Lyon’s

SOLD

Wholesale Grocer* Throughout the Slate.

HHUS. PJUME GROCERY MUSCO1' PV J VADO SUGAR,
350 ilhds. t Superior Muacorado Molasses,
30 'Tierces. J just landed per BrlgX. staples

A

SCIENTIFICALLY

ashes upon the leaves, when the dew is on;
a decoction of
copperas and water
upon the worms, by using a water-pot, with a

rom

iinelv perforated nose; also, the application of
white hellebore, sifted from a pepper-box, or a
flour box, upon both sides of the loaves. This

Matanzas, for sale by
LYNCH. BARKER &

A Good Opening !

GOOD cliance ie offered in the manuiaclure ol

lor which there is
established
A Elastic Ooods, sale.
Any person wishing to
demand and
an

ready

gage in

a

famish a
i

light and pleasant business, and who
cadi capital of (200 to (300 can address

jnay24dtl

I have compound erf
and perfected a preparation lor restoring
gray, light or red hidr
to a beautiful brow n
or black in lour u eeK>.
II is not a dye, does
not stain the skin, or
soil the clothing; it
contains all the medicinal proper ies of the
chemical ttcproduc dr
for making the lia r
glow, preventing its
tailing off, and removing dan-iruif, and con-

FLUID PREPARATION

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.
Better than any

Pills

and is safe to

use

or

at all

Powders 1

times

For all Female Complaints,
EXCEPT IN CERTAIN
especially forbidden in
puny

directions which

the

each bottle.

Prepared by JOHN
J>ruj£;;istri*vei y whore,

L.

C.G. CLARK &

CASES

LYON, M. D.

uuiiB no

aceom

Sold

head

RELIEVE

OR

A CONSUMPTIVE COUGH!
as

quick

As

encan

Manueactitbeb,
Box 2110, P, 0,

DEL.

The many and great advantages of those Compasses appear almost incredible to those who have ncvor used them, but a little exiicrlence at sea soon dispels all doubts in regard to their superiority.
Wlu-n the vessel is rolling about In a rough sea, these Compasses remain perfectly steady, and in light and
smooth woathor they are extremely sensitive—more so even than the lightest wood Compass. The needle is
enclosed in an air-tight metallic case and is entirely excludod from tho air and, therefore free from rust.
It is also made so that it retains its power like a magnet. Such a needle could not be used in any other
Compasson account ol Its great weight; but here It is almost wholly supported by the buoyancy of the liquid
to which the weight of the card is nicely adjusted. The bouyancy of this liquid prevents them from ever becoming dull, as It reduces the weight on the pivot to a few grains. Hence the trouble and expense of sharpening and “touching” is altogether avoided. But more titan this, the exemption from disorder renders them

always perfectly rcliablo at sea.
During four years of constant uso in the Naval and Merchant service, both on steam and sailing vessels,
not one of them has been returned, Although it is always agreed to take them back If they do not give sutisIhclton in every particular.

FARLEY, Dealer in Nautical Instruments,

C. H.

38 Exchange 8treet, Portland. Agent for the State of Maine.

March 14— codtf
as

It does not dry up a cough, Imt loosens it so that the
patient can expcetcrute freely. It is within
the each of all, the
I*rloe 1 Kelniff Only 35

Oe*t» 12

and is for Palo by all Druggists.
C.G.CLARK A CO.,Proprietors, New Haven, Ct.
W. F. PHILLIPS If CO.,J. W. PERKINS
* CO.,
nd H. H.HAYf Portland Me..t IVholt&ale
Ay mt j.
Amrust 31 lhfiS
eod&wlyr

WOMAN.
Females, owing to tlie peculiar and important relations which they sustain, their peculiar organization, and the offices they perform, are sul\}ect to
many sufferings and ailments peculiar to Ihe sex.
Freedom from these contributes in no small degree
to their liappincs8 and welfare, for none can be
happy who are ill. Not only so, but no one ot these various female complaints can long be suffered to run
on without involving the general health of the individual, and ere long producing permanent sickness
and premature decline. Nor is it pleasant to consuls
a physician for the relief of these various delicate affections, and only upon the most urgent necessity will
a true woman so far sacrifice her
greatest charm as
to do lids. The sex will then thank us for
placing in
their hands simple specifics which will l>o found efficacious in relieving and curing alnlost every one of
these troublesome complaint? peculiar to the sex.

tendant evils Consequent upon them. It is but aim
pie justice to the subject to enumerate a tew oi the
many additional causes which so largely affect the
life, health and ltappiuess of woman in all classes of

society, and which, consequently, affect, more or less
directly, the welfare of the entire human family.

that exists for precocious education and
marriage, causes the years that nature designed for
corporeal devclomueu to be wasted and per verted in
the restraints of dress, t he early confinement of school,
audTJSpecfally in the unhealthy excitement of the Ballroom;
Thus, with the body hail clothed and the*
mind unduly excitod by pleasure, perverting In midrevel
the hours designed by uglure tor sleep and
night
rest, the work of destruction is half accomplished.
in consequence ol his early strain upon her system, unnecessary effort is required by the delicate votary to retain hei situation m school at a later day,
thus aggravating the evil. When one excitement is
over, another in prospective keeps the mind morbidly
sensitive to impression, while the now constant re-.
Htrainta of fashionable dress, absolutely forbidding
the exercise indispensable to the attainment and retention of organic health and strength; the exposure
to night air; the sudden change of temperature; the
c .mplete prostration produced by excessive dancing,
must, of necessity, produce their legitimate effect.
At last, on early marriage caps the climax of misery,
and the unfortunate oue, hitherto so utterly regard
less of the plain dictates and remonstrances of her
dulicate nature, becomes an unwilling subjet of medical treatment. This is but a truthful picture ol the
of thousands ot our young women.
experience
Long before the ability to exercise the functions oi
the generative organs they require an education of
their peculiar nervous system; composed of what is
cal lea the tissue, which is, in common with the female
breast and lips, evidently under the control of mental emotions and associations at an early period
of life; and, as we shall subsequently see, these emotions, when excessive, lead, long before puberty, to
habits which sap the very life of their victims ere na-

The mania

HELMBOLp*S EXTRACT

Jt^-TO

Public.

the

IIAVING been engaged for more than twenty years
II in tho Hair Drosuing business, and knowing a* I
do aJi the
that are offered for the restoration of the Hair, and how they are made and what
composed of, and knowing most of them to be useless,
and some injurious, and feeling the great need lor
some preparation free from injurious substances, such
os Oils, Alcohol, and Sugar of Lead, Lac Sulphur, (a
most poisonous
luxurious to the health ot
tho hair and boay; 1 have endeavored to
the
want by preparing an article tlrat is free from oils of
all kinds, and all substances known to be ipjurious.
It will keep the hair moist and glossy longer than any
the itching ol
oil, cures all humors of the scalp,
the head, prevents the hair from tailing oft in the
worst cases of fever or other disease, anu will not soil
the nicest silk. My Balm is not a Dye, but purely a
1 >rcssing for the Hair and a Medicine for the Head. It
should be in every house; it is just what is needed to
clean the heads ot children, from tho babe to the eldest child, for it is free ll-om everything that will irritate the scalp, cures the humors and stops the itching
of the head. I here offer the names of a few persons
who have used my Balm. Let them speak tor themselves.

preparation)

stops

Mr. ToppI feel it due to yon. as a public benefactor. to state that
my hair was falling off very badand 1 was troubled for a long time with a disease ot
the head known in the medical world as Porrigo,
which causes severe itching ot (he head. ltriodyour
Hungarian Baton, and to my surprise andtoteasure my
hair stopped foiling off, ana the humor has entirely
left the head.
C. It. PACKARD, M. D.
Mass.

ly,

Bolton,

I have tried Todd’s Hungarian Balm, and I conaider
it the best article in ubc for the hair.
J. B. WEBB, Gorham, Maine.
I have been using Todd’s Hungarian Baton, and can
say that it is the best dressing tor the hair in use. My
hair was foiling off very fost, and by the use of half a
bottle of the balm it has stopped falling off entirely,
and is last thickening up, and is in line condition.
P. H. STROCT, Portland, Maine.:

40 Shades, all Liquids,

W hich will recommend themselves to every
has ever used Liquid Dyes tor

or Appetite,
Dyspepsia,
Emaciation,
Low Spirits,
Disorganization

Paralysis of
the Organs of Generation,
Palpitation of (Jie Heart.

fact, all the concomitants

or

Nervous and
Debilitated state of the syslem.
To insure the genuine, cut this out.
ASK Fort HELMBOLUS. TAKE NO OTHER.
Apr 6—eodtf.
of a

VERMIN.

Respectfully

CHARLES

Ordinance

Health.
Q1ECTI0N 9.—All dirt, sawdust, soot, ashes, clnOders, shavings, hair, shreds, manure, oyster, clam
or lobster shells, or any animal or vegetable
substance,
or filth of any kind, in any house,
warehouse, cellar,
yard, or other place which the Mayor, any Alderman,
City Marshal or Deputy, or Health Committee or Officer shall deem necessary for the Health of the City
to be removed, shall be carried away therefrom
by and
at the expense of the owner or occupant of such house
or other place where the same shall be found, and removed to such place as shall be directed, within four
hours after notice in writing to that effect, given by the
Mayor, any Alderman, City Marshal, Deputy, or
on

one

ever invented for Silk,
Woolen and Feathers that will give a perlec t color requiring only 5 to 30 minutes, according to shade.
Full directions for use, and Certiileates from eminent Chemists with esch package.
Samples actually dyed with each of the colors on
silk and woolen, may be seen and the Dyes obtained
at all stores, for 25 cents.
lP“lf you desire to insure SATISFACTORY COLORS, iu the shortest time, with the least trouble* inquire for for Reed’s Liquid Dye*, and take no
other, at they are the only Reliable Oolort.
■■■'•
Sold at wholesale by

Whipple,

TODD,

copying,

Agents—J.

SSS^“gebfUty*,t

Apt. South Down

do.

BOSTON- MA8S-

Al. BROWN.

Portland, September 18,1865.

NEW PE3RFUJWE
FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

Union

is

*eii2«cod&wlj

Strength

!

uniojt Soldiers

Photograph

THE

UNION

NAVY

I* the terror ot the Crown-heads. Flat-liesds and
Thiek-headeW all

Taylor’s.

Mb. W. executes every

desirable style of Photo-

graphs—copies old Daguerreotypes, Card Pictures
and Tintypes, lifo size, coloring them in
oil, like oil
painting.-.

ON PORCELAIN, AND COLORED LIKE IVORY
MINIATURES.
Particular attention is given to taking the likenesses of cliildren, making views of
country residences. copying engravings, crayon drawings and
paintings.
may 23—Jw

Portland

Academy !

i»

now

eetahliehed

ae

Masters and Misses of aU was and attainments received at any time in the term.
(lassicai Course is sufficiently extended to
enable young men to enter any college in the
country.
In the department for yeung ladles, Instruction Is
tarnished by competent teachers In all the Higher
English branches, in Latin, French. Herman, Draw-

THE

ing, Music,

&c

i*' A limited number of private pupils, in classes,
singly will still be sttcaded to.
Terms $1.00 per week.
C. O. FILES, Principal,

k
or

P. O. Box 103.

May

38

18—d3w*

Hanover St.

Androscoggin Mouser

UNITED

UNION
Is

a

flito House is located about 28 miles froth
Portland, on the An troecoggin railroad, in
very pleasant and thriving village, near
._i the Depot and Telegraph olhce; and is surrounded by pleasant
drives,pleasure grounds, a splendid gr ve, suitable tor Picnic parlies, Ac., and in the
immediate vicinity oi two celebrated Mineral springs.
Tlie Subscriber intends
making this a first class
Hotel, and solicits a share of pubue patronage.
Lisbon Falls, May 20.
A. T' PlivRCE.
May 29—dim
a

COAL._COAL..
arrived

per reti. Redhurton, from Baltimore
JUSTcargo of trobh-minert
Georges GreekbiunWrland Goal for
3i

Blacksmith’s use.
Also, on hand the best qualities of Rod and Whited
Ash Coal, at iheUwv.it prices for cash.
1

E AND ALL, McALLISTBE k GO.,
«° C.m«c,ctol Sirc«t.
May 1—dtl'

*11

i

lV;

•-

jjT
.rOC -’-'T-

_,_.

AND

SECOND

MOYT

j.,..

Nos. 43, 45

UNION

&

HAND !

CO.,

& 47

STREET !

"^I8iweod*

DEPEW & POTTER,
BANKERS,

NEW OFFICE 13 1-2' FREE ST.

Muscovado Molasses!

No.

STEVEN^,

DK. HUGHES particularly nvitas all Ladies, win

medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 5
Temple Street, which they will find arranged lor the!)
accommodation.
esj»ecial
Dr. H.*s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in etllcacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific am
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of oh
structions alter all oilier remedies have been tried it
vain.
It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing it
the least injurious to the health, and
may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions
need

a

by addressing
Du. HUGHES,
No. 0 Temple Street (corner ol Middle), Portland.

N. B.— Ladies desiring may consult one of theii
A lady of exi«erience in constant attend.
janl.lKGud&w

the well known stable „tarot
oppoeite the Elm

"diUwu“m* "ccupled

ly

JIr- U

'‘‘bcock,

“•

Without the Lcitt Beserve,
the

entire stock ol

Carriage*,

Harnesses, etc.,

consisting In part a<* follox » v<«.
®TC
client or.h r, will, I! r»~,
f, lnle**i3r
.*7*
lor work, len Jenny 1 h„> .,,,Vo***
anrl lour wheeled Hu c
eL
with other carriage :
eleven
and
all well known in Ho,
cnmn.unny i„r
emlur•neeand honesiv, amiable ler hviry ,,r laroilv «
having re.rn se!ctrtt,', owned a id driven Wt„re nur’.txt
llorte
clianing by one of our
fancier*.

**„

tir.te*

.nSWr^lh*
Horii,
!t7ar»’

LULLWISE,
Home twenty Harnesses, iiou.de and
tingle, made to
order of tli** best oak *fock and mounted with heavy
i>!a e, together with nil the stable thniiture, such as
Hobos, W'hips, Halter.., .Saddles, Shaw In, &e.t eto.alHMdUcoiur.itturc, Walnut Desk, Hacks, hngruv:
*»#•» Stove, Wilder Saif, o*c.
In culling attention to this xale it is with the assurance that every lot and number will be Hold without
the least reservation to the highest bidcer.

All persons indxbccd to. or having deinar.ds
against
<ieo. II. Babcock, are requested to call at the Stable
Ofilcc imd nettie.

niuyvSdtil
IlDW. M. I'iTTKV Si CO.. iull«NNi
1** Exi'huiige Street.
I ><‘.siral>l**

lCeal Kstate at Auction.

Gth. at
( )?j1.WPN.KSDAXJ,>,M/ the premise*, will be »old
ihat
\

12} oVIock,
very

on

desirable

comer of Brackett
Vl'fSS V)
®?Hli-eaate»lv
as the
Bradley tuate.i2?L. "S*
a
°“ (,ray ol about 80 feet
by «4 on
Brackett St. ^nt
On the premises a
'**

and a hall
toil
for gas, with
large o and a halt'stoned
House, arranged for one or two familh s, with a Store
well fitted for u
umkrueath,
Clrocery or Dry
Hoods business.
!n the rear a good Barn or sf. ro
house, all in good order. K^eelh nt water on the
premises from a spring that never fails.
The entire piemises siirroiindcu with large and
tlnifly shade trees, offering attractions lor a re*1dcn*e
or for Investment.
For terms and particulars call on
«L BRADLEY, Jr, Cor. of Commercial and India
one

Cottage Louse—nearly new—containing

stoned

rooms, well arranged, fitted
Jinalied
bnek cistern, etc. Also a
tw

Streets,
_

or on

May 29—(ltd

E. M. PATTEN Si CO, Auctioneers.

Auction.
be soli at

public auction on the premise*,
on SATURDAY, the 9th day ol'
June, A. U.
It66, at 12 o'clock, unless previously disjioscd of at
priva'o sale, rfou^e and Lot No. 29 Waierville street.
I o.e lot Is about 31 foot front bv 6u feet di
ep, and hae
upon it a two story woodou house, well arranged for
two iuinilics. Large: fmrtion ol tl.e porchaao
mor.ey
ea
remain on mortgage
Apply to
F. FOX.

WILL

May28dtd_&

Horse,*, Carriages, Sleighs, &c„

AT AUCTION!
Horses, Carriage., Sleigh*, Rote.,

soil

WEriuUl
Harnesses, Arc..

Every Saturday at 11 a’eloek A. M.,
At Forest City Stable, co» ner Federal and Lime Sta.,
where Carriages can be stored and Horses boarded it
desired, previous to or after the sale.
These sales will be under cover, and held without
regard to weather.
HENRY BAILEY & Co., Auctioneers.
March 1—dtf

E. M. PATTEN &

CO., Auctioneers,

Exchange St.

1%

India, Chinese and French Shawls,
Work, &c.,

Shell

AT AUCTION!
MONDAY NEXT, at 2* P. M at office, a direct importation of Shawls, from India, China
ami Franco. Also a fine assortment of Shell Boxet—
the handy-work of the Orientals, together with a rich
assortment of other wares, all of which will been exhibition Monday lorenoon.
CJr* Will the Ladies take a look at this Stock.
Jane I—did.

ON

OFFICE, COMMERCIAL STREET.

—pps^7dtf_Hoait

ii Broad
NF.W YORK.

Street,

....

j,

A

ITiiyfldlm*^

NUMBERS may be had at
Square, up stairs.

he would

respectlully

announce to the

citizens of Portland and viciultv. that he
has
lieriiiaueHtly located in this city. During the three
we
have been In this city, we have cured sonic
years

complaints.

By Electricity
The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the lazv
leap with joy, aiul move with the agility and elasticity °* youth; the floated brain is cooled; the frostbitten liiub» restored, the uncouth deformities removed; ialntnOHi converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the deaf to hear nnd
t «e palsied form toniovn
upright; the blemishes of
youlhare obliterated; the ac<ii»bnts of mature Hie
active

the calamities ot old
age obviated and

circulation maintained.. ’•
LADIES

Mr, Brewster would he happy to meet his old
Attend* and the public generally.
Portland, Feb. 2,1805.
dti

Coal.

RECEIVED and for sale by the undersigned
at their Wharf,

JUST

Cor. Franklin Wh&rf & Commercial St,
275 Tons Hasclton I.eMgrh,
BROKEN AND EflO SIZE.

AND

STOVE

SIZE.

200 TONS LOBERY,
Free burning and VEI.Y PURE, and all kinds

White anti, lied Ash Coal.
These Coals are ol the very
ranted to give satistact ion.

best

quality, anil

war-

ABSO, ra>0 cords ol t-est quality of IIAKI> and
SOFT WOOD, which we will sell at the very
lowest rrlce and deliver it to any part ot the city at
short notice.
gJTGtve us a call and try ns.

S. ROUNDS & SON.

Peruvian HaW Pegenerator
Grey Hair to Its original color; promote!
Its growth, and prevents Its telling off.
tyFor sale by Drugs Iste.
77
May 13—d8m*

TURNS

an

Wl»o have cold hancs and feet: weak stomachs, 1amand weak backs; nervous and sick headache; rtkj?.
ness And swimming in the head, with indigestion ami
constipation of tlic bowels: pain in the side and back;
Icinorihoja. (or whiles); tailing of the womb with internal caiicei-s; tumors, polypus, and all that Ion-

train of diseases will find in Electricity a sure means
of core.
For painful menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and all ol those long line of trouble?
with young ladies, Electricity is a certain speciln
and will, hi a shqrt time, restore the sufferer to the
vigor of health.

TEETHl TEETH 1 TEETH 2
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Electricity without pain. Persons having decayed
teeth or stomps they wish to have removed for resetting be would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior ElBptRo Magnetic Machines for sale
for IfMidlytiae. with thorough Instruction*.
Dri 1>. can accommodate » lew jiatients with board
und treatment at his house.
Ottlce hour* from 8O'clock A. M. to 12 M. i from 1
to t> I*. M., a ini .7 to 9 hi the eveumg.
Consultation
free.
novltl
^

jj

CHEROKEE CURE.
INDIAN

f

MEDICINE,

(.hires all diseases caused
self-abuse, via.*rr

bj

Lon
of
Memory, Uniterm! LatiPaine
in
the
Back, Dimtude,
nets of Vi*ion, J*re mature
Old Age, Weuk Jferree, Difficult Breathing, Pale Countenance, Insanity, Ooueumfb
tlon, and all diseases that ful*
ay a sequence or youthful Indiscretions.
The Cherokee Cure will restore health and vijror,
stop the emissions, and effect a permanent care
after aH other medicines have foiled. Thirty-two
paste pamphlet sent la a sealed envelope, free to say

low

Trice 12 per bottle, or three bottles for $5. Sold
by all (lruefrists; or will be sent by express to any
portion of the world, oa receipt of price, by the
sole proprietor.
Dr. W. R. MERWIR, 37 Walker St., H. T.

Cherokee

Remedy,

Cures til Urinary <om*
plaint*, viz: Gravel, In/fammotion of the Bladder and
Retention
of
\ Kidneys,
I Urine, Strictures of the

\Utethra, Dropsical StceUfings. Brick Dust Deposits,
and all diseases that require
a diuretic, ami when used In

conjunction

3 LEA SANT

palate,

cause

no

pain, act

umes ot Piles and Falling of tl»e Kectuni.
a cure lor all .-ymplom* of the

promise

Hnci*

a*

We

DTSMCrsia,

Oppression niter

eating, Sour Stomach, Spitting 01 nod, Palpitation*; also, licadaelic, Di/./int**,
Pain in the Rack and Loin*, Yellowness of the Skin

and Eyes. Sick Heartache, Coated Tongue, Billon sness. Liver Cumplniia. Loss ol Appetite, Dehiliiv,
Monthly Pains, and all
Neuralgia,
Point iies>, Ac.
rave lent
the Lozenges ju~i
what th<7/ need, as they are so oompeut ami ituxforou*
t*ui: t/u y may be earned in the vest pocket. Price (JO
cents per box; small boxes 30 cents. For sale by *1.
S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, NolTremont
Tompte, Boston. Will be aiailcd to any addms on
enclosing SO cents.
iuly4dly

Irregularities,
/rift

Citizens of Portland.
FDRSIRfE to call your attention to Dr. Cutter's fmAprdvod Client Expanding Shoulder Brace which ia
recognized a* the only perfect Brace ever ottered to
the public:
They fit the form perfectly, are worn with comfort,
and arc sure to result hi expanding the chest, enlarging the lungs and Improving the health.
They are convenient and desirable fir both Ladies
and Oenthmeu. For gentlemen they make an excelled suspender andconsidering fchetr durability, about
as

cheap.

Would

you

TO PARENT8.
your chikhren grow to mako

have

healthy men and women?

Then

see to

it that

they

have a good form to start with. “As the twig is bent
the tree is inclined.** The school room is where many get the lmbit of stooping forward, thereby contracting the chest, and thus Injuring the lung*. These
braces arc just the thing for them.
11 you would leave to year children a legacy, see to
their physical as well as mental improvement.
TO THE LADIES.
Would you have a graceful form ? Then wear Cutter's Improved Chest-Lx ponding Brace and Skirt
Supporter. They are worn with case and comfort,
onu to say nothing of health and form,
they arc richly worth the price os a Hklrt Supporter. Ladle*, try

them, and as you find them, recommend them to
your friend*.
A. N. Smith, the Agent for the manufacturer* ol
thc*« Braces, will be found tor two weeks at the International House, between the hours of 4 and !>, P.
M., or, if preferred, will call at residences, by leaving
word at the above place, or addressing him through
the Post Othcc.
nay 23—2w*.

HURRAH!

HURRAH! ROYS,

Boys’ &

Men’s

Clothing,

Or VlothinO Hade to Order.
-AMO-

Gleet and aU Mm
or Female, curing recent
three
and la especially
to
days,
com*
recommended in those cases of Fluor Albue or
The
two
Females.
in
medicines
used In
Wlsltee
conjunction will not fell to remove this disagreeable
cases
and
In
those
where
other
medicines
complaint,
have been used wltbbnt success.

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

does not fail to cure
cone Dischargee In Male
In from

the

co

promptly, never require increase of dose, do not
exhaust, ami lor cltfeily persons, tcmales ami childTwo taken at nigh* mov-*
ren, are just the tiling.
the bowels mice the next
morning. win--ranted
lu all

with the

CHEROKEE INJECTION,

FORMERLY OF THE 8KOWHEGAN HOUSE.

Coal,

auction the fine establishment
Corner, known as the Levi W. Atproperty.
This beaullfhl residence consists ol 8EV EN ACRES
OF LAND, splendidly located and in a high state ol
cultivation, with light early ground round she house,
and gradually running into rich, heavy soil.
The lot
is square as a brick—and It is worth double the cost
of cash ami tin e to stand near the house and look
over it.
There are Apple, Pear, Plu
Peach and
wood

Cherry Trees. There are Raspberry, Blackberry,
o: the worst forms of disease In persons who have
Goosberry ami Currant Bushes, Strawberry Beds,
t led other forms ot treatment in vain, and curlna
Asparagus,’
See.., &c. Tomatoes, Corn, Peas. Squashpatients in so short a time that the question is ollcn es ami Cucumbers
are in a fair state ol forwardnef
s,
arked. do they stay cured? To answer this question
mid will bo along as
early as anybody's. It L. a beauwe will say that all that do not
stay cured, we will
tiful place
doctor tho second time without
i
charge.
The Hotfse Is a storv and a half cottage 32 by 36,
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for
twenty, I with an L. It has 11 finished rooms, with line closone years, and is also a regular graduated
physician.
et*.
It Is finish.m! from
g^uret to cellar in the most
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic diseases in | thorough and workmanlike
manner, and of the nest
\
the form of nervous or sick headache;
material, it luw gas, hot and cold water, bathing
neurai-iupn
tire head, neck, or extremities; consumption
rooms, cemented cellar under the whole house, and a
In the acute stages or where the lungs are not Inlly
cellar that can't be beat. Furnace, two cisterns, and
Involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, liip
all the modern improvements. There is also a stable
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature 2H bv 3x, finished to
correspond and forming in tho
ol the spine, cuntraoted muscles, distorted limbs
whole a peifect gem of a boas.
This whole ectab
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitas'Dance, deafness, stam- lishmcnt is in perfect order and very desirabls lor a
mering or hosilaney ol speech, <ly«i«e|ieia, indiges- residence.
tl m, constipation and liver cotuplaiut, piles_we cure
HENRY BAILEY & CO.,
a very case that can be presented; asthma, bronchiJ line 2—dtd
Auctioneers.
tis, strictures ol' the chest, and all foriUBof female

furnished in the

_

Door Plates and Numbers.
Ot SILVER PLATED
!E25ment
»

Electrician

AM is Now Opened to the Public
by
8* »• BHEW8TEH,

Coal,

shall sell at
ONMorrill's

MIDDLE STREET,
Nearly Opposite the United State. Hotel

WHERE

Cottage Residence

AT AUCTION!
WEDNESDAY, June 20, at 3 o'clock P. M,
we

near

174

_^_'tBo*t elegant style,

Jan tsth-dtf

_

NT DEMING,

W.
]Vfedioal
DR.

This excellently located Hotel lias teed

State.)

I

Hobson’s Wharf.

and

Valuable

MEDICAL ELECTBICITY

5

EOO

Solicit accounts from Banks, Bankers, and
others.
Interest allowed on deposits subject to
sight drail
All kinds of Securities bought and sold for
the usual
commission. Special attention
given to Governwent Securities.
Collections wade on all points.
CHAUNCttY M DKPEW, HENRY W POTTER.
(Late Secretary 4f

FOB SALE BY

Office No. 103 Commercial Street, Up Stain,
June 1—U2w*

Medical Infirmary,
TO THE LADIES.

T

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN

a»

Office hours from 11J o’clock A. M. to 1P. M., and
3 tod P. M.

Elect ic

'For Mia to clear flie vrtiarf, by

thoroughly rofltted,

FURNITURE,

('■

will
T
HAS REMOVED TO HIS

at

_

be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly
confidential, and will Ur
returned, il desired*
Address:
Du. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle
Street), Portia ml. Me
Send
a Stamp for Circular.
Bair*

Bethel Steam Mill Co.,

jfarcbaM
V

-•

oi’ the cause, which is the

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warranL a perfect cure m such cases, and if
lull and healthy restoration ol tiic urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot
rsonailv commit me j)r.,
cau do so i»y writing, in a plain
manner, a descripL.cn
ol their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will

Furnished and unfurnished rooms to 1st frith good
board at No. 27 Willow Street.
People visiting Portland can bars all ths conveniences of a Hotel at much less prices, ata retired and
genteel place. Also permanent board tor families and
i <
■']
gentlemen.
|3r"Remember the place, opposite Wood's Hotel
Comer of Middle and Willow Sts.
fel2dtt

STREET

the only reliable place to

—•

’i.

a it

■<

-r

OPPOSITE CITY' RC1I.B1IYC,

CJ ARP E T
i'l
.K'-

I>R. DAVEIS

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
Them are. many men at the age oi thirty who an
troubled with too frequent eva* latiiumlYoiu the biuidor, olten accompanied by a slight Mu lcting or bitm
mg sensation, aud weakening the system in a inannei
tin) patient cuuuut account for.
On c.\tin)iniiig il «urinary deposits a ropy sediment wiil often be found,
a id sometimes small particles of seim-u or albumen
vr il appear, or the Color w ill bo of a thin luilkish
hue,
a;ain elmnging to a dark and turbfet appearance.
Th ire are many men who die ol this difiieulty, Ignoi-

TUB OBBAT

Hot a Hotel,

International Hotel,

PUBLIC!

proclaims the ihctthst

•'If*

MAIN]?

LISBON FALLS,

Delivered in any part el th»eity for

the winding sheet of slavery.
And

/>>»• Dhalon’s— Take tut other.
Sold bV dre-Crlsts generally.
For sale at wholesale by W. F. Phillips
Co.
Jan. 1, 1866—eod&eou 6m

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EAPEitlENcEl
Young men troubled with emissions in steep, -a
CO oplaint generally the result of a bad habit in
yo iMr,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure war
ra ited or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one
or mole young man with the uImjvo
disease, some o*
w mm are as weak and emaciated a(hough they bail
th consumption, ami by their friends
supposed to
have it.
Ail such cares yield to the
proper u»*i onu
correct course ol treatment, and in a short Line art
made to rejoice in perfe ct health.

Ctli,

.June

"when

Summer Term begins May 28,
’66,
And Continues Eight Weeks

Hirdpe.

THE PJLAO OFUUR UNION

CLOUDMAN &

Rooms,

No. 297 Washington Street,
Comer of 'Temple Place, over Hogg, Brown &

■'

Ash

H A VK ( ON FI DUNCE.
All who have committed an excess ol
any kind,
whether il he the solitary vice of youth, or the j»tii:giug rebuke ol misplaced confidence in maturer y* ui<-,
SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
Tile Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Cell ion, are
the B;> -..meter to the whole
system.
Do not wail for t.ic eonsunmiation that is sure to follow: uo not wait lor Unsightly
Uleers, tor
Disabled Limbs, for Ijoss ol Beauty
and Complexion.

SPRUCE SLAB WOOD.

for it hard fight and victory.

FtP Beware of Counterfeits.

..

mi.
*i,l>

prevented;

opposite
Principal

on

If tomers and others cannot
obtain tills artiole ol
Wl"b*
ft«* o'

preparation.

The only Dyes of the kind

tyly
Kfr“Those»tsMhg

JOHW

wduHe^thne

_

ALSO,

Freedom from all Dust or I»lrtMordant and Dyo» Combined in

application

in$,

SECTION 10.—Any person offending against the
provisions of the preceding Sections, shall forfeit, anti
pay not less than one dollar nor more than twenty
dollars for every offence, also the sum of one dollar
for every house that'the nuisances or substances
meutionedin the previous sections of this ordinance

Portraits Taken from Life, Various Sizes

From tiie Daily Press.
To tiie Fair:—We were slow to believe all we ;
beard in praise of this article, but with such testimonyas the following, given by welt known citizens, our
doubts have given way.
Portland, Feb. 26, 1866.
Mr. Todd: Dear Sir—My \tife liadbeen troubled
for a long time with a humor m the head, cansing severe itching, and tho hair was foiling oft very fost.
11 Is open Dan and Rvenmg, for a lull and thorough
had tried many remedies offered to Urn public with- BUSINESS EDUCATION, located on Middle St.,
out receiving any benefit. 1 hail but little faith that; No. 161,
11. H. Hay % Co.,'Apothecaries.
it could be 'cured. 1 bought a bottle of your HungaThe
has had 21 years’ experience.
rian Balm and the first
I do not pretend an extension of Gold Linked Sestopped the itch
and in two or three days the hair stomped foiling ries b' Colleges htto theoiherContineut; anil tliat iuv
oft. I consider it the best medicine in use for the head. Diplomas and full Scholarships, are good all
over this great world ; bnt 1 do claim they will
; CHARLES WALKER.
Yours,
prove intrinsic to the Students (either LADIES
or GENTLEMEN) u any part of the United States
BiiIindDoui .luiucc Bray Hair to
Of
America; and also that our Counting Boohs
a> mil.rricttor.
to have the oolob restored, for isuhsitive training!without, any copying, | both in
Accounts’
and Ratine Writing, Mercantile Law, $v,
use
TODD’S KAWANA CREAM,
»h0uld
$'c., offer xst'ull, thorough, complete, practical and
found wherever the Balm is sold.
expeditious Facilities tor BUSINESS EDUCA<
TION, as any College in tlie U. S,
Sold Wholesale and Retail by
This is the only Commercial College in the Stale
where a fall and complete Scholarship In Book-keepM.
so that
ing, Writing, «tc., Is tanght without
NO. 74 MIDDLE STREET, comer of Exchange St., no ene ean pass through the course without ob"—
PORTLAND, ME.
taining a thorough counting-room education.
W. Perkins &1 Co., W. W.
Wholesale
IT" Mr. Brawn would present to the Citizens
WVF. Phillips & Co., and Grosman & Co., of Portland and vicinity, his
warm gratitude lor
Portland.
__
tlielr kindness and liberal patronage the past il'tcen
Sold by Druggist* and Traders everywhere.
years; and with the promise at faithfulness, soApr 13—eod&wSm
licits otherfavors 1

_

SHEEP, ANIMALS, and PLANTS.

who

B?SaVaGK, Bath, Me.

_________

Much2-^twtomtr*1Wharf’

remedy for every dis-

yours,

W Special attention Riven to the Diseases ami
Operations Of the Eye, to which the morning hour trill
be exclusively devoted.
Juno4d*wtf
Should be need by all Farmers

one

Hrilliancy of Color,
Simplicity of Use,
Certainty of Satisfaction,
Economy of Time,

WBW

Hysteria,

JAB. F. LEVIN

a

shouhl engross the
ol
who would l»e competent and successful in their
Ire
ment und cure.
The inexperieueed general
practitioner, having neither OH^rtuniiy nor t.iue u>
himsclt acquainted with their pathology, comm
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases uiuuiug an indiscriminate use ol that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

WHIPPLE’S

)>rove

Depression,

SCAB,

fv

of the scalp and liair, it is unsurpassed.
Manufactured and lor .-ale Wholesale and Retail by
HORACE II. JOHNSON & CO., 80 Middla
St., Cortland, (Up Stairs).
May 23—<Liw22tf

New

NOT FREEZE.

The constant demand we havo have had for
LIQUID DYES lias induced us to put up a complete
lino ol

originating:

of Blood to the Head,
ConAisod Ideas,

TICK,

Improved Reproductor.

or
as well as

dressing,

PATENTED OCTOBER 17,18C5.

WILL

BUCHU

Determination

in

a

TUESDAY,

AT 10 O’CLOCK A. M.f

own sex.

Mr. Todd : —I had lost my liair by a disease of tho J. W. PERKINS * 00, (did W. F. Phillips & Co.,
Portland, Me.
scalp, and on the top of my head there was a place as
April 7—cod<Srw3m“
large as a silver dollar, entirely bald, smooth and glossy. 1 was told by judges that it would never
grow, but I can give you fifty names, if neoded, to !
to any one who may doubt the fact, that the
lair has grown out as perfect as on any part of my
head; and i know it. was brought out by the use ot the
Hungarian Balm. You are at liberty to publish this.

PROMINENT PHYSICIANS IN THE UNITED
STATES, Is now offered to aiUicted humanity as a
certain cure for the following diseases and symptoms,

And,

veg*

suffered to remain after due notice thereof.
All persons violating the above Ordinance are herenotified
to govern themselves accordingly, as 1
by
shall proceed at once to a rigid enforcement of the
»ame.
JOHN S. HEALD,
aprlS— tt
City Marshal and Health Oltlcer.

supply

IIELMBOLD’S EXTRACT BUCHU.
having received the endorsement ol the most

Imbecility,

composed of

are

strengthening than any of the preparations of
Bark or Iron, infinitely safer and morn pleasant.

cause

LADIES.^

GEO. H. REED & CO.’S,

more

from whatever

THE

preparations

ture lias self-completed their development.
For Female Weakness and Debility, Whites or Leucorrhaa, Too Profuse, Exhausting, Too Long Con^
tinned Periods, tor'Prolapsus and Bearing Down, o7
Prolapsus Uteri, we offer the most periect specific
known: HelmbolcT# Compound Extract of Buchu.
Directions for use, diet and advice accompanying.
Females in every period of life, from inlhncy to extreme old age, will find it a remedy to aid nature iu
the discharge of its functions.
Strength is the glorv or manhood and womanhood,

General Debility,
Mental and Physfcal

it is

Health Officer.

To

COE’S COUGH BALSAM!

is

or in mo teasi nuriuii to the

eouirarv

ease

M.M. T/DD

Influenza, Whooping Cough,

tlio

NATURAL!ZKR,

J IV. PE It KINS 4* CO., fr F. PHILLIPS (e
CO.,
9Hd H. H.UA\. Portland, Mo., Wholesale
Agents.

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,

on

pubic

For U. S. and Canada.

No Medicine ever known will euro

iKii.'onou.s

are

CO., Gen'lAgents,

Coe’s uougn Jialsmn!

King

hair;

or

table substances healing, in tiieir nature, and which
in fact being daily pr« scribed by the first physicians throughout the civilized world for external applicatiou in skin diseases.
I will not insult the good sense of the
by giving itanainc, the pronunciation of which would be
likely to dMocate their Jaws, but will call it simply

fcy

CO.,

April 7—dti__

tlie llair.

PREPARED

130 Commercial Street.

is the

NATURALIZE R !
For

1

throwing

Gore,

397 Commercial Si, 47 &. 49 Beach Street,

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

a- CO.,

7—dtf__

BY ALL THE

AUCTION!

ON

CAUTION TO T1IF. PUELIC.

Every Intelligent and thinking jicrson must know
*at remedies handed out tor
general use should have
thur efficacy established
by well tested experience in
tm hands ol a
regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies HU lum for all the duties he um
lUimi; yet the country is Hooded witu i»ooi i;o**tru.i.>
and cure-aUs.
purporting to be the best in .lie work,,
.ire not only
useless, but always iiyuneus. The ui
lortunuto should be Particular in
selecting h ?
**» » lamentable
yet lnconUoven-

complaints

GORE’S

Leathe «fc

Drops!

•

SUPERIOR CLAYED monow landing per
Cardenas, for sale by

Muscovado Su^ar & Molasses

a>

PORTLAND, MAINE.

LASSES,

130 Ceamrtlal St.

furnish the

March 20—i!tt

from

lynch, barker

will

LEA THE

New Haven, Conn
//. H HAY, W F VHILLIPS *
CO, and J. W
PFRKUSS % CO,, Agents, Portland, lie,

Los*

The Currant Worm.
In many parts of the country the currant
worm made sad ravages the past season.—
't hese insects are hatched from eggs deposited
on the under side of the leaves, and the worms
commence eating the leaves as soon as hatched out, and continue the work till all, nearly

and

Having recently enlarged and erected NEW
WORKS, containg all the modem Improvements, we

124 Middle Street.

Proprietor?,

General Irritability.
Restlessness and Sleeplessness at Night,
Absence of Muscular Efficiency,

Clayed Molasses.

wo can

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices!

■A.T

Stock

Stable

Livery

Horses,

*

Saies.

ROW, M. P ATT EX * At CO*t
Auciiosesra,
So, 18 Exchange St*

1 cess.

enabled to furnish a supply of Soups of the
Best Qualities, adapted to the demand, for Export and Domestic Consumption.

toppan,

May 21—ood4vr

OLIVE,

CRANE*S PATENT,
SODA, AND AMERICAN CASTILE,
All of SUPERIOR QUALITIES, in packages suitable f r the trade anu laindy use.
Importing direct our chemicals, and using only the
best materials, and as our goocB ore manufactured
under »he personal supervision ol our senior partner,
who has bad thirty Years practical experience in the
business, we therefore assure tbo public with con-

TATHEBE ho can bo con.mtcd prWatolv and with
VV the utmost conlideuco by th.
u-a> at -*11
hours ally, ami lrom * A. M. to » F. M.
Dr. H. audiessea those who are Huilering under
th
affliction of private uiscases, whether ui Ulna Hon,
impure connection or the terrible vice of relt-nbtiM>
Devoting his entire time to that particular bram-h o’,
the medical profession. he reels warranted in CluauRAN1EKING A ClltE IX ALL CAKES, Whether of loll*
sanding or recently contracted, entirely removing
tile dregs of disease from the s\stem, ami making a
perfect and PERMANENT CUKE.
He would call the attention ol the afflicted to the
fu t of his long standing amt weil-earncd
icpuUtlt ii
furnishing sutlicieut assurance ol his shill and su.

are

RITCHIE’S LIQUID COMPASS

HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT OE BI7CHU.
Hundreds suffer on in silence, and hundreds of
others apply vainly to druggists and doctors, who
ants and waiters, is now prepared to accommodate
visitors at home and from abroad to
j either merely tantalize tuem with the hope of a cure
LU>€JUES, SUPjpEltS, DINITERS, .or apply reiuedies which make them worse. I would
not trffjrin assert anything that wonld do injustice to
On the choicest edibles in the iparket,
tlie afflicted, but 1 am obliged to say that although it
AT ALL HOURS, from 5 A. M. to 101 P. M.
may be produced from excessive exhaustion of the
Wedding Parties and families furnished with
of li/e. by laborious employment, unwholeevery variety of Cakes, Confectionery. Ice Cream and powers
some air and food, profuse menstruation, the use of
Moats.
ALSO, a small neat Hall for Dancing parties, hi tea and coffee, and frequent, childbirth, it is Ifcu* oftenthe same building.
er caused by direet irritation applied to the mucous
S.O. HENDERSON,
W.K. BICKFORD,
membrane of tlie vagina It sell.
Proprietors.
Nos. 13 and 15 Temple Street, Portland, Maine.
When reviewing the causes ol these distressing
Mar 19—dtl
complaints, it is most painAii to oontempiate the a
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SOAPS,

STEAM REFINED SOAPS!

Sold by Druggists everywhere.

C. G. CLARK & CO.,

REPINED

and

EXTRA,
FAMILY,
NO. 1,

!

Clothing

SUFFERING,

We beg of yon. if you are sick, to make just
of it. Price One Dollar per bottle.

STEAM

OF

STYLES

AND GENTS’ FDBNISHING GOODS.

York, Dec., 1805.

Samuel J. Seely, Esq.:
Dear Sir—Ip reply to your inquiries regarding your
patent Metallic Sole,I takegie&t pleasure in stating
that 1 had them put in a pair ot tine calf skin boots,
which I wore the whole of last winter in the wet
streets of Albany. I have had them half soled since,
and am wearing jour Metallic Soles now, with ftill intention never to be without them. 1 have not had
a wet or damp loot during the whole time 1 have worn
them. 1 pronounce them the best insole yet made.
1 am satisfied that no person having once worn them
will do without them. Wishing you the success you
deserve tor so valuable an invention tor the preservation of healtli,
1 remain truly yours,
SAMUEL JEFFERSON, Contractor, New York.

slightly protected roots.

only remedy ihat seems to be effectual,
according to the reports published, which we
consider worty of credence.
The white hellebore is usually sold by druggists, and is not, we beiieve, very expensive, as
g little suffices to destroy the worms.—Rural
American,

without danger of distress from it. It is the most wumlerfut
remedy and
the most speedy in its action, ever known to the
world. Noouowill do without it in the Louse that
has ever used it onee.

ever

Pastor Central Cong. Church, Brooklyn,
MART A. FRENCH.

Therelore a compact, cool soil is best for the
pear and quicue in all localities; and it is the
exemption which the climate in the vicinity
ol Boston gives from these injurious effects
that renders the pear so eminently successful in

all,

patient to take healthy food

particularly

an

scorching

SUMMER

public.

y
very plentifully in this section,) the sun is
scorching, the earth dries rapidly, and weeds BICKFORD & HENDERSONS.
and grass are toll of vitality.
neat and spacious establishment well knov n
Every one of

exclude the ail from the surface of the soil,
yet prevents all vegetation from growing; and
the other, turning the soil Itself into a mulch
—or rather three or four inches of the surface
—by stirring it often enough with hoe or cultivator to keep it tree trom'grass or weeds.—
Hut we will say nothing further of the latter
method, only to hint that to whatever plants
or crops the reader may apply it, the work
should be thoroughly perlcrwed throughout
the entire season.
in the garden, the strawberry bed, if it is
kept in rows or hills, and not allowed to become first matted, should be mulched. Strawberries are now in blossom; some of the fruit
is bull' grown, and it will not do to work the
soil down to the roots of the plants. Tull out
the weeds and apply the uiulcbiug.
Nothing
makes a nicer, cleaner mulch for strawberries
than grass cut from the lawn, it is convenliient. clean, and heavy enough to keep its
place in spite of strong winds. Grass may be
used tor the berry busues, the currants, dwarf
jiears, flowers, anything that grows in a garden, in a shape adapted to mulching. The
fanners’ lawn should be large enough to supply grass to mulch his garden, and we repeat
mat nothing is more convenient or clean to
use tor a mulch iu the garden than the short,
fresh cut grass, free from all seeds.
iu tne truit yard, alter thoroughly cultivating the surface, it is a good practice to mulch.
Coarse manure may be used here. If one has
access to leaves from the woods a very efficient
mulch may be procured, hut mold enough
should be mixed with the leaves to keep them
Trom blowing away when they become dry.—
We can conceive of no better m< thod of cultivating the orchard, than to thoroughly mulch
the trees alter the spring cultivatiou. Instead
of plowing deep and cutting and destroying so
many roots, and cropping the laud, would it
not he moie rational culture to mulch the
space of ground through which the roots may
exteDd, and pasture the remainder, thus permuting the soil to enrich itself, as it were?
Then in the autumn withdraw the mulch and
manure on the surface.
Young orchards
should not, certainly, be allowed to stand in a
close turf; but cannot a system of culture be
devised less exhausting to the soils and less
injurious to the roots of the trees, than deep
and frequent plowing and cropping?
Mulching enriches the soil. Cover a square
rod iu your pasture with hoards for one summer, and when, the next season, you plant com
or sow wheat, the rank growth of the crop on
the covered spot will mark it plainly from a
distance. Mulching equalizes tne temperature
of the ground, and we believe this protection
ol the root wards oil' disease from the tree. It
is a favorite theory with us, that pear tree
blight is due, in a great measure, to sudden
changes of temperature of the soil, to the effect

and in ft vf-ry instance regulates and rostoros to a
healthy condition a disordered stomach, enabling the

THAT ARE

AND

BE FOUND AT HIS

Temple Street,

GORE,

solicit the attention of the trade
WOULD
consumers to their Standard Biands of

very large and extensive assoitment oi

The invention consists in inserting between the lnand outer sole, when the hoot is making, a thin

It is seasonable now to apply mulching. The
early spring rains have union, (though not

argument In favor of immediately mulching fruit and shade trees, bushes,
vines, everything, in short, to which the system Is adopted. We will just mention, in the
outset, that there are two methods of molftiing; one, the putting on to the soil some dead
substance, which, though it does not wholly

INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DEBll.
ITY

YOU

a

er

The Benefit* of Uulohing.

these tacts is

aggravated attacks of
Cholera Morl-us,
hick Headache,
Dysentery,
Sickness at Stomach
l* ever and Ague.
Heartburn,
Colic Pains,
and in foct all diseases
from
the Stomach
proceeding
and Bowels, it is a sovereign
and permanent cure for
relieve the most

excitement in the

have just received

TitjT.f

L li t

Auction

*>lt. J. b. HUGHES

-viz:^—

STOMACH AND BOWELS!

commences

I

SPRING

Hon F W Seward. Assistant Secretary of State

Medical.

SOAPS! PRIVATE MEDICAL
ROOMS,
Jfo. a

REFINED

GREAT ATTRACTION!

diseases of the

mod all

)

Miscellaneous._

COMEI

OAN

-for-

Washington:—

HAS

STEAM

DYSPEPSIA !

A.—Metallic Sole.
2J.—Outer Sole.
C.—Inner So.u.

Elsinore )

GOOD TIME

Dyspepsia Cure

The World’s Great Remedy

PAT’D. Sept. 5, 1886.

The following is a copy of a dispatch received
at the State Department from our Consul at

THE

At

Cheaper Prices than any place this side of
New York, at the

one

Bottles
Pries, Remedy, One
Bottle,
12, Three
14
*
**
to.
Injection, H
$2,
The Cbemkeo
Cure? Remedy? and “/V**"
drag
to
lion" are
be found in all wall iegolated
ana
stores, and are recommended by pbysleiana
worm
druggists all overlhe world, for their Intrinsic
and merit gome unprincipled
*'"**’”;
try to deoelve tlieir customers, by s*llln*'c~*£"*
worthless compounds,—In order to make
the
It
drugdeceleed.
In place of these. Re not
gists will not buy them for 7°“’®r ,|*.tu
aeeurely
packed
eipreee,
will semi them to you by
We treat all dfseaa<'i to
and True from observation.
which the human system is subject and win be
explicit statements from
pleased to receivefailed and
to receive relief heretofore,
tlKisc who hove
u* in perfect conladies or gentlemen oan address
onr thirty-two page
fidence. We desire to send
pamphlet free to every lady and gentleman In the
land. Address all letters for pamphlets, medicines,
ur advice, to the sole proprietor.
Dr. W. R. MERWIN, 37 Walker St„ X. T.

Yew England

Clothing Company's,

Jnst

28

Removed to

Market

Squjvro,

OPPOSITE THE PREBLE HOUSE, Pobtlahi>,
EL LEV EE \ & CO.
may22il3m

EAG L E
MECHANIC

HOTEL,
EALLS,

ME.

_

dd[

Notice.
holding U. S. Bonds, (the Interest on
which Is payable In gold) lor $1000 or upwards,
who wish to deposit them where they will ho socuro,
may apply at the Merchants National Bank for infor-

PERSONS
mation.

March II. lMO-dtf

CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier,

jyjob work of every description neatlyexecuted at the Press Office.

This Hotel is finely located In the pl< as^ ant
and thriving village of Mechanic Falls,
on the Grand Trunk
Railway, thirl|-slx
t_lmiles from Portland, »tu rounded by lino

cp, oeautifiil scenerv and pure air.
The famous POLAND MINERAL SPRING Is
but tlx miles uituan*, whose waters give promise to a
larj'c class of invalids of the complete restoration of
heahn.
The subscriber Intending to make the honse worthy
*
ol public
patronage, solicits a share of the su
lin lied number of hoarders can be acsoimn'
fcjr ('barges reasonable.

ut iv

p. IC.
M»y 11—dim*

COBH,
For Sa'

A two story iramc
feet of l.Anri, on the 001
land Streets.
Plcu
ter on the premises. Enquire
Feb 12—dintl

I?'

the Fenian Operation*.
The Canadian territory upon which the
Fenians have gained a looting is the tongue
of land, or peninsula, formed liy Lake Erie,
known
Lake Ontario and the -Vie. tri river,
Boons

of

|I
>

The length ol thi* paras
breadth I
ish is about filly utiles, and its greatest
the Weialiout forty miles. It t» bisected by
land canal. Near the shore ol the Nia^aia
and
river are the ha' He-tiekls of Chippewa
Wellaud Parish,

war ot le 11
Luudy’s I.aue, famous in the
iu first lodgThe Fenian vanguard made
work thrown up
ment In Fort Erl", a ruined
one
the wy,
by the British daring
of Waterloo, which
■die from the little village
is at tlie head of the N lagaru river, opposite
From Fort
Black thick, a nuimrbof Bntrnlo.
a place
Eric they marclii-d towards Chippewa,
and
two mi.es
twenty mile* be.ow Buffalo
aiarve the tails. Ten miles west of Chippewa,
Creek, is the village of Port
ou Chippewa
Kobinsou, situated ou the line of the Welland

tilled

CidiL

possible that the Fenians,with tlieir
usual facility in blundering, may be guilty of
the tolls and crime of destroying some of the
ills

locks of the Wetland canal, which is within a
march of the invaders. If they should
do So, the ridicule which has been so deserved-

day1*

ly poured out ou their previous movements
will be speedily turned into indignation. There
is no adequate military reason or justification
for such a proceeding, and its main resu t
would be tuat the grain producers of the
northwestern States would be deprived of one

ol the best channels for the transmission ct
their products, and the people ol the seaboard
Slates would have to pay an enhanced price
lor the necessaries of life. The Wellaud is

the avenue by which a very large pro]*ortion
of the corn and wheat shipped from the lake
cities finds its way to a market. During the
season of lake navigation nearly half of the
smaller grain vessels leaving Chicago and Milwaukic pass through this canal on their way
to Oswego. It would be a serious disaster U)
the large shipping interests on tite lakes, as
well as to the country at large, were this canal
to be rendered useless.
Three railroad Hues are also threatened by
The Grand Trunk line,
this movement.
skirting the southern shore of the peninsula,
is reported to have been already severed; the
Erie and Ontario line (seventeen miles in
length) is on the present line of march of the
Fenians; and if they succeed in advancing to
the shore of Lake Ontario they can cut the
Great Western line, thus stoppiug all direct
railroad communication between Canada
West and the United States. It is possible
that the objective point of the movement is
Toronto, where another great artery of railroad communication exists.
^News is received of a fight between the
Canadian volunteers and a Fenian detachment
at Ridgeway, a little place on the Buffalo and
Brantford railroad (part of the Grand Trunk
line.) This place is about ten miles west of
Fort Erie, on the route to the Welland canal;
so that the threat of destroying that work
seems to have been serious.
The sudden interposition of the Canadian force may prevent
the disaster, at the same time teaching the
Fenians that their invasion is a perilous un-

dertaking.—Evening Poet.

A Financial JSxhibi.t
On the 17th of May, William Griffin, Treasurer of the CMaliony branch of the Fenian
Brotherhood, addressed a letter to the Chiei
Organizer, demanding that a committee of the
members of the Brotherhood should be appointed to examine the accounts of the Treasarer, and thus establish or set at rest the reports of wholesale, misappropriations, embezzlements, &c., of the Fenian funds. In reply
to this request a commiteee of ten, John Rafferty, chairman, was appointed, who proceeded to examine the accounts referred to, and
now report that
“they find nothing at all re-

flecting disadvantagcously or unfavorably upon your
(theTreasurer’s) character,” and that
“you (the Treasurer) were one of the very few
whose character stands
unimpeached from
imputation or taint.” The following is the

statement of Mr. Griffin’s accounts
together
with the endorsement of Mr. Stephens :

26.000 buah. s
Wheat—and more steady:
new No. 1, at W 10 @2!6{ Whh#
Mmuukty 4
Whwowui at 65.
< i»rn—tc hi rhrr, closing quiet and scaccly »> Arm;
sale.-* Id‘,'*o0 i>ui*Lid*; new Mixed Western r.t ? 1 &
85*\
(»a«—lc better; bow Western 43 ® Clc; old do. 71
^ 7.e.
He..—steady: sales 525 bbla. New plain mess at
10 00 «' 21 On. New 1* lira do. 21 30 % 24 50.

Pork—uiuettlid and lessactive ; aafes 7,500 bbls.j
new mess of 3e 5G >r 30 75. cutting at 3>»68 rrgular.
Iail-ljrmff; san s 700 bids, at 101 •> tttc. at 25
ltutter—dull; daks Ohio at 25® 7c. S *l*
® 2c.
v. huikcv—quiet «nd firm; sal... Westernat 2 27.
fcngnr— mate active an i It higher; sales 1,300 hints.
M <is.cva.lo at 101 a. lie.
c ,.r,v —iuit.
Mola—<•« <]ulct and <t.*dyNiva! Stares— Urn
Tallow—lower; sales M3,00' lbs at 11!®: 12|C.
_,,

Frelghtl to Uvotikio!—Uriucr; Corn cl.
Xete York Weekly Haul: statement.

New York, Juno 4.
Hoor.isc lu loans. $7,010,571; decrease in diiswlts,
reus.
1*.
d.s
tenders, SM,65c.HC5; inlegal
am s.'.'t slO;
,.r,In .wete, 13,121,101; Increase in dreuluUon,
f3J,s».
Cincinnati Markett.
Cikcikmati, June 4.
F.our in fair deuimud. Wheat uuehanged. Whisbond
and
2 Mduty l*ud. Provisfirm
2
in
at
24
fcey
ions tirai.
Me-s Pork held at 31 85 yc 31 00 with no
dull
at
22c. Hold 143.
over
31
00.
hard
buyers
St. Louts Market.

St. Louis, June 4.
Colton flat. Flour firm and unchanged. Wheat
firm an l unchanged. Corn Arm and unchanged.—
Oats dull. Pork unchanged. Bacon—clear skies held
at l'Jf a 20c; shoulders at 14|c without buyers. Other articles uncliangod.

Foreign Markets.
f Per steamship Nova Scotian.]
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET, Mav 25.—The

Broker’s Circular reports the sales of the wreck
were 44,000 hales, of which l,5oo hales were to speculators and 6,000 hales to exporters. The market has
declined £ @ Id for American, and $ @ 2<* ioT other

Cotton

descriptions.
The following are the quotations:—New Orleans
Fair 1561: Middling 1261; Mobile Fair 14§d: Middling do 12Jd; Uplands Fair 161; Middling Uplands
12d.

The market to-day (Friday) is dull and prices are
weak
Sales5,000 bales.
ffTlio stock in port amounts to 1,005,250 bales, of
which 411,000 are American.
The Manchester markets arc closed in consequence
ot the Queen's birth-day.
Breadstuff's dull and nominal.
Provisions still decl.ning.

LONDON MONEY MARKET, May 25.—Consols
closed at 864 (a) 662 lor money.
AMERICAN SECURITIES.—U. S. 5-20’s 64 @
64 f. Eiie Shares 411 @ 42. Illinois Central Shares
751 @76.
The Bullion in the Bank of England has decreased
during the week £456,000 sterling.
New York Stock MarJcet.

New York, Juno4.
Second Board.—Stocks firmer.
Arnei lean Gold.143g
United States coupon sixes, 1881,.110
United States coupon sixes, 1868,.124
United States 5-20’s coupons 1865,.102]
United States 10-40. 964

Treasury Notes, 7 3-10, (2d series),.102j
Missouri Sixes.w. 79
Heading.*.119
tludson.Ill

Erie.63^
Now

Central.
98g
Chicago, Burlington and Quinev .116
Chicago and Rock 1 sland.
92?
Cumberland Coal Co. 45j

n

By

htotyw oo

of paid warrants
from «hh Jan. to 30tli
"*
y. ItWi
9161,702 97
By drafts on P. O’Rourke
and J’ostnffiye orders,
iianded to Mr.Btephens,
der receipt of May 23
3,420 71-8165,12368
am t

_

Received from William Griffin, esq., Treasurer K. 11., the sum of six hundred and
ninetyidn dollars and eighty-tive cents ($699 85) lor
the use of the I. U.
J auer Stephens,C. O. I. R.
Gen. Halpin was authorised by me to audit
t
i
Mr.
rifflu s accounts, and the report is
highly
honorable to Mr. Griffin. My own conviction is
tint Mr. Griffin has discharged bis dutv as a
■

faithful, honest man.

James Stephens, C. O. I. R.
New York, May 30,18GG.
James SleDhens, esq., C. O. I. It.:
Ueab Sib and Bbothkb : I respectfully
.in tender you my resignation as Treasurer
of th» F. B.
x nave toe honor to remain
fraternally yours,
WtLUAM Gripfin, Treasurer 1'. B.

Appeal from Alabama.

Portland, June 4th,
To the People of Portland

I860.

:

It is a fact hardly known, that in the Northern counties of the State of
Alabama, there
is a famine, and that thousands of women and
children are not only suffering for the necessities of life, but are actually
dying of starvation ! These ar» families who have been left
unprotected and unprovided through the fatalities of war,—widows and
orphans.
While i am well aware that the good
people
of the State of Maine (as of the entire
country)
have also lost friends near ami dear te them
by the past unhappy struggle, it is cor.eoliug
to know that they are blessed with
prosperity
and all that makes life
agreeable. And while
they have out of their abundance, given to
tnte widows and orphans in their own midst,
they have also contributed hugely to the support of that unfortunate class known us

Freed men.
In view of this fact, that I hare already received material aid and encouragement at a
beginning In the noble and beneficent work, 1
have thought to ask of the good and
generous
hearts of my native Stale to contribute to the
relict of those starring people of our own
Saxon blood, of my adopted stato of Alabama, with the liope and belief that 1 shall not,
as no one eVr did
before—appeal In vain.
The respect which the people of Maine
have always commanded abroud, as In the
South, will he heightened Into love and admiration among these of that
sunny dime
who sealco before knew aught hut
luxury;
and such deeds of love and
good will, it b
needless to say, will do mere toward prartieal
reennjtrue'iyn—a consummation devoutly to
be wished—than
long years of legislation of
the wisest heads !
.rpb®®? P*<yle do not ask for mone]',l>ut simat!
winch

>%nd ^ey do not wish to beg even
They, most of them, have lands, on
can
and are growing, but “while
crops
Kiws the ox starves.”

What Is
Corn Meal, Irish pothat will
** gener0nS donor may

Fi0Sr’Corn
sum^rthx“’Pork,—anything
think proJeV to
or

and

a^to a°L-^

thropic

d‘spoacd will

work8 EvTS,an.d

confer a favor
noble and I’h'ian-

staling
the mtirT “S?6
art,c
and

their

address, and
they will contribute,

leavW fL*
either of the
and the articles will be
sent for and
through my office at Mobile to
poop,t de_
serving in North Alabama.
E. O.
Haile, Pub. Mobile Daily Timex.

new^Si

,.Pc‘rtla*ld>

Ar at Havana 20th

Portland.

ult, biig Charlena, Waterhouse.

do

sell Abbic

do
do

Ar at Queenstown

sa

JLland.

cm—steady;
a shade

sales 400

miner; sales

Desirable Real Estate
On Commercial St., for Sale,
Consisting in part of the Homestead of the late Lemuel Dyer; this lot is near the Grand Trunk
Depot,
about 117 foot on Commercial Street, extending back
95 feet; a valuable lot for *tores or a manufacturing
establishment. Also a lot on the northerly side of
Commercial Street, nearly opposite the head of Custom House Wharf, and adjoining the site for the new
Custom House, 5u feet front, and about 50 feet deep.
Also several lots on Mui\joy HIU, situated on Turner stroet and the Eastern Promenade,
containing
about

castle.

120,000 square fbet.

juno2dlw*

city, June 3, by Rev C F Allen, Mirom M
Fair brother and lifts Elizabeth J Sleeth, both of
In this

surpaesou.

York, June 8, by Rev Mr Cramer, Hermann
Grant*!, of Portland, anil Miss Francis Van Praag,
ot New York.
In Woolwich, May 27, Nathan McKenney and Hattie B Hilton, both of Wiscasset.

Immediately.
113

W A.

USTJT

died.

months.
IOC,last papers please copy.]
rSr'Kunercd on Wednesday afternoon, at 1J o’cl’k.
lu Norway, May 31, Henry Hawkins, Esq," in the
isUth year of his age.
Id liath, May 30, Mr Txiwis Stilnhln, aged 65 years.
Jn I'llUton, May 27, Mr John Jewett, aged 68
yrs.
In Norway, Mias ItobrasM, daughter of Levi and
Mary Uorham, aged 18 years 10 months.

FROM

FOR

DATE.

Cuba..Boston.Liverpool.... June
City of London. ...New York. .Liverpool_June

6
9
Ten tenia.New York. .Hamburg... .June 9
Northern Light-New York..Aspinwan
.June 11
Persia.Now York. .Llvorpoot_June 13
Kdinburg.New York. .Liverpool_June 1G
Hansa.Now York. .Bremen... .June 16
New York.New York..AspinwaTl.. .June 21
..

STATES PATENT

BIGHT
THE
MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.

PORT

OP

JSTEWS

PORTLAND.

Tuesday9 June 4.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Chesapeake, Johnson, New York.
Steamer New Brunswick, Winchester, Boston ior
Eastport and St John NB.
Sch Gen Sheridan, Roberts, Boston.
Sch Delia Hinds, Wells, Boston tor Calais.
Sch Planet, Currier, Boston for Bangor.
Sch Gen Meade, Ferguson, Boston for Belfast.
Sell Pearl, Thorp, Boston for Bristol.
Sch Anna Maria, Corn). Shulee, NS, for Providence
Sch Com Kearney, Roberts, Calais *>r New York.
Reports, on Saturday afternoon, firing a thick fog
oft Seguin, came in collision with an unknown schr
away jibbonn, bowsprit, cutwater and
carrying
lie&a, and sustained otbor damage. Will repair without

for

For Sale

to Let.
good two story house, with all modern
on

®A

provements,
000 worth

MANUFACTURED BY THE

lt£Td

P Q Haddock.,
Western
P.u«a Otla Dodge, Dalai, lor Ilarri^
ProrUoacc.
June 1—Sid. sclis Klu Back, Thompson. and Annie Krt emu, Rood, Bay 8t Lnrrvnsc.
Pt
JiUH* 2—Ar, sch Cyrus Fossctt,
Hodgilon, Boston ;
Lr Calais.
*«.v

£A

name.

But this effect is, of necessity, attended by results
to the metal. The hard and higblv polishinjurious
ed
surface, formed on the sheets by successive heatand
ing
cooling and the action ol Ihe rolls, is removed, and a surface left in its stead—bright, indeed,
but rough, pimpled and unequally corroded, and considerably softer than the surlace removed.
No one can doubt tliat any given sheet of sheathing metal must l>e better with a hard, smooth surftwse than with a softer and rougher surface.
This improvement in the art of sheathing ships ha8
been ccurod by Letters Patent ol the United States
to tho New Bedford Copper
Company.

composition

oi

low Metal.
Samples and
office of

price

as

particular description

Lime St.

THE

JOHN C. PROCTER,
Lime street.

ap6—tf

Yel-

Valuable Mill Property For Sale.

at the

Saw Mill and Store. Will be sold
a good business man who can

interest
Asatagreat
bargain to
of
in

& Davis,
the New Bedford Copper Co.,

take

charge

a

a

Store.

Awiv

to

LYNCH, BARKER

apStf

&

CO.,

Commercial street.

130

the eastern part
ibmllie.. Can be
for #200 per year. A capital chanoe tor investment Price only #1500. Terms easy.

GAS AND COAL OIL
PENDANTS,

For Sale.
Stable UDd Harden, corner Melbourne

BRACKETS,

and Willis streets.
HOUSE,
and

Tbe Lot is 132x80 well laid ont
stocked with Fruit and Ornamental Trees, drape
Vlues and Shrubbery. Person desirous of purchwlng a Hoke, every'way pleasant and .desirable, will
do well to examine this place, air U is one of
tbe finest on Mubjoy llill and will bo sold at a bargain.
For particulars inquire on the premises of
>
C. W. SMITH.
May 23—iltf.
\

At c#9

FOR SALE

AT

UNION

STREET.

0*
Danforth and Tate Streets. It baa all Uie modem Improvements and is in excellent
oonditaUm.
The house can be examined any day.
For terms, Sc., apply to
RUFUS E. WOOD,
Ho. 10 Central Wharf.
Portland. Apr. 30, J8CG.—tf

THE

Old Om Fixtures regnllded and bronzed.
Oaaplpin* done to order. And alzo (lu Cooking
and Heating Apparatue.

GTAgent

Lara Tip Oaa Burner.

or the

t

JOHN KINSMAN,
10. 53 union STREET, Portland, Me
_»i>i7
_t;

REFRIGERATORS,
MANUFACTURED
AMD

FOR SALE

A

53, Next Door Above.
Different Sizes made to Order,
Mayl-dtT

Xife
The best, cleanest and che^est

■

HAIR RESTORER

Apply

And

Dresser.

Haro.’ A?e^.

1

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO..
Wholesale Agents.
May 29—(Hw

Muscovado £ Sugar.

PRIME. CROC ERY MUSCO-

A**P SUGARS, Instlan Jed per Barque
“riortoii^t'
ton
stover,» ir„„,
(on .ale
by

Havaua,

LYlfcir,
FOREIGN ports.

April 7—d

&£X°g£*>
^„hi“d
Km&® l‘i,™

^Rhluftu,SoutUem

(cr

Bombay

°“k,0rd-fur Biton;
i2S£jKta5Saj*k“
N<mparon-

Boeton'ln a1ew(U5«.**r<,Ue

1*1%

***"*•

tor

b“<1Ue J FPe“~n-

BARKER & CO.,
139 Common rial Street.

tt

Business.

GOOD chance is

gage in
__

a
a

*P6dtf

th»

_

W.

•«

110X1760, F.o!

Exchange Street.

Ice for the Season,
day, trom June«1st to Oct. 1st,
of

*“

1806*

$G 00
8 00
10 00

«»

r- T

^QR,

/^OMtElSmo

Any customer leaving town for two weeks or more
at one time, by giving notice at the Office, will be entitled to a proper deduction.
Complaints against the drivers for neglect, carelessness, or any other cause, must be made at the Office,
and will be attended to promptly.
may2Sd2m

investing
large
business that is laborious and
BEFORE
cent, of
the
a

per
amine

profit, give

in©

RARE

of money in a
pays but a
subset ibers a call and exsum

CHANCES

Which they offer to all classes of men to enter a
business which requires but a very SMALL CAPITAL and is NOT laborious, but on thecontrary gives

Employment,

tte

.aEscrlber*1

Hundred,

“1Un* upon

*°

or

oddresslng

IMMEDIATELY.
GOUBIAY & POOR,
MSI

June 1—dtf

Middle St., No. 1 Up Stairs.

—----

FIREWORKS !
The Largest Stock!
The Best Quality 2
The Lowest Prices !

CO.,

&

BUY YOUR

Sts,

Envelopes
—at—

;f(,

j

j

Post-Office, Railroad Station, Horae Cars, and Westbrook Seminary. Thl form contains one hundred
acres or more Of choice land;
cut the past season
about seventy-five tons QtHajrhas ideal y id Wood,
estimated at two thousand cords.
For a MILK

teiTf
purchasers. This" Is'a rare chance for

pertinent,

it

bpi^eo near th» ci|.

Westbrook, May 25,18«6.-dtf

-•-:

^

i

■

capLtall^for
_

OlUiem are hereby notified Rat the Plan
qt Lott
at Evergreen Cemetery,
recently plotted hy the
City Engineer, to the vicinity of the Pond, vrillbe

pieced at the

Cemotery MONDAY, June 4th. Thoee
desirioue of aelectoglota to this eeetlon of the Grounds
may do re by oalltog o* Jffc. FORES, Ageht for

-TtaMj.

A Country Residence for Sale.
the viainlty of Saccarappa are offered for sale
sixteen aero* of land under a good state of cultivation, on which are erected a house, barn and outbuildings, all of the most modern style. The original cost of the buildings were (IS,MO, and late im-

«<-,

Souther^ WV*to
edwd
maySO

n.

It will

now

Corn,

u,

BT

mrnanr &

co.,
u

fo~r~saTi7eT~
/ANE second-hand HAND PRESS for sale cheap
if applied for soon. Sise ol Platen 20X28.
Inquire in person at, or address hy mall,
PBESS OFFICE, Portland, Me.

For Sale.
SUIT OF SAILS, nearly new, taken from a
schooner of 200 tons. They can be seen at the

SAMPSON & CONANT.
Commercial Wharf,
May 16,18CC, —d3w*

c°;

B,ckford &

FRETCHER * CO.,

O

May 7,1868.

MARINE

A First Rate Opening: tor Business.
chance is

offered in the manufacture of
AQOOT*
there b
•ct*611shed
iaSysak!*’wWch
to
“

and

Any one waiting
^ °Ue

engage
*****

in

alight and pleasant
but small capital,

r^tln),*<

wlUaddreaa

MANUFACTURER,
Box

May 26—dtf

_

1TW P. O.

Notice.
l^tJ)

CIDER Is wanted and will be receiTOd In
^

—

laland Pond

Philadelphia.

FIRE COMPANIES.
JfLtma.
Royal,
Continental,
Arctic,
LorUlard,
Fallon,
Norwich,

The Company are not responaitde for baggers to
any amount exceeding (50 in value (ao<l that pel auual)unleaa notice la given, ahil paid for at the rate of
one panenger lor every ffih" wlilitlonal valne.
C. J MfiieKr. Manutjinj llir trior,
H. HAILEY, Lot'll .luptrmlmAtnl.
dtl
Portland, April 7. IHQe.

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

propelled by steam power, and la furnished with
improved antToostly prosaca—Cylinder and Platon—from the most celebrated makers.
We have In constant use one of

LARGE CYLINDER

HOE’S

2000

shoots

PRESSES,

an

hour;

one

former stock over
Thousand Dollars worth or
our

Two

Type, Borders, Ornaments, &c.,

OH the latest'styles, which renders this department
of our business oompiete, and unsurpassed by any

State.
Wo execute all orqerp. fir, every description of
Printing in the shortest possible time, and in the
neatest and best manner. Those sanding orders from
the country may rely on receiving prompt attention.
The Job Office is under the personal supervision <u
the senior proprietor, who is the City Pbimtkb, snd
is himself an experienced practical workman, and
Only well-skilled mechanics hi this depart-

I

City

FACTORY A1TD WHALE OIL

at

"SPRING

SOAjP!

,>*• r

iff

Middle

131

.

to

by
JuneldJw

SALE,

FOR
lOOO

Barrels

Choice St. Louis
llroun'l

from 1804

Flour,

Wheat, by

F. O. THOMES,

apr17dtf

South, North-West and the Oauadu.

W.

IS go,

Cincinnati, Cleveland

V

"*>

l

Jii^e

1—dtd

Treaanrer.

Octroit, Milwaukee,

So., and la prepared to tarnish mrough Tickets
from Portland to an the principal Cities uud Town*
la the level htatce and the Canadas, at the
RATES OP PARK.

LOtVEAT

And Mi needful In formation cheerfully furnished.
TnAVuLuiaa win And It greatly to their advantage
te proonre Through Ticket* at the

PorhlanG Railway Ticket Office. 31 Exchange Street, (09 stairs.)
W, D.

LITTLE, Ancul.

Passag* Ticket* for California, by tbe Old Lina
Moll Steamers and Panama Railroad way bv secured
by early application at this oflioe.
March *0. ISM.
marSOd.y vrtf

And

Ratio n s

Ship Chandlery.

next.

The rations Ibr 11k* Revenue service is (he name as
that allowed in the t*»rai service, omitting the Honor;
and consists of the foUowliig urticlea, vi*.: Beef,
Pork, Flour, Rice, Raisins, or Dried Fruit, Pickles or
Cranberries, 0kctnt, bugar, Tea, Cocoa, Buttor,
Cheese, Molaenee, Vinegar.
The radon* U> betof good and wholeeeme quality, to
be approved by tho Captain, and tbo different article,
comprising the rations to bo delivered on board ihn
vowel iu good and sufficient cask. and
in be
provided by the contractor, and the content, thereof
distinctly luarkod on each. It 1* to be under.toed
that the oontractor win be l»otn,d to tarnish upon reasonable notioe, as etten us may be re.|Hired hv tl>«
Captain of the vessel, with the approbation of tho

Ooileetor,

not

exceeding

upon

an

average

one

day m

each week,) snob fresh moat anrl froth vegetables a,
mav be equivalent to tbo corresponding parts or tho
ifctions allowed in the naval eerviee.
Table of rations may be seen at this office.
Sealed proposals win also bo received at this offloo
until thelBth inet. lor Ship chandlery Ibr use of the
above named vees-l or vessels Ibr said to rm ol one ywir
Ust Of #rtiol<« to bul k*, and other speeUwlions
a rail
uaucrstandiug of tfte proitot ub
advertised lor may been s*n at this office.
ukAtL WASHBURN, Jn.,

necessary to

Juno 1—(ltd.

b

Collector.

e

m;

o

v

a

i7

!

Dr. W. R. Johnson,

Saco

TvlVlDEND No. 46 wUl be pakl -lone 11th, to
Stoekholdenof

Sch.

LITTLE

Gaieua, Oshkosh, 8t. Paul, La (’rosso, Green Hay,
Gainey, 8t, Louis, Louisville, luditnr polls, Cairo,

and Portmnouth
Railroad Company.

Portland,

SIERKA MOBENA MO. '-AS-

D.

Agentforall the groat Leading Routes to Chica-

No. 2 Central Wbarl.

may30d2w

>es.

GBO. k HlTl I

Middle^ oppo^
msyJissmwBwu

lt.m.’injwthe
site the U. S.TToteL

rtToX'

p#r

!

iTAVE

Vessels Wanted.

JSJ'IS juat rewivad
T1EECES j “Mary Jfi. ^

L.

removed from 301 Congress St., to 17G MidL die St., opposite the U. S. hotel, whore son be
found a good assortment of Ladles’, Hisses’, Gents
the latest
Bays’ S •» Children’s Boot* and Shoes of workmanstyles an 4 variety, of the host stock andbe sown™
can’t
that
we
offer at prices
ship, whic^
plqsc, 1 TO
with,

To load Lumber and Lath* at St. John,
for Philadelphia and Baltimore,
(aii<!toDeal*for Korops, A lap v, wools wautCoal from Ltaga n. Cowboy,
freight
,od
and other Nova Scotian
ta to New
York, at al other port*. Alao veeeela poi
take lumto
ter at IJangor tor
Baltimore,
PhlladehA
da, Prov1
idences -4a. Apply to
LITTLEJOHN * (ju.si.
No. S Moulton St, opposite Head
Wharf
Btmg WMTT.
Mar 30, lSC6-dtl

Siei Ta Morena Molast

West,

July

CHAS. A. BACKLEFF A CO„

gl^nmeir

1

Street.

BOULD.

R E MOYA

'he trade and
I consult ers, at lowest market prioos, and they
warrant all their Soaps to be oqual to any offered in
this ma rket.
WHALE OIL SOAPIso^hrad as a sniitor irtlcle tor Washing Trees, Scrub*and rlants.
destr oy Insects, Bugs, *c., and thclv FACTORY
SOAP, l or cleansing Wool, Felts, »„d Fulling
Blanks' is. andothor manufacturingpurposo*.
■Mfty »—T Tftotf

HHDS.

Prices t

Portland, April 14—2m

Street!,

)

Cash

Middle

131

IV.

At Factory, Corner of Vaughan and E fackett

1

Street.

Call and examine Goods and Prices.

MA NUFACTURERS,

*

If.

Cot lector's Office,
)
District of Portland and Falmouth, \
dune 1,1806.
)
PROPOSALS will be received At this
QEALED
office until the Pth »lay of June Inst, for the sunof
to the petty officei* ami seamen ol tho
rations
tily
U. 8. Revenue Stcanur ‘•Mahoning,” or any other
Revenue Cutter <>r Cutters tiiat may be stationed at
this port, lor tho term of one year Iron the 1st day of

All of which will be made to order, and sold at

.?

LMwest

TflTHEBS they odor these Soaps,

D. II. BLANCHARD, Agent.

Portland, April

Trimmings!

Tailor*s

The bost Stook in the city Is at

T.is* ip

Also tickets by aft principal rout os through Boston
New York from Portland to tho West, North and
South-West. Por reliable information or tickets call
at the Union Ticket Office, opposite the Preble House.

or

Proposals for

—AND—

Olive, ej»d Erosive

\r

STYLES!

New Goods, New Cloths,

Family, Chemical

Railway l

TO Tflt

nt of his work.
3ploys

I*

Grand Trunk

j

New

WEST!

than any other route, via the

Important to Travelers

Adams* A Potter*s Fast Machine .Job Presses ;
Haggles* Superior Cant Press f Adam* A
Union larqe. Hand Presses, Standing
Presses, ami all the Machinery necessary for a well appointed office.

Another Home Manufactory I

!A.:

THE
less

The best Book Press In the world;

We haws Just added to

TICKETH

of

Adams’ Power Presses,

other office 111 the

j-

TO
$6

Is

•97,000,000.
prepared to carry the largest amounts desired In
Majine, Inland, Fire, Lift and Accidental Insurance.
Marine and Inland, as well as Fire risks bound at
onde. Losses equitably adjusted and promptly paid.
FOYE, COFFIN * SWAN.
UW Marine Risks placed in any Boston or New

Extra Refined,

THROUGH

“Daily Press” Printing Office

Cafpabla of throwing off

---:-

leave Portland daily (Grand
Depot) Sundayeevcepted,lor Au7.00 A. M., and for Bangor and
all IntarMifiHMa Station-, at I.td P. M.
Retnnttar,
trabu trom Auburn and Lewi*t»n are dnaat 8.30 \.
M., and Urunt Banger and all Internin'llate ftalloua,
at '1 P. M„ to connect train* for Button.
tST Freight train*leave ihilly at 8 A.M.
EDWIN MoVEN, Snnfc.
dctttl
Dec 18.1863.
■a

THE

Of Hartford.
Of Liverpool and London.
Of New York,
Of New York,
Of New York.
Of New York.
Of Norwich.
Of Worcester.

toQavbeo and Montreal.

No Baggage can be received or checked after tbe
time above stated.
Trains will arrive aa follows
Pruitt bo. l ari*, Lowinton awl Auburn,
810/.W
2 15 k. a.
Krom Montreal, tfuebee Ac.

at

Philadelphia,.At
by

of New York.
at

2S

April 18, 1886.—dtf

St.

COMPANIES.

Washington,

fi.

may8d2m

^MPatraiiui will run as follows
Morning Train fbr South Parts, Lewiston and
Auburn at 7 00 a M.
Mail Train for Watervllle, Bangor, Gorham. I-lard
Pond, Montreal aud Quebec at 1tu r n
This train connects with Express train for Tof onto,
Detroit and Chicago. Sieepiug Cars attached irotu

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Philadelphia

The Steamers NORMAN, SAXON, and ARIES
form the line, and a steamer leaves each port
BTXKT FIY* DAYS.
From tong VVhar', Boston,.at 12 M.
10 A.M.
From Pine St. Wharl,
the PennsylvaFreight for the West forwarded
nia Railroad, and to Baltimore ana Washington by
Canal or Railroad, frceul commissions.
For freight, apply to
SPRAGUE, BOUBE <fc CO.,
*•* T Wharl, Boston.
Nov 22—dlvr

a

159 Commercial Street.

and

now

TROWjBJttDGE & PATCH,

Ho'. ISO Commercial Street,

JaflfaspToy

be sold at

greatly reduced price, as the owner Is ttvtng West.
By addressing or calling on LEWIS W. EDWARDS
lor one week at Saccarappa, further particulars will
be given.
may31dlw

Bolton

__

Agents for Sale of Powder,

a

Exchange

Copuda.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Monday, April ink, 18C8,

LINE.

The tulwdld ud tut dtoaal»l» DIRIGO, Caul. H.Sitrvood,
and rHAMCoAll, Capt. W. W,
'3uuvoos, wJUuadi farthar aa,
'.ioa, ran u follows:
t T*ave Brown’* wean, roruaaa,every wcuiuJ>AV and 8ATUKOAY, at 4 P. It., aad leave Pier
3d Eaat Elver, Mow York, ovary WEJ1MESBAY
andSATTEUAY, at 4 o’oloek P.M.
These vessels sre tltted ay with line aeoomnodatIons tor passengers, making this the most speedy,
safe and annfurtable roata Mr travellers between
Hew York and Maine
Passage, in State Soon,
nt.oo. Cabin ptessge M .00. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded by this tin* to aad ftea Montreal, Qaebao, Bangor, Both, Aagnsta, Eaatportand
St.John.
Shippers are rent,rated to send their freight to the
(teener* sa early as > P. M. on the day flint they
KavePertiaad.
*-*o.- freight or parage apply to
KHFBY ft POX Browne Wharf, PcrUaed.
U. B. CBOM WELL ft CO.. Mo. M Weal d treat,
Hew York.
Mav». mwt.dtf

Agency!

JttBeillm

IN

provements have been added.

No. 23

Iftil# Golden J^leeoeElour,
FOB SALE

1

FOYE. COFFIN & SWAN.

LIT

Oats,

Ot

Eteamahip Line.

by CSmtery.

20QQ„ Biwldta

House, Iiot and Shop for Sale,

_

General Insurance

RAILWAY^

GRAND TRUNK

FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH AMD WEST.

!S“0

Pan Order or OoiunrrKE

arssfc.*»

_

Exchange St, over Merchants' Exchange.
We take pleasure in referring the public to the
following well known Gentlemen and businesss firms
In this city.
Hon. Israel Washburn Jr. Messrs. Lynch, Barker
Hon. Beni.Ktngsbury, Jr.
& Co.
Messrs. Doering, MllHken
C. M. Riot*, Esq.
Isaac Emery, Esq.
A Co.
John D. Lord, Esq.
Messrs. Yeaton A Hale.
Mosers. W. & C. R. Mill!- Messrs. Chas.E. Jose A Co
ken.
Mar 24—d6m

the Superintendent.

l»u|#,**%^‘

A good house end lot,
*
-‘-rate*.walk of the..
»f.
Inotrfrecf
QRANNEL.
Cape Elisabeth, April 29, IMS.
may24d4w*

COLBY & TWOMBLY
22

Evergreen Cemetery!

v-

Ini,

Marine Oo’i of well known retpontibility.
solicit the attention ol all de-

And they reapocttnlly
al ring inanrance.

York Office desired.
Portland, Feb. B 1886—dtf

Free Street Block,
Sampler Bennett; including the
PAMELA, PRINCESS, LAMBAlLE,

Private
rtdtU* WSttofOic
A Post Office, alarge, pleasant front parlor. Terms

fNa

to the Ladiea ol Portland that (he

choice selection of

j

the molt Reliable Fire Companiei.

are

__

AVestbr^olc..

SEMI-WEEKLY

Of Hartford.
STATE AGENCY OF THE
Connecticut Genera.!,
Of Halford.
STATE AGliNCY OF THE
New York Accidental,
Of New York.
The undersigned, Agents and Attorneys of the
above named reliable Companies with a combined
capital and surplus of more than

'»

subscriber, on account of poor health, Were

In

Denmark,

com-

Stocks of Goods, Buildings, Vesoela on Stocks,
In

0° and after Monday. April 30.18W,

rains will leave as follows:
l«eavo oaoo River for Portland at 5 30 and 9 00 A. m.
340 p. m.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 7 la A. a., 2 00 and
620 p. m.
Ihe 200 p. m train out and the a m train ia to
Portland will bo freight trains with passenger oars
attach od.
Ur'Stagesconnect at Gorliaui for West Gorham,
Standish, Steep Falls. Baldwin,
SeUtgo,
Bridgton, Lovell. 11 train, Brownfield, Fryoburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Limington, Cornish,l*orter, Freedom, Mad.eon.aud Eaton. IN. ti.
At Buxton Center for West Buxtou, Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington, Limington, Limerick, Mcwlield,
Parsonsfteld and Ossipee
AtBaccarappa for South Windham, Windham Hill
and North Wmdh&in. daily.
fcteain Car and Aooamoda; i »n trains will run as follows:—Leave Gorham for Portland at 8 00 A m aud
200 p. m. Learo Portland for Gorham at 12 13 p. m.
and 4 P.M.
By order e# the President.

Portland. April 28,1866—dif

YORK

NEW

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
LWhaAiJ

STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

Connecticut Mntnsil,

No. 41-2
a

Real Rstate for Sale in

amount, and in the most responsible
panies in New England and New York City.

PORTLAND AND

LIFE COMPANIES.

THURSDAY, Kay 3Ut,

oppoffi&th^PrebleHtiuse.

-Ul---■:

Valuable

announce

ROSS Sc STURDEVANT,
<iF-xtaAL AOKirra,
73 Commercial Street, Portland.
April 19th, 1866.
apxodtl

FIRE, MARINE, LIFE and ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
To any

night.

baggage,

their

to

the transaction of

r'

arRS. COLBY
Vfould

part of that desirable property

281 Congress St.,
Apr li—dtf

»

THE

announce

friends and the business community generally,
that they have perfected complete tmangementsfor

People**,

Paper and

SUMMER OPENING !

*{j ;».■

INSURANCE^ AGENCY!
undersigned respectfully

same

and New York Steamers
£jT" Passengers by the three o’clock and Evening Express trains from Boston, on their arrival at
Portland, will be taken to the Steamer, with their
free qf charge.
For freight or passage apply to

Insurance Co. of North America,

33 ti 88 Federal, It 107, 111 & 113 Cea*
gras Streets, Beetew,
Only Wholesale Depot for tho celebrated I. XL.
WORKS and original Short Sttck Rocket. Allolhers
are Imitations.
juneltqjyt

I

the

Stages will be in readiness at all the landings to
carry passengers to tbe neighboring towns.
This Steamer is 879 tons measurement, baa large
and well ventilated State Rooms, and new Furniture, Beils and Redding, and is in all respects elegantly fitted up for passe ngers,and has large Freight room.
Freight lorwarded lrom Portland by the Boston

Street, Pertlnud, Me.

Q£HT£KA.Xj

lor

CUTTER, AUSTIN

Fere

PORTLAND &ROCHESTER R.R.

RICHMOND,”

Will make two trips per woek to Machine, leaving
frantlm Wharf every TUESDAY and FRIDAY
E VENINGS.at 11 o’clock, and touching at Rockland,
Tlesboro, Castinc, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mount Desert, Millbrtdge, Jones port, and thence to Machiaaport.
RETURNING, wlllleavo Macliiasportevery MONDAY and THURSDAY MORNINGS,
touching
at above named landings, and arriving in Portland

John IF. Hunger,
Agent.

fe!9eQdly

DISPLAYS
Cities and Towns (tarnished, from $100 to $6000, at
short notice.
Send far Pries List, and compare with other and higher lists.

\V. HATCH, Superintendent.
April 28,18C0—dtf

CHARLES DEE RING, MagTBB,

»

CHARLES TAYLOR, PRESIDENT.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President.
C. C. H1NE, Secretary.
OLIVER A. DRAKE. Assistant Secretary.

OFFICB, 1G6

or1

“CITY

HULLS. CARGOES, AND FREIGHTS,

And which raja from lft« to 300 per cent, profit.
Such opportunity*, are seldom offered to the public. Any oue wishing to ho to fortunate aa to secure
a chance to make
money quickly, easily and surely

with trains for Boston.
Stages lor Rockland connect at Bath; and for Belfast at Augusta, and tor Solon, Anson, NorridgcAthens and Moose Head Lake at Skowho^an,
and lor China, East and North Vashaiboro’ at Vaxsalboro', and for Unity at Kendall’s MLTs.

wock;

INLAND ROUTE.

Insurance on HULLS, CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKES SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
POLICIES. The public will find it for their interest
to give ns a call.

one a

Pleasant

any other.

I«ave Portland tor Bath, Lewiston, Augusta snd
intermediate stations on Saturday only at 8.00 p. M.
Mlxeu Train leavss Portland Tor Bath and Inti run
diate siai ions daily, except Saturday, at 3.15 P. M.
Freight Train, with passenger car attached, will
leave Portland tor Skow hegan and into mediate stations
every morning at 7 o’clock.
Trains from Bath :uid l^ewistonaredno at Portland
at 8.30 A M., and from Skowhegan nml Farmington
and all intermediate stations at 2.30 1*. M. to connect

er

Notice of change of residence, if given at the Office
instead of the driver, will always prevent disappoint-

i

formerly belonging to the UYEB Estate, and
embracing some pf the meat eligible building lots on
Muijjoy HIE. THIS property is now Mered for a
short time at private sale, on term* favorable to
purchasers. Apply to
VJ

STEAMBOAT COMPANY.

at

On and after April 24th the new,
substantial and swift going Steam-

ment.

Estate

& Cumberland

PORTLAND AND MACH IAS

am

When not wanted for the full season, it wilLbe delivered at the rate of $2.00 per month for 10 lbs. a

G. CHADBOURN.
Office K Middle St.

Congress, North

we**!?!?*
and’wk
A
addrsw" St°r0 01

ready sale. Any person
light and pleasant hushaes,
cash capital of $300 to tosv! can
Mairr irxcrras a,

a

BRICK

Fetl3-rdtl

in
A Elastic Goods, forofterod
which there^^^el^'fJlh.Sjs
demand and

ntrnish

built

EtetemSag

For sale by all Dealers.

200

modem

He turning, will leave Bangor every morning Sun5 o'clock, touching at Hampden,
Wmtcrport, Buck snort. Bellas t, Camden and Hock*
both
land,
ways. For freight or passage plea*e apply
to
A. SOMEKBY,
at Office on Wharf.
Portland, May 15,1856.

days excepted) at

MARINE INSURANCE.

day.

—Ion-—

..

""Lr*

storied

Valuable Meal

fTlHE

>

NEW YORK—Ar 1st, steamer Clarion, MilHken,
Norlolk for Portland; barque Velma, Nickerson, Im
Palermo; schs Walter H Thorndike, Jameson, Brrauoa: Giraffe,"Joy, Klizabettiport for Boston; Trade
Wind, Emerson, Biddeford: P 8 Lindsey, E aery,
Saco; Lady Suffolk, Pendleton, Porltand; George W
Baldwin, Gloucester; Lizzie Guptill, GnptUl, Fall

comer

evening, (Sundays

Boston.

Marine

to

Street.

Atootor«*le at

1

Wellington, flarbor, Saco.'
'■'2'?”' jk
Cld 21, brig Sitka, Brown, Boston; sch J Boynton,
Reed, Portland.

61, Union

three

May 18—dtf

M.C. MERRILL,

York.

CLARK,

Tbe house is in fine order and located on one of the
'1 rlneipal streets of Uie city, in a good neighborhood,
and will be sold at &bargain if applied for at once.—
Can be examined any day. Possession can be Lad at

BY

< has
Sprague, Pike, New
Griswold, IVttenglll, ilo.
SAVANNAH—Cki 20th, ecb Victory, Bbato, lor
New

Bengal. Pillstrary, Providence.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar tat, schs

lbs.

Hj'jl HOUSE, containing thirteen rooms, with
JlI&ULt abundant closet room, marble fire pieoes; cellar under the whole house; never filling
supply of }
hard and soft water; gas throughout the house. Lot
good size with fine shade trees.

Geo

Boston, inCld 1st, ech

10
15
20

For Sale,

_

MOUILK—Ar 2&tb, sbliN*

Packard, New York.
Ar.it'kJ, brig Sea Foam, Coombs, Savannah; Mth.
sell July fWrtb, Shaw. do.
NORFOLK—Ar 31st, aclie PocahontOfo Berry, Booton ; K Ardularius, Jockaon, Providence.
BALTIMORE—Ar lstinst, ech Margaret, Torr,

Prices

N

House for Sale.
three-story Brick House Ho. 70,

The splendid sea-going Steamers
LADY LAKU, Cant. F. A. Prince,
and RKG U LA TO it, Capt. J. A.
‘Blanchard, will leave Railroad
1
Wharl, £x)t of State street. Portexcepted)at 11 o’clock,
every
the arrival of the 7 o'clock Express train from

or 011

—AND—

2d And 3d stories of a block of stores, centrally

located, suitable for a manufactory.
Offices for Surgeons, Dentists, and responsible
parties constantly on hand. I no uire of
PATTERSON & CHADBOURN,
Real Estate Agents, 82$ Exchange Strict.
may22eodti

qgSRXSn Passenger Trains leave Portland dally
at 1.00 P. M., tor Hath, Augusia, V/atsrvlUe, Kendall's Mills,Skowhegan, and interiuediato
Station*. (connecting at Brunswick with Androsrog
R. ft.L for Lewiston ami Farmington, aiul at
gin
Kendal!’* Mills with Maine ( entral R. R. lor Bungor
and intermsdiate station*. Forte at low by Hut route

RATES.

SILVER ST. ICE HOUSE

To Let.
Tbe

CHANDELIERS,

A t‘ Howe. RnraoM, New Tork.
£.r.‘8.f »•
CHARLi STON—CM 29th, ship
Hudson,
^ Patter,
Liverp- ol.
Sid, brig Ambrrs' Light, Slmpeon, for Wilmington.
Ar Suili, nth S H Jameson, Rockland.
BUCKSVILLB, SC—Ar 22d, sch CSatawmtmk

D. W.

Ten Dollars to Three

A2J
rented

PORTLAND & PENOBSCOT RIVER

prepared to issue policies on Dwelling
a term of years, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
I

h~

LINE

land,

Dollars I

Million

port lahdjTkeiinebecr.

between

organ-

ever

CHASE,
HuyL

Portland, May 12,18C6.—tl

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Csameaclag Msadsj, April 30ih, 1836*

DAILY

Original Capital
One

at? ±\ m.

BILLINGS, Agent.

L.

May 32nd, 18W—dtf

Houses lor

by Investing fttfin

Fop Sale.
STORY House, situated in
of tlie city, suitable for two

IcJT'Suils cf Yellow or Bronze Sheathing Metal delivered at any convenient port.
june4dtf

Freight taken as usua\

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

Wait! Wait! Wait!

desirable House and lot on southwest corner
of Pine and State streets. The situation is one
of the most pleasant in tho city. The lot is about 46
x 103, ami well arranged and stocked with fruit trees
and shrubbery.
For particulars apply to W. T. KILBORN, A.
LIBBY, or to

McOilvery, Ryan
Agents of

PKOCTEIt,

FOR SALE.

the same
the sole diff erbelieved tliat
months to the

a moie

EMERSON,

M. L. BURR.

Mar 30-dtt

nays

fare,....$ 1.50

duced rates.

AwcmIbi’t 1. 1805.
Co. is the FIRST and 0Nl,Y Co.
this Continent, with an

Atlantic Wharf for Boston,

■every evoning, (except Sunday) at

jjouvc isoston tne same

Passenger Trains leave Portland fi>r
Boston at 8.40 A. M., 2.00 and <3.00 (express) t. m.
Leave Boston lor Portland at 7.30 A. M., 3.00 and
7.00 (express, P. M.
On Mondays, Wednesdays atd Fridays the
train to and from Boston will ran via Btmton & Maine
R. B., stopping only at Saco. Biddeford, Rennet urn.,
North Berwick,South Berwick Junction, Hover, Exeter, Haverhill and Lawrence. And on Tue*u\yM,
Thursdays and Saturdays will run via the Rustem
R. It., stopping only at Saco, biddctbrd,
Kenucbuuk,
North Berwick, Portsmouth,
Newburypori, Salem
and Lynn.
IL3iR'A special Freight train, with passenger car attached, will leave Biitdetord k»r Portland dally at 8
A. M.
FRANCIS

Kxprern

follows:—

oh

Deck,. 1.00
HT" Package tickets to be had oi tho Agents at re-

$1,000,000■II paid la.

on

Arrangement l

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT!

$1,204,188,40

~

exactly

Cabin

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

This

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing Moudtiy,May | fih, 18041.

Until further notice the Steamers
of the Portland Steoxn racket Co.

INSURANCE COMP’Y

zed

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

BOSTON.

REDUCJED_TO

Summer

INTERNATIONAL

Surplus,204,188,40

Forty Cents per 100 lbs.
To those who tako Ice lor the season, it will be delivered earlier than 1st June and later than 1st October, at the same rate per month as during the sea-

SALE!

C.

FARE

niay24i21m

POBTLAND

may23<ltf

rates.

April 20,1S6G—3meodAW.

of Goods!

BKYDGE8,

H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent/
Portland, May 23d, i860.

The Steamer CASCO will
leave FRKKPORT for PORTLAND every day, (Sundays
excepted) at 7o'clock A. M.,
and returning leave CUSTOM
HOUSE WHARF for FREEPORT, at 4 o’clock P. M.
Fare each way CO cents.
Freight taken at low

CASH CAPITAL,

Which for style and finish cannot be excelled, to bo
found at the UP TOWN CLOTHING HOUSE,

for Freeport.

will run
>
Leave

25 to 30 per Cent* leu tl»nn any otker
dealers in Maine*

No. 32

one

JOHN

Steamer

18CU,

Congress Street,

Stock

Halifax, every Tuesday and Friday evening, and
for JDigby every Monday and Thursday mornings.
CdsT" Freight received on days of sailing until lour
o’clock P, M.
C. C. EATON,
May 29,186«.—dtf
Agent.

President,
Secretary.
Medical Examiner.
Examiner, Portland.

Where may he found the finest, cheapest and BEST
STOCK of GOODS in this city, bought just at the
best time, when Gold was at the lowest it has been
or four years, enabling us to sell from

im-

Also over $300residences in all ports of the City,

May 22—(13w

The
of this metal is
as that ol the yellow or Muntz metal,
ence being in the surface finish.
It is

this is very important and will add
wear of the metal.
The Bronze Metal is sold at the same

STORE,

40 Cobb’sBri lge & becl ,f 1.46
"
60 Danville June.
1.46
66 Tlotel Itoad
1.76
«•
66 Empire Itoad
1.K6
2.16
05 Mechanics’ Falls
..
Pownal
2.36
Oxford
$1,06
«
New Gloucester
2.6O
1.35 South Paris
After the above date
passengers will not be allowed
to travel by rrieght trains on that part of the line between Portland and Mouth Paris.
J he summer arrangement 01 trains will some Into
effect on the 28th ol June when the 7.00 A. M. train
will run through to Montreal and
i^uoboc.
CJ. J.
Managing
g Director.

John the Steamer Empress for Windsor and

at St.

7 o'ciock.

GOODS,

Falmouth and back,
•*
Cumberland
•«
Yarmouth
Yarmouth June."
No. Yarmouth

At St. .John pu-^sengers take E. A N. A. Railway
for Shediac, and from tli* nee for Summersule and
Charlottetown* P. E. Island, and Pictou, N. S; also

policy holders.

flrst-clasa READY-

GENTS’ FURNISHING

or

IN WESTBROOK,

IN

tinctive

a

S.

and half story house, has eleven finished roomB, and well arranged with closets, &c.
Has stable. The buildings are ail in good order. The lot contains about,8-4 acre oi good land
under cultivation.
Situated near the Capisic Pond, abont 24 mile*
from City. For particulais enquire of G. THORN,
on tbe premises, or of

oncu.

York;

CLOTHING HOUSE!
MADE CLOTHING,
HAVE

At EastiM»rt the Steamer Queen will connect lor St.
Andrews, Kobbinstou, CauUs and New Brunswick
to Woodstock and Houltou Stations, and
Stage Coaches v-111 connect for Macliias.

Railway

J. W. MUyOEK <0 SOy, Agents,
166 FORE STREET.

TOWK

this day opened

Returning, will leave St. .John and Eastport same
days tor Portland, and Boston.

POBTIiAND, ME

son.

is with other manulocturers. to immerse the sheets,
after all rolling is done, in an acid bath.
The effect
sought, and obtained, by this process, is to give the
metal the fine yellow color to which it owes its dis-

DOMESTIC PORTS.
GALVESTON—CM 23d, sofas F. A Cental Font.
New York; J H French, Burgess, Ba.ua.
FEW ORLEANS—CM will, ship B C Wlnthron.
Stewart, Uavtc.

N»*w

TJ£»

Atlantic St.

FOR
Co.

the manufacture of Yellow Metal Sheathing, it
has been the universal practice hitherto, as it still

S3

—

Miscellaneous.

StroetTeJSrv
WI!DKK»7av 2

John.

Company

BENJ. F. STEVENS,
JOSEPH M. GIB BENS,
W. W. MORLANI), M. D.
I. T. DANA, M. D. Medical

June

T?teame.1:?

Wharf,
■MONDAY,

officers.

Atlantic Wharf.

M0^'r>AY,

In order to ailord increased accommodation to the
nubile, on and after Monday, May 28th, a train will
leave Portland at U.ihj P. M. daily, conveying passengers lor Mouth 1 arts and all intsnnodiute stall jns;
and a train will leave Mouth Paris in the aftemoou
arriving in Portland at 6.60 P. M.
With the exception <*i such alteration of time as
may bedosirable in the winter season, it is intern -ud,
should sufficient encouragement he extended to those
trains, to continue thorn off the year round.
Keturn Tickets,\good for the flay of issue only,) by
any ti am, will be sotd to and from rdi stations at the
following reduced rates, vis:

riiiDAx, at 5 o'clock F.M.,for Eastport aiul st

REMEMBER I No. 31T Congress Street.

vicinity, for sale. Apply to
PATTERSON & CHADBOURNE,
Real Estate Agents.
May 31,18G6—eodtf
82J Exchange St.

Patent Bronze Metal Sheathing!

discharging.

Irmou oi k vouaroKDnM
At. a-.ba Prank Barker,
BOOTIIBAY. May ta
Wertura
TibtwtU,
Bank., with IVIqtluflah: Annie
M Nn.h, Tlmnipoon, do, TIM do: Hannah KldrMve,
Houston. do,
do; Myntic Tio, Dun ton, do: AlM< t'arlan l, Portland ; Tookolkta,
(naw)

octl8dt!

Portland and Smith Paris.

WEEK !

PER

“>« InternaLino will leave
kail road
foot of State

n ’.i
tional

Kepoi

ON

and

Bedford Copper

KNIGHT,

BENJ.

TRIPs

af?".ian,i.aft<ir

1. Thai Company being purely mutual, insures
at the lowest possible hates; ami ii the premiums paid exceed the actual cost, the surplus is
returned to the parties insuring in cash, not scrip.
3. The low ratio qf expenditure* to receipts* averaging only 8 per cent., and the slight variation tn this
ratio from year to
ts of
year, as shown by the
the Company, make it clear that their business is
conducted systematically, anti with strictest economy.
8. In this Company a person may not forfeit a
policy until its value is worked out in insurance; For example, if a person pays pour
life premiums in cash, this will insure him seven or eight years, or about tliree years alter kis
tour have expired, if he is unable, IVom any
cause, to pay the annual premiums. The laws of no
other State make such a provision.
9. The New Kngland
will make as large
a distribution qf surplus to the insured as can be returned by any Company doing a sqfe business.
The
assets of all companies are derived from premiums
and interest; and the mutual company whose
ratio qf total expense to receipts is lowest, must have
the largest proportionate amount to divide among its
members. People have been strangely misled in this
matter ol dividends. The Company in which insurance costs the least, the rates of premium being the same, must do best in the way of returns to

MECHANICS' GBANITE BUILDING.

Fop Sale.
OhebequeIsland, alarm containing 15 acres
tillage land and 35 acres pasturage and wood
land, a young and thrifty orchard, two dwelling
houses in perfect repair, possessing the beet ot water
privileges; also one barn, etc.; a good seashore
privilege lor sea dressing. Said farm is situated on
the west end of the Island, 8 miles Irom and in sight
of Portland city.
Will be sold at a great bargain.
Inquire of CHARLES SAWYER, No. 123 Commercial Street, or ol the Proprietor on the premises.
dtf
may29

Wanted.

Sch Luella, Sparrow, Bangor for Boston.
CLEARED.
Rs-rg Frontier, Littlefield, Philadelphia—Twitehell
Brothers & Chapman.
New Bed-

Jgif £ w££wucklcy’Troy’NY-Tto

a

particulars, enquire oi

Richardson’s Wharf.

Agent

W. STEVENS.

Two-story Brick House and Lot, No. 2 Deer
THE
Street., at great bargain.
For

For further particulars enquire of, or address
GEO. L. KIMBALL,
Firm of Stevens, Freeman & Co.
Nov. 11—dtf

29—dim

G.

For Sale.

Splendid

161 Commercial Street.

M A. HI 1ST IE

pied by Win. Duran.)
May 31—dim

Reduction of Fares
And Issue of Keturn Tickets to and from all
Stations between

WITH REDUCED FARE.

*

Don’t fail to call and examine the

For Sale.

in every town in the State ol Maine to
Bell a new, convenient and useful patented article. Ladies or Gentlemen wishing for a rare chance
to make money should call on, or addresss,
J. HANKERSON & CO.,
130 Middle Street,
Nov 23—dtf
Portland, Maine.

MisUtsYe Almanac.Jane 6.
Sunrises.... .4.24 1 Moon rlsos.
AM
Sun sets.7.33 | High water..3.46 PM

new
second-hand Chain, different sixes. Also. Shovels, Spades, Axes, Hatchets,
Hammers, Camp Kettles.
SHELTER TENTS—just the Ihing for Hay
Caps; and a few A Tents; all of which aro selling
low,at No. 8 Moujtou Si., (store lormerly occu-

Lime Street.

UNITED

SALE.

LBS. BOLTS AND SPIKES.
7000
8000 lbs.
and

May 18,1866.—dtt

E D !

Sale,

AN stevene’ Plains, near the Horse Railroad.—
A. L. RICHARDSON,
Enquire oi
April 11—dtf
On the premises.

At No. 317

JOHN C. PROCTER,

Federal Stroet.

LOTS

HAT AND CAP

THAT

makers at
SEVERAL custom Coat, VestA.andL. Pant
CRACK’S,

may31dtf

For

W. H. STEPHENSON,
Second National Bank.

very eligible Lot on Temple Street, near
Middle Street, with the Walls thereon. There is
a good cellar with connecting drain.
Lot about 70 by
by 90 feet. Terms reasonable. Apply to

THREE

Ten Tear, yon Forfeit-

This Com pa 117 make* a DIVIDEND ANNUALLY*

oi

Valuable Lot for Sale I
juneldtf

New

In this city, June lt Alice M, daughter of Charles
Daggett, aged 4 veara.
lu this city, June 3, lira CInderilla. wife ol Horatio
Merrill, aged 18 vears.
in Westbrook," Juno 4, Mary C, daughter of Solomon '.and Pltobe It Hutchins,
aged 19 years and lb

enquire

April 2—tf

N®. 20 Park Street.

Wanted

HOtFSE

Calais and St John.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

ORGANIZED 1843.

EMERSON A BURR

The new FRENCH COTTAGE,
and about seven acres of land, situon the Cape Cottage road, in
Cape Elizabeth. The house contains
:fourteen rooms. The sea view is un-

Wet Nurse Wanted.

APPLY

May 180

ated

Portland.
In New

Lime Stroet.

Eastport,

BOSTON.

Flats ad-

E. B. HOWARD & CO.

at

Pino Six Octave Melodcon, but little used, at E.
B. ROBINSON’S Music Rooms, 3474 Congress,
near Oak street.
Inquire (Torn 8 to 6 1‘. M

For Sale.

workers at 33

Tin Plate and

lot of

one

Juno 1—dim

Merri-

Wanted Immediately.
Sheet Iron
THREE
Exchange street, Portland.

Also

joining tbe above, 104 feet front and extending to the
channel; a tine lot for a Ship Yard.
Apply to
JOHN C. PROCTER,
BEAL'ESTATE BROKER,

Wants, Lost and Found.

AN

miHrof
»nfki hi^°Tern“0"to
*■„

stcadi; sales R,S(10
Bound iloop Ohio at

A

Ar at Table Bay CQH, April 16, Flash, Doanc, 1m
Rio Janeiro.
Ar at St Helena April 25, Transit, Whitmore, from
Maulmain for Falmouth.
Ar at Gibraltar 14th ulfc, May Stetson, Pendleton,
Palermo (and cld for New York); Rescue,Thompson,
Cette for New York.
Cld at Rotterdam 17th ult, Ivanlioe, Rixby, New-

PARTICULAR

more

Carriage for Sale.

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
Term, Life,

Railroads.

International Steamship Oo. GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY

ing and Endowment Policies Issued.

FOR

SECOND HAND denny Uud Chaise, in good
repair, for ealc low for caali. Coll at
C. P. KIMBALL’S
juncldtf
Manufactory.

a

MARRIED.

aSassafa?

York Markets.
New York. June 4.
■'I sales 1000bales. Middling
dure generally refuse lower

A

fltinily. Agents are making$10 per day at home.—
A. (dress with two stamps for full particulars M. E.
FIERCE, Box 2394 Chicago, 111.
may24d2w*

1805. 102$
United Slates Tcn-lorties. W
Vermont Central First Mortgage Bonds. 101
Rutland 1st Mortgage Bonds. 88
Western Railroad. 14o

To I.et.
FURNISHED HOUSE, plcaxantly located,with

uar.lmu atta.liod, mocked with Irult tree., ie.
etc., will Ih' rented to a rceiMmsible party,
Ad trust “II” p. o. Box 1!H3.
juneldlw*

19th, Canada, Wyman, Navas-

Philadelphia for Falmouth, E.
No date, lat 35 27, Ion 70 33, barque Nettie
man, steering East.

NEW ENGLAND

the town of Falmouth about sevmiles from Portland, one Farm,
• mtalninj? aliout 45
acres; one conL_iainin£ about 100 acres. Also one
5-two-stoiy House, and lot, situated
in necu>roo*. .iear
Tukey’n Bridge, with a quantity
of fruit tread in bearing order. One House and Lof
situated on <%>ngre8» street: also about 300 to 400
cords of Hard and Soft Wood.
In

en

A

21

HUUSE

Perkin-,

SPOKEN.
March 18, lat 13 S. Ion 30 W, ship Congress, Wyman, from Newport. E, tor Hong Kong.
April 20, lat 2 22 N, ion 24 01 W, barque Templar,
Sherman, from Portland for Buenos AyTex.
May 4, lat 51 65, Ion 30 42, ship Great Western, tin
New York for Liverpool.
May 7, lat 30 07 N, Ion 38 30 W, ship Templar, Rogers, Irom Boston for San Francisco.
May 2ft, lat 40 20. Ion GO 50, barque Bums, from

Farms tor Sale.

Melodcon for Sale.

f o Let.

and Female—to sell The Great
AGENTS—Male
Labor and Fuel Saver, worth $40 year to any

1801. 1024

J. C. UROUKS
Commercial St.

Freest. Rent $21 per month, payal>!e In adruneo. Apply at HALL’S linbln-r Emporium, 1*7 MW,lie St.
juut2dtl'

IPcr steamer Teutonia, at New York.]
Ar at Liverpool 21st, Timour, Spooner, Calcutta.
Sid 19th. Charles Davenport, Stevens, tor Boston;
Theobold, Theobold, Cardin; Vanguard, Russell, for
New York; 21st, Ironsides, Taj ley, for Philadelphia;
Webster, Norris, Now York.
At Shields 20th, Cores, Humphrey, for New York,

nearly ready.

Insurance.

TliE

Junc2d2w

Steamers.

For Sale and to Let.

valuable lot ofl^and with the
buildings thereon, on the corner of ltanibr.li and Emery streets,
I beiii^ the estate of the lateOov. Parris.
Apply to

Wanted.

series. 102$
do
senes. 102$
United States Five-twenties, 18C5.102$

\Air.« gt.

For Sale.

Portland*'0*011

May

2d
3d

JOHN C. PROCTER*

Webster,

small.102$

do

PUiladel^Wa

Vein

buildings,

June 4—d2w

l.-do.

at St.John, XB, 31st ult,
Hatfield, Portland.

valunder a

■*rJi high stale of cultivation.
In«|U re ol

“owe* ^ Baltimore: brigs J
Marwick, for Portland; K s Hassell.
Uasscll, a:al CasiilUan. Harden brook, for Philadelphia;
W K sawyer, Kay. f«*r Baltimore.
^u
^rig Sebaatopol,Boudret,
o

Mup,Ba^,o'r(;OUBln“'
Cony,B^:ae^k

outstanding at present. Loans are made flat.
market Is dull and unsottled, and
prices
n
Brokers show an Indisposition
le" loa,l1,1 '•B®
present eonditlon of the
are dull under foreign
news,
“
*
Mo,my ls in Rood
at 6 per
,
call. Discounts active at supply
6 (ft? lor prime

|

At Matanzas 24th ult, barques John Carver Nichols; Isvfttfgator, Carver, and Linda Stcwmt.Osborn, for New York, ldg; Avola.
for Port-

River; Thos HJx. Hall, Ureenporl
Cld 2d, barque Stampede. Jewett, Cardenas; brig'
Scotland, Crowell, Borbadocs ; Omaha. Downing,
Michigan Uui versify has become one of the Bar la toes; Thos Owen, PettcngUL Nue vitas; John
Mobile; .sebs Zjcova, Heath, lor •;-—institutions of learning in (he land Freeman, Loring,
hyrg«3t
Charleston; G W Glover ,Holbrook, Boston.
The last
Ar 2d, sens Melbourne, Marsen, Gardiner; Pilot,
Ottawa, House.
catalogue shows 32 professors, and
more than 1200
•
students in the various depart- Thompson, Rockland; Boston, Wall, Boston; Caao7
and
T-WaH,
Algoma, Pierson, Fall River.
ments. About 60 of these
arc from the British
sch
New
Chase.
Bedford.
Armadillo,
I
v”i
THE OTTAWA HOUSE
royinces. Ttcv. isDr. Haven, (Methodist) for- Ban or l'ON1>ON--4r 2d, sch Gen Scott, Leach
On
Cushing’s Island,
--Boston, president.
(2d, «chs Ontario, VerrHl, from
^ Wanton,
Will bo opened for the reception of vtulors on Mon"**• Bi“ei G°T day, June 12th, and the Steamer Oazelle will
Markets.
commence her regular tripe to the Island on that day.
<«
Portland, May 22, 1866.
may23d3*
^su“*°r 1*0*ton.
TELEGRAPHIC REPORTS.
NEW BEDFORD_Ar lut T*..
Utl 8011 u"la
Fose, Orcutt,
LEGAL
INSTK
VMENTS.
Financial.
sell l-emuyivania,
Scottr lArfh11’ K1,lot> Miragoane;
New\okk. June4.
(.1(12d, brfca Marine < 'nnir m
attention erven to drawing W^lla,
articic
Bays
private
dispatches CUa.se, McDonald, Portland ’8Ch«iIvUe?os; Mary A
^iSerI2,nclCiaV»
London per Nova Scotian report the pressure
and all kind of legal papers.—
cbx|rlu«bolr;JaK0,,, Sprague, NbKhb£",klln’ Conar5', Also Deeds, Contracts,
suu.
The Bank of London was reported to linve falltitles to real esta te, by
Ar
examining
8C^8
Jdabo,
Kills,
01. Private advices also report the failure ot
INortblk•
w™»
W. R.
Machiasi
Can branch & Co., Liverpool, a
Gordon, Hancodk-P^Jljibby.
II. P. REAVE.
large firm In the oot- Grant, <lo; Grampus,
Sea Flower,
trade. Better iinaneial nows is exp< cted
McCennor, Bakior llarT°y.
j>er AlCOUNSELLOR AT LAW,
y
rig
,ro,n
Uokor’
Portland
Cuba.
for
OoUl rose to 44, at which tliero were
117 Middle Stree t.
plenty of sell< )c
ers, and the price almost instantly reacPxJ.
toiler, 1865.
maySodtl
Hy,or' New Orleans.
There
SAn4'*iPr?JBoy5^’
wh Ncponset, Snovr,
lst:
a?o
Rockland?° vorlr important spec.ilative interest

_The

For Sale in Westbrook.

i nnn FIRST QUALITY, round hoop, Flour
lv/l/U Barrels, at Thirty-five Cents, by
E. E. UPHAM & SON,

List*
Sales at the Brokers Board, June 3.
American Gold... 141$
United States Coupons, July. 140
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,.,. 1094
United States 7 3-10ths Loan, 1st series.. 102$
Bouton Stock

NAME

$699 85

[Copy.]

Lin ta-y. Wilson, Boston.
Ai Boracoa Slat ult, sc-ha Setagawa, Bryaut. for X
3
York; Azcltla & Laura, Me Indoe! tor do.

Sale and to Let.

A. desirableResidence. with modem and
■f.KfS uable
:iad 1C acres of laud

York

DEPARTURE OP OCEAN STEAMERS.

Balance paid James Stephens, C. O.
I. B.. a» per receipt below

For

Croix.
At Miragoane 13th ult, brig B Ingtnac, Grav, for
Mew York £• thAt Mayagu. a. PR. inth ult. brig* Kachiae, Cates,
from New York, in ballast; S P smith. Veazie, from
do, both at quarantine.
SI I ftn Cumberland Harbor 131huit,
brig Samuel

1

STATEMENT.

William Griffin, Treasurer P. II., in. aceoun!
with the Fenian Brotherhood :
KMC-Jan. 29.
To ain't received from B. D. Killian,
per Ass' tTreiaurcr
?12,2984C
To am t of receipts trout all sources
from 29th Jan. to39th May, 1808
153J52708

SU ftn Rio .T auriro April 21, barque Deborah Pennell, Dunnliias Callao.
Arat Hart-1 does lltli ult, barque A Houghton,
Rorrctt. Philo, lelplita ; 13th, brig C 11 Kenm-l.v,
Clark. Porttarttl; lltli, sub Dearborn. Philadelphia;
15th. brio llanc, ,ck, Gibbs. Bov ton.
SI.l ft 11, barq ne Caroline Lemont, Bowkcr, for St

1

DENTIST,
lima Rrmaart hie OHM •• 13 1-3 free Si.
Second Home from H. H. Hay’s Apothecary
Store.
da wit

maylO

*

